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I've have put in so many
enigmas and puzzles that
it will keep the professors
busy for centuries arguing
over what I meant, and that's
the only way of ensuring one's
immortality.
James Joyce
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Prologue

The history of the paradoxes of set theory is well known. Cantor
found the one concerning the greatest cardinal in the 1890s, and soon
afterwards Burali-Forti discovered the corresponding for the ordinals.
Then around 1900 Russell showed that the set of all sets which do not
belong to themselves led to a paradox. This finding caused a crisis, and
mathematicians, philosophers and logicians struggled to free mathematics
froql these infections. However, other paradoxes came to light, such as
those of finite definability and of the visiting card.
Like all well-known stories, this one is better known than studied.
While some historians have revealed a more complicated story, Dr.
Garciadiego has gone to new levels of detail to reveal the complications
of the true record. They involve not only more information of the same
kind but especially many corrections of our understanding. My own
favourites are these: neither Cantor nor Burali-Forti thought of their
results as paradoxes; Russell was their principal founder and first librarian, in that he both collected them and interpreted them as paradoxes; the
status of such result as paradoxes was entwined in a melange of poorly
distinguished paradoxes, contradictions, antinomies, reductio ad absurdum arguments, and strange objects like the axioms of choice which one
had to accept or at least tolerate; hardly any major figure was drawn to
set theory by the paradoxes; and the community of mathematicians in
general gave the matter little thought.
Dr. Garciadiego covers the period from the mid 1890s to the late
1900s. He begins his tale with the final form of Cantor's set theory and
transfinite numbers, and he steers it through Russell's own discoveries
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and reinterpretations to the emergence of the 'semantic' paradoxes (as
they were normally not distinguished at the time). He adjoins a substantial quantity of unpublished correspondence, mostly with Russell, in
which the perplexities and some disagreements of the time are vividly
exhibited. His book is unusually readable for an academic work and
deserves to gather a substantial measure of attention-more than arose at
the time, indeed, when the full consequences of the paradoxes were not
yet clear.
Dr. Ivor Grattan-Guinness,
Middlesex Polytechnic

The love of power is terribly strong
in me-l can't help reflecting that all these
math'al philosophers have different thoughts from
what they wd. have had if I had not existed.
Bertrand Russell.

Preface
1. The goal of the book.- The main goal of this book is to
reconstruct and reinterpret the role played by the British philosopher and
mathematician Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) in the origins of the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'. 1
My book is addressed to all students interested in the history and
philosophy of ideas, not only to those who specialize in mathematics. The
professional historian, philosopher and mathematician will find a new
historical interpretation of the events surrounding the development of the
paradoxes, in turn provoking new avenues of discussion.

1. The term paradox might indicate an argument that derives self-contradictory conclusions by apparently valid deductions from apparently acceptable premises. A paradox could also be "a statement
contrary to receive opinion" [The American Heritage Dictionary 1982a, 9(0). Paradoxes might involve
single inconsistencies (e.g., showing that two different numbers are equal) or double inconsistencies
(e.g., the barber: In a village there is a barber who "shaves all and only those men in the village who
do not shave themselves" [Quine 1966a, 2). Now, does the barber shave himself?) But paradoxes, in
any case, usually invite solution. The word contradiction, on the other hand, means "a statement
containing propositions one of which denies or is logically at variance with the other" [The Oxford
English Dictionary 1989a III, 838). However, even if one could put forward definitions satisfying the
criteria of contemporary mathematicians and philosophers, these criteria would not necessarily correspond to those current at the beginning of the century. The meaning and connotation of the words
paradox, contradiction and allfinomy (see: page 62 note 1) seem to have changed in the interim. Most
of the intellectuals involved in the discovery of such arguments (in the 18908 and 1900s) selected and
consistently used one (or some) of these terms when referring to the inconsistencies. For example,
Russell used all of the terms given above, but with different conceptions in mind. In fact, a close
analysis of the way in which Russell used these terms clarifies the diverse philosophical influences that
he underwent while he was writing his book The Prillciples of Mathematics. In order to remain
impartial, and at the same time to keep a historical perspective, I will use neutral terms (e.g., inconsistency, argument, proposition, 'contradiction' and 'paradox').
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Russell's published works include more than sixty books, several
unpublished manuscripts, many hundreds of articles, dozens of radio and
TV interviews and films, covering a wide spectrum of knowledge. His
writings embrace discussions and analysis of such diverse topics as social
sciences, foundations of mathematics, philosophy of physics, philosophy
in general, religion, moral sciences, education, pacifism, natural sciences
(including biology and physics), linguistics, statistics, probability, economic theory, history, politics, international affairs and other topics. He
corresponded with a large and diverse group of colleagues including both
prominent and obscure figures in politics, the arts, humanities and sciences. Russell's communication with his colleagues began in the late nineteenth century and was especially active through much of the twentieth
century. In spite of being one of the most controversial public personalities of his day (let us not forget that he went to prison twice, was dismissed from Cambridge University and was prevented from teaching at
the College of the City of New York), his merits have been recognized
and appreciated. He was awarded many medals, diplomas and honors,
including the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1950. On considering the vast
corpus of his work, the people who surrounded him, the events that he
experienced, and the polemics and disputes that he provoked and in
which he participated, it seems almost an unforgivable sin to devote a
whole book to such a small idea, as the discovery of some inconsistencies. However, Russell himself conceived this idea as one of the most
fundamental of his work. Now, according to Russell:
Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have governed my life: the longing for love, the search for knowledge, and unbearable pity for the suffering of mankind. These passions, like great winds, have blown me hither and thither, in a wayward course, over a deep ocean of anguish, reaching to the very verge of despair.·

These three passions that governed his life-which extended for
almost ninety-eight years-were carved, molded and deeply rooted in his
mind by approximately 1901 and 1902, when he lost his love for his first
wife, witnessed the pains suffered by a close friend and discovered the

1. Russell 1967a, 13.
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Plate 2. Russell drafted this version of his 'contradiction' at a
mature age, showing that he still regarded his argument as
important.
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inconsistencies of the theory of transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers. I
Intellectually speaking, it was the discovery of an argument he called The
Contradiction that forced him to stress the importance of the existence of
these elements and their solution for a correct understanding of the principles of mathematics. This proposition is known today as the argument
involving the class (set) of all classes (sets) which are not members of
themselves, and it might be popularized as follows: think for a moment
of a special library where the librarians do not catalogue the books in
cards but in notebooks; i. e., the catalogue itself could be taken as another
book. Some librarians list the book ~s an element of the system and
catalogue the catalogue-but some others do not. What would happen if
the chief librarian in charge of the central library decides to compile a
catalogue of all catalogues that do not catalogue themselves? Should this
general catalogue be included in the list (or catalogue of catalogues) or
not? If it is listed, then it is not one of those catalogues that should be
contained in the catalogue; but, if it is not, then it should be. That is to
say, from each answer its opposite follows.
Near the end of his life, Russell believed he had fulfilled some but
not all of his early academic goals. One of the most relevant for the
study of philosophy and the foundations of mathematics is the one the
young British thinker devised in the 1890s as two series of books-one
going from pure mathematics to physiology and the other dealing with
social questions, hoping to find a final synthesis at once scientific and
practical. To some extent, as he claims, he carried out his plan. But, in
retrospect, in the early 1900s, mathematics was in a doubtful state because of the inconsistencies, therefore, it would be impossible to show
that other disciplines were logically derived from pure mathematics and
were internally consistent. For Russell, it was like carrying a small stone
in one of his shoes which bothered him constantly while he has walking
through the path of life and knowledge. I believe that it is not an exaggeration to assert that Russell's discovery of the inconsistencies-in particular the one associated with the class of all classes which are not members of themselves-was the most influential event for his later contributions to philosophy and the foundations of mathematics.
1. Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 159-160.
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When asked about his greatest contribution to philosophical
thought, Russell responded by mentioning Principia Mathematica. The
main thesis of this book-now known as the Logicist thesis-was to show
that pure mathematics was deducible from logic. 1 This thesis was developed in the same year of 1901 (approximately) and its origins are narrowly related with those of the inconsistencies. The discovery of such
inconsistencies, intrinsically associated with the principles of traditional
logic and/or set theory, showed Russell that his goals were not as direct
and easy to fulfill as he had originally thought.
In order to carry out the main task of this book, I have divided it
into five chronological and sometimes overlapping sections. The goals
and contents of these sections are the following:
Chapter 1. Antecedents.- Some sources in the secondary literature
may have led the reader to believe that there was a sudden interest in the
study of the foundations of mathematics at the turn of the century resulting from the discovery of the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'. I would like to
present an alternative historical reconstruction by describing Georg Cantor's (1845-1918) theory of transfinite numbers as an example of an
attempt to clarify the concept of number. On one hand, according to most
historians, philosophers and mathematicians, this theory contains all
elements needed to develop the inconsistencies that provoked a sudden
interest on the foundations of mathematics at the turn of the century. At
the same time, it provides the framework to understand how the 'paradoxes' emerged and how they influenced the subsequent development of the
foundations of mathematics. On the other hand, Cantor's theory is a clear
example of a research project concerned with showing that the foundations of arithmetic have their original roots in a precise mathematical
problem.

1. According to Sacks, Russell had other motives for writing this book. "There were difficulties, but
not paradoxes; there was no need to write Principia Mathematica to straighten them out" [Sacks 1975a,
523]. One should not forget that, In 1903, Russell promised his readers to present a second volume of
The Principles of Mathematics containing the technical work of how the deduction of all of pure
mathematics from symbolic or formal logic was possible. This second volume, with Alfred N. Whitehead's (1861-1947) collaboration, turned out to be Principia Mathematica.
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Other scholars who were interested in constructing a more solid
mathematics, for different reasons, were completely unaware of the
existence of some of the inconsistencies. Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) and
Giuseppe Peano (1858-1932), among others, also played a fundamental
role in the clarification of the concept of number in the last few decades
of the nineteenth century and they had originally started their works
unaware of the existence of the 'paradoxes'.
In the end, Russell modified three different conceptualizations
underlying the principles of the natural numbers

{I, 2, 3, ... , n, ... }
to create a new understanding that emphasized the inconsistencies. This
notion resulted from a final breakdown of a general synthesis in which,
after he constrasted various apparently contradictory dialectical analyses,
a new comprehensive thesis originated. This introductory chapter will
provide the technical knowledge required to understand how Russell's
ideas evolved and how he discovered the inconsistencies.
Chapter II. A Standard Interpretation.- It is of fundamental importance to describe what I call a standard interpretation of the origins of
the set-theoretic 'paradoxes' in order to fully comprehend the historiographical consequences of the present work, and to analyze how it affects
our understanding of the history of mathematics. Some of the main elements of the standard interpretation are: (a) that Cesare Burali-Forti
(1861-1931) discovered an inconsistency in 1897, as a result of his criticism of Cantor's ideas; (b) that Cantor came upon another 'paradox' in
1899; (c) that Russell discovered his own Contradiction-Russell's
term-in 1901 after analyzing the previous two.
Of course, there are several discrepancies in the accounts put forward by several historians, but none of them has provoked a major historiographical reexamination of the basic history. For example, some researchers have suggested that there was an immediate response of the
mathematical community because of the need for a close scrutiny of the
foundations of set theory. Some others, on the contrary, have attempted
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to explain the lack of such a reaction. Some have dated Cantor's discovery as early as 1883, 1895, 1896, and others as late as 1899. I
There is evidence that Burali-Forti's and Cantor's original contributions have been misinterpreted, both mathematically and historically. I
do not agree that there was an immediate response of the mathematical
community, as implied by the standard interpretation. I also refute the
alternative account suggesting that there was no reaction at all. The reader will not find, in this chapter, a historical reconstruction of events such
as the narration of the discovery of the inconsistency of the greatest
cardinal number-incorrecty called 'Cantor's paradox', and the argument
of the class of all classes which are not members of themselves (Russell's
contradiction). These issues will be discussed in chapter IV. The discovery of the 'paradox' of the greatest ordinal number (incorrectly attributed
to Burali-Forti) has already been correctly described in another study.2
Chapter III. The philosophical and mathematical background to The
Principles of Mathematics, 1872-1900.- It is difficult to establish either a
precise date or a reason to explain Russell's original interest in the foundations of mathematics. I will first endeavor to outline the most significant events of Russell's childhood and adolescence before he went to
Cambridge University in 1890, with respect to the development of this
book.
Then I will narrate how, in his fourth year at Cambridge, after
having dedicated three years to the study of mathematics, he studied the
works of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), Francis H. Bradley (1846-1924)
and Bernard Bosanquet (1848-1923), among other philosophers. It is
important to stress that at this time (ca. 1893-1898), Russell thought of
all sciences as being inherently defective, therefore, mathematics was not
expected to be a fully consistent science. The 'contradictions' found in
mathematics would be solved in a subsequent science following a dialectical process. In the last few years of the nineteenth century, Russell studied Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers and made an in-depth study of

1. Complete references will be provided in the appropiate places (see: Chapter II, § 3, page 33).

2. See: Moore & Garciadiego 1981a.
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the philosophy of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716). At this time,
approximately 1898-1899, he turned away from Georg Wilhelm Hegel
(1770-1831) and developed intellectual associatidIli with Whitehead and
especially with G. E. Moore (1873-1958), among others. I try to show
that all these developments are related and I will show that Russell turned
away from the philosophical antinomies to logical or mathematical 'contradictions' after studying Cantor's Mengenlehre. In short, it will be
explained how Russell came to believe that mathematics was a consistent
science implying that previous philosophical antinomies related to mathematics were simply apparent 'paradoxes' and not real 'contradictions'.
Finally, in this chapter, I will attempt to determine when the early
drafts of The Principles of Mathematics were written in order to illustrate
the intellectual background existing before Russell met Peano in 1900.
An important feature of the last draft, written before July 1900, entitled
simply "Principles of Mathematics", is the absence of any discussion of
real 'contradietions'.
Chapter IV. Russell's discovery of the 'paradoxes'.- Once it has
been expounded how and why Russell studied inconsistencies related to
philosophical systems, it will then be possible to explore his discovery of
the mathematical (or logical) 'contradictions'. The best way to carry out
such a task will be a detailed analysis of the manner in which he wrote
The Principles of Mathematics in the form that it was published. This
will necessitate the study of the way Peano's influence modified Russell's
understanding of the relations between logic and pure mathematics, which
Russell used to explain the principles of arithmetic. It is important to
emphasize, once again, that Russell's book focussed primarily on the
proposition that pure mathematics was a branch of logic. It was less
concerned with the discovery or solution of the 'paradoxes'.
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, Russell started corre-

sponding with the French philosopher Louis Couturat (1868-1914).
Through their correspondence they discussed a great variety of topics
such as Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers, Burali-Forti's papers and
their respective books on Leibniz's logic. I believe that the disclosure and
explanation of some of the issues discussed in their correspondence illus-
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trates my argument of ho~ Russell created the 'paradox' of the greatest
cardinal number and his own argument of the class of all classes which
are not members of themselves. Fundamental changes related to the
inconsistencies were apparently made in galley as the book was being
printed, and I will examine these changes.
Chapter V. The 'Semantic Paradoxes'. - It became a fundamental
task for Russell-in his effort to show that pure mathematics was a
branch of logic-to discover all possible inconsistencies in order to study
and solve them. There were others who were also interested in finding
'paradoxes'. Some were probably dissatisfied with Russell's thesis and
wanted to discredit it. Today, these 'paradoxes' might be divided in two
categories: logical (those involving only logical or mathematical terms)
and semantic 'paradoxes' (those containing some reference to thought,
language or symbolism). 1 The goal of this fifth chapter is to discuss
why, how and when the semantic 'paradoxes' were discovered. Here, it
is important to consider the role played by the Well-Ordering Theorem, 2
and its associated polemics in popularizing the logical 'paradoxes' and the
discovery of the semantic ones. I will illustrate that there was not one
simple factor that dominated the whole outlook. I will show that some of
the semantic 'paradoxes' arose from misunderstandings or misconceptions. Others arose from the logical inconsistencies, and some arose
independently of any polemic.
Appendix 1. Correspondence.- In this appendix I have included
some of Russell's letters that" reveal different aspects of his personality
and thought. Although hundreds of Russell's letters have been published
already [see: Russell 1967a; 1968a, 1969a, 1969b, Kennedy 1975a,
Wright 1974a, & Grattan-Guinness 1977a, among others], there remain
thousands more (at least at The Bertrand Russell Archives) that show the
diversity and richness of Russell's personality and knowledge. This appendix contains some (in fact, only a very few) items of Russell's corre-

1. Ramsey I926a, 353.

2. The assertion that any set, ordered or not, can be well-ordered (see: Chapter I, § 2, P 11-13).
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spondence. 1 Some are included because they reflect Russell's emotional
health at the time of the writing of The Principles of Mathematics. Others
exemplify the growth and development of his ideas. But all of them
provide insight into the events surrounding the development of set theory
and mathematical logic at the beginning of the present century. Finally, I
have limited myself to transcribing the correspondence. The richness of
the letters is so vast that it would be necessary to write another essay
explaining names, dates, topics, symbology, and so on. I have included
very sporadic footnotes to clarify some very basic issues.

2. The sources.-2 Throughout his life, Russell made several attempts to write his autobiography, beginning as early as 1901 when he
was only twenty nine years 01d. 3 He made at least one other attempt in
1948 at age seventy six. 4 Nevertheless, the first volume of Russell's
autobiography was published almost twenty years later in March 1967,
when he was almost ninety-five years old.
Although comments of friends and relatives describe Russell as
being extremely fit, both mentally and physically even near the end of his
life, it is reasonable to suppose that there might be numerous, potentially
important flaws in his reminiscences, especially for events occurring
around the years 1900-1901, over fifty years before the first recollections
were published. Russell may have consulted records of events occurring

1. I also transcribed a letter from E. H. Moore (1862-1932) to Georg Cantor. The pertinence of the
inclusion is justified by the topic discussed. This missive is a very clear example that 'paradoxes' were
in the mind of the working mathematician of those days. The letter was written before Russell's The
Principles of Mathematics were published-although, unfortunately, the surviving records from Cantor
seem to indicate that he did not respond to Moore. This is another clear example of someone thinking
in the same lines as Russell, as well as Ernst Zermelo (1871-1953), did. I must express my deepest
gratitude to Ivor Grattan-Guinness for sharing his knowledge of this particular item. The original
version of this letter is kept at the Institut Mittag-Leffler (Stockholm, Sweden).

2. Professional historians may skip this section.
3. Unfortunately, the manuscript in Alys Russell's (nee Alys Pearsall Smith (1868-1949» handwriting
is now lost.
4. Some sources suggest that Russell made probably a previous attempt in about 1931. On the other
hand, perhaps, Russell may have started writing his 1948 attempt in 1931.
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in 1901, assuming that they were available.! The draft of 1948 was supplemented and revised constantly prior to its publication in the 196Os.
Some passages, written almost twenty years previously, began to show
the effects of time. Russell himself mentions an example:
I wrote the above passage in 1931 [of an event of 1919], and in 1949 I showed it to
Colette [Lady Constance Malleson (1895-1975), Russell's mistress]. Colette wrote to
me, enclosing two letters that I had written to her in 1919, which showed me how
much I had forgotten. 2

The disadvantages of relying on the use of autobiographical sources
are too well known to be discussed here in detail, but it is important to
keep some of them in mind. In most cases, the flaws found in an autobiographical source are closely related to the precise dating of events of
actual matters, but some are also connected to the development of ideas.
As an example of the first case one finds Russell's small discrepancies in
the dating of the discovery of his inconsistency. As another example of
how his memory of previous experiences betrayed him on some occasions, let me refer to Russell's account of how he wrote a book. After
describing his mature methodology, Russell used his book Our knowledge
of the External World as a Field for Scientific Method in Philosophy
[1914a] to illustrate this procedure. He narrated how he spent a whole
year thinking about the problem. He was always finding errors, objections and difficulties on all his possible solutions. Then, in one day, he
dictated almost the entire book, to a stenographer without a moment's
hesitation. However, his memory betrayed him on this occasion. This is
not the book he wrote in barely a single day. He probably confused the
writing of his book with the writing of an article called "The relation of
sense data to physics."3

1. As far as I know, there are no clues indicating whether Russell ever finished or even took seriously
that early attempt at writing his autobiography. If, in fact, he did, which is very doubtful, there are no
hints he ever used it when he wrote later recollections. Nevertheless, there are other early autobiographical sources (e.g .• Russell 1983a, 3-21 & 41-67, Russell 1902g), but they contain few references
to his technical work, most of them being observations of a very personal character (e.g., he describes
his feelings towards his first wife Alys after he discovered that he did not love her any more; he also
characterizes his friends, personal reactions to his education, and so on).

2. Russell 1968a, 96. See, also: Ibid., 151.
3. See Russell 1956a, 195-196. Cj., Blackwell 1973a, 13.
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Allan Wood, one of Russell's best known biographers, provided an
example of the difficulties encountered when recalling the development of
ideas in an autobiography:
I am sometimes tempted to think that there is no single subject on which, from the
vast corpus, of RusseII's writings over the years, I could not produce two opposing
quotations. I

Other problems are related to Russell's very personal writing style.
For example, Philip Jourdain (1879-1919) complained that certain observations and remarks made by Russell in some of his works were "taken
literally and thus misunderstood by superficial and serious people".2
Wood structured a similar argument showing that Russell did not always
expect to be taken literally. How, then, does one know when to take him
at face value, and when to read ad pedem literae? Because there is not a
concrete and objective answer, I will take him literally on some occasions
but not others. I will try to provide some criteria to determine whether
Russell expected to be taken literally or not.
On another occasion, when Russell was asked to write an article on
the recent developments of mathematical philosophy at the tum of the
century, Jourdain also lamented that the editor of the magazine asked him
to write an article that was "as romantic as possible".3 Moreover, some
of Russell's arguments (and statements) were purposely modified by the
publishers.
Some confusion may result from the methods used to prepare a
book. This issue is of fundamental importance in understanding some of
the possible flaws contained in his writing-not only those autobiographical, but those related to The Principles of Mathematics. According to
Wood:

1. Wood 1957., 212. I wiII have the opportunity to show, later on, that it is even possible to find
'opposing quotations' in the same piece of work. See, for example, RusseII 1903., 105 & 528.

2. Jourdain 1919., 454.
3. [bid.
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There were successive periods of intense thinking, each of which culminated in a
book which, in the end, was written rapidly. Russell hardly ever revised anything he
had written, and almost never re-read a book after it had been published. I

These sentences accurately describe Russell's mature methodology, the
better known to the general public. Russell himself confirmed Wood's
observation in a questionnaire answered in 1925. Nevertheless, The Principles of Mathematics did not follow the scheme described by Russell and
Wood. This book was written over a long period of time-even when one
only considers Russell's final attempt to produce it. (By 1898, Russell
already had a book in mind with similar content and the same goal: to
examine the foundations of arithmetic).2 Later, I will discuss (see: Chapter IV, §3, §4 and §5) that The Principles of Mathematics was not written
in its order of final presentation. It will be argued that parts I and II were
originally written after parts III, IV, V and VI. Furthermore, part VII
was written at least a~ear before the other sections. The appendices were
added when the book was at the printing house, and fundamental changes related to the inconsistencies were apparently made in galleys. There
is some evidence that Russell did not revise earlier sections of the book
when these last components were added; the material contained in the
additions contradicted some of the earlier work.
Another possible source of inaccuracies that deserves special emphasis resulted from Russell's oversimplification of complicated events.
Russell was aware, when writing his reminiscences, that his work would
be read both by the specialist and lay-people. Unfortunately, in order to
describe some ideas or events in a straightforward manner, it was necessary for Russell to introduce some distortion, perhaps unwillingly. A
detailed analysis of the course of the events involved in the preparation of
The Principles of Mathematics may have required a lengthy complex
essay. Russell may have prefered to oversimplify his description of these
events and to say that the book was written over a (short) period of time.
Or perhaps, in his old age, Russell was misled by his own false historical
clues.

1. Wood 1959a, 203.

2. Cf Blackwell 1984a, 275-277.
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Preface

Biographers of Russell have pointed out other problems in interpreting his work, such as his egotism and use of exaggeration, among
other things. 1
In order to eliminate most of the possible inaccuracies and inconsistencies found in Russell's memoirs and, possibly, some of his original
research, I have tried to verify all information from Russell with his own
unpublished material and with other sources. The sources include: unpublished manuscripts; personal correspondence with his family, wives,
mistresses, friends and colleagues; diaries, and other material published
at the time. Because, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether or not
to take Russell literally, I cannot claim that I have been exhaustive in my
task.
There are other points that the reader must keep in mind constantly. First, sometimes it is impossible to expand or explain ideas expressed
by Russell in greater detail, because the actual status of the manuscripts
is too incomplete. Often very limited information is available (sometimes
only one phrase) in which Russell expressed significant thoughts for the
development of my book. More importantly, the main goal of this book
is to explain why, how and when Russell discovered the 'paradoxes' (and
how others were discovered); its main purpose is not to present a detailed
historical reconstruction of how The Principles of Mathematics was written.
Finally, I would like to mention some points in relation to the
.footnotes and the bibliography. Footnotes, located at the bottom of each
page, have been used sparingly and are concise enough to avoid destroying the continuity of the book. I have tried, as much as possible, to
merely cite those references (in the footnotes) corresponding to explicit
quotations. As I mentioned before, the book is addressed to the general
public and not only to the specialist. Those readers interested in checking
all specific references should consult the original dissertation. 2 I have
1. See: Clark 1975a, 307; 1981a, 46; and, Wood 1957a, 76. Beware, the reader should not get an
incorrect impression. At a great extent, Russell's autobiographical writings are accurate and objective.
But, as I said before, in some cases, he did not expect to be taken literally.

2. See: Garciadiego 1983a.
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also avoided references to complete bibliographical sources in the footnotes for the reason of continuity and to eliminate, as much as possible,
a false sense of academicism. The bibliographical sources contained in
brackets in a footnote are exclusively related to the information described
in that particular footnote and not to the narrative of the text.
The entire bibliography is contained at the back of the book. Each
source is uniquely determined by the name of the author and the date of
publication which always contains (even in the case when there is only
one publication) an alphabetical character. A Roman numeral following
the year of publication designates the volume, if the book was originally
published in multiple volumes. In a few cases, mostly related to some of
Russell's unpublished manuscripts, I have included more specific information (e.g., the part of the book orland chapter) because the pagination
of the folios begins again at "1" on several occasions. In the bibliography
the character "*" means that the particular source listed remains unpublished. 1 The following abbreviations are also used: "Ms" = Manuscript, "Ts" = Typescript and "BRA" = The Bertrand Russell Archives.
I have tried, when mentioning a personal letter, to indicate if it has
already been published. I have also attempted to rely on the original
sources but refered to English translations when they are available, to
assist the non-specialist reader. The bibliography contains both the original sources and the translation used, if any specific reference is needed.
Finally, on the few occasions that I provide a personal interpretation that
differs from the viewpoint of other authors I have also tried to summarize
the other researcher's position to give the reader a perspective from
which to choose between the two ideas.

1. However, it it important to keep in mind that an edition of Russell's collected works is in preparation and most of the unpublished essays will be available in due come. Thus, some of the sources of
my book will be readily available for the general public.
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Chapter I. Antecedents

1.1 Introduction. - The main goal of this introductory chapter is
to describe some of the mathematical and philosophical ideas that will
allow the reader to understand the significance of Russell's contributions.
Contrary to the general concensus, mathematicians were well aware, in
the last few decades of the nineteenth century, of important issues on the
principles of mathematics. They were especially aware of problems concerning the foundations of the concept of number. In this chapter, my
analysis will not be historical, but will provide a logical foundation for
material to be presented later. Considering that the set-theoretic 'paradoxes' were discussed as such in Russell's The Principles of Mathematics
(published in May 1903) for the first time and that some of Russell's
ideas on the concept of number rely on Cantor's concept of transfinite
numbers, then it is natural to focus the discussion on Cantor's contributions to the theory of transfinite numbers. In particular, the discussion
will be centered upon those ideas presented by Cantor in his articles of
1895 and 1897, which played a fundamental role in Russell's final presentation of his concept of number. I will try to very briefly narrate the
reactions of some mathematicians and philosophers to Cantor's ideas.
Among the scholars who influenced Russell in the early stages of
his intellectual career, there are two authors who, for the purpose of this

1. Cantor took this quotation from the Epistle to the Corinthians as an epIgraph for his 1895 article.
The original Latin reads as follows: "Veniellempus, quo isla qUiZ nunc lalent, in lucem dies exlrahal
ellongioris iZvi diligentia" [Epistle 4:5, as quoted in Cantor 1932a, 282; 1915a, 85. See, also: Dauben
1979a, 239].
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book, deserve special mention. These were not the only people who
influenced Russell's general intellectual development, nor necessarily the
most important. Many individuals influenced Russell, depending on the
area of interest (e.g., economics, philosophy, non-Euclidean geometries,
religion, etc.). With respect to the foundations of arithmetic, in particular
the concept of natural number, Cantor and Peano, in some way or another, put forward concepts, ideas, methods and approaches that Russell
would integrate to form the basis for his own original ideas, later known
as logicism. He also borrowed some elements from other sources and
fields. In fact, Russell constructed his Logicist Thesis by adapting some
mathematical concepts and by rejecting earlier profound philosophical
influences. Moreover, before he met Peano at the First International
Congress of Philosophy in Paris in 1900, his renunciation of his previous
neo-Hegelian beliefs compelled him to adopt new mathematical ideas to a
greater extent than the influence of Cantor and Peano.

1.2 Cantor's transfinite numbers.- The story of how Cantor
arrived at his ideas on transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers has already been exquisitely narrated in other secondary sources. 1 Dauben, in
particular, has carefully depicted how Cantor turned his attention from
his original mathematical interests on number theory to the study of
trigonometric series, following a question suggested by Edward Heine
(1821-1881). Under Heine's advise in approximately 1869, Cantor attempted to clarify the uniqueness of the representation of an arbitrary
function by a trigonometric series. His research necessitated that he
studied the properties of specific sets of points. In some cases, these sets
contained an infinite number of points. Eventually, the study of properties of these sets, and their implications for the foundations of mathematics, became the focus of Cantor's mathematical career.
Already by 1883, Cantor was completely convinced that a new
understanding of the concept of number was required in order to continue
his research on the properties of infinite sets. He apologized to his colleagues because he knew he was challenging a well established conven-

1. See: Dauben 1971a; 1974a; and 1979a. See, also: Purkert 1986a, 1989a and Purkert & I1gauds

1987a.
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tion. But Cantor did not present an ordered and clear development of his
ideas on transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers until 1895. He began
this paper by defining what he meant by the concept of set.
Bya [set] we are to understand any collection into a whole M of definite and
separate objects m of our intuition or our thought. These objects are called the
"elements" of M.I

He then continued to define what he meant by the power or cardinal
number of a set. Nevertheless, the careful reader will notice immediately,
that in fact Cantor does not define what a cardinal number is; instead he
described how one obtains the cardinal number of any set. This 'power'
or 'cardinal number' is the result of a double process of abstraction.
First, one abstracts the nature of the elements, that is to say, one takes
for granted what the elements are. Second, one abstracts their order, that
is to say, one overlooks the arrangement in which the elements originally
appeared. In fact, one could substitute each and every element of the
primary set for a 'unit' indicating that there was an element originally
there. Cantor denoted the cardinal number of a set M by,

M.
As I said, the careful reader will notice that Cantor does not define the
notion of cardinal number. Instead he describes how we obtain the cardinal number of a set. According to Cantor,
since every single element m, if we abstract from its nature, becomes a "unit", the
cardinal number M is a definite [set] composed of units, and this number has existence in our mind as an intellectual image or projection of the given [set] M.2

So, if one considers the set {a,b,c}, one could think of its cardinal number as the set {laolb,Icl or simply {I,I,I}, represented by the number
113
11 •

1. Cantor 1915a, 85. Dauben's alternative translation reads: "By a 'set' we mean any collection M into
a whole of definite, distinct objects m (which are called the 'elements' of M) of our perception [Anschauung] or of our thought" [Dauben 1979a, 170].

2. Cantor, 1915a, 89.
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Immediately following this discussion, Cantor defined what he
meant by an 'equivalence relation' among sets and some basic operations
among cardinal numbers (addition, multiplication and exponentiation). At
the tum of the century, mathematicians and philosophers, Russell among
one of them, were impressed by encountering definitions of these concepts and their operations without a single reference to the finiteness or
infiniteness of the sets involved.
In the fifth section of the paper, Cantor defmed the concept of
finite cardinal number. Cantor, relying on our mental capacities, assumed
that one could think of one single item eo, which is reclassified or renamed as a set Eo = {eo}. By carrying out the double process of abstraction, which removes from the set the nature and order of its elements,
one gets its cardinal number. The cardinal number of this set Eo is called
"one" and denoted by "1". Thus, one has

In the same way that one was able to conceive a unit eo, one might consider another unit el and obtain the union of the two, such that

Again one carries out the double process of abstraction to get the cardinal
number of this new set. It is called "two", which is denoted by "2":

One might add additional singular elements to this set and then obtain a
new series of sets:
~

= (E lt ~, E.J = (~,

~),

... ,

Proceeding as one did before, one will obtain the cardinal numbers (or
powers) of each one of the sets, denoting them by,
1. Cantor's notation (E." e.) indicates the union set of the set E.. with the singular element e••
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3,4,5, ... ,
Cantor pointed out that the notion of number (or the numbers themselves)
had not been used to define these finite cardinal numbers. Now, he
claims that if by "1'-1 is understood as the number immediately preceding
v in the above series", 1

and

then, by applying the definition of a sum of cardinal numbers, one obtains,

Ev

=

E v-1 + 1.

This property assigns the cardinal number one of their most important
characteristics: "every cardinal number, except 1, is the sum of the immediately preceding [cardinal number] and 1."2

Once one has been able to construct the cardinal numbers as the
following sequence,

1, 2, 3, ... , v, ... ,
one has to verify that this sequence really represents the cardinal numbers
as one knows them. First of all, one has to observe that all numbers of
the sequence are different from one another. Cantor also proves that all
numbers are greater than the preceding ones and less than ones that
follow. Another property of this sequence affirms that: "There are no

1. Cantor 1915a, 98.

2. Ibid., 99.
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cardinal numbers, which, in magnitude, lie between two consecutive
numbers II and lI+ 1".1
The preceding sequence represents the cardinal numbers of fmite
sets. Each of the sets is built upon the previous one and all of them have
been constructed by the addition of the unity. Cantor has shown that all
these numbers represent cardinal numbers of finite sets.
But how does one get a transfinite cardinal number? One has to
conceive of an infinite set in order to obtain its transfinite cardinal number. Are there any examples of infinite sets in nature? To the best of our
knowledge there are none. Even the set of all bits of dust in our universe
is a finite set and its power or cardinal number is also finite. Perhaps,
personally, one cannot be able to count the elements of such set, but the
process of enumeration would cease some day. So, where does one get
an infinite set? Possibly, infinite sets could be created in thought processes like, for example, the set of all ideas. But there must be a more 'mathematical way' of doing it. The answer relies in the sequence of finite
cardinal numbers. Let one think for a moment that one already has the
completed sequence,

1, 2, 3, ... ,

lI, ...

That is to say, one is supposing that one already has all the finite cardinal numbers. One ignores its cardinal number, but let it be called Aleph
null-and denoted by No. So, one has that
No = {I, 2, 3, ... ,

lI, ... }

Now, one may question if this symbol (No) represents a finite or a transfinite cardinal number. 2 Without examples of infinite sets in nature, how
can one prove their existence? One way of doing it is by showing that the
1. Cantor 1915a, 99.
2. I will use the term 'transfinite', following Cantor's own terminology, while discussing cardiual
numbers, instead of the word 'infinite', because this last word has a negative connotation ('that which
is not finite'), while the first term has a positive meaning ('beyond finite'). Is it possible to use this
word 'transfinite' before the acceptance of an actual infinite?
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whole sequence of finite cardinal numbers has properties that contradict
the proper nature of the finite ones. Let one think in the same sequence
plus one single element (eo) called one, and represented by "1". The
cardinal number of this new sequence is equal to the sum of the cardinal
number of the set with one element {I} and the cardinal number of the
whole series, that is to say,
~o

+

1.

But, it is easy to prove that this new sequence is equivalent to the previous one. In other words, it is possible to find a one-to-one correspondence among all elements of both sequences, in such a way that each and
every element of the first sequence will correspond to a unique element
of the second sequence and vice versa. "For we can think of this reciprocally univocal correspondence between them: to the element eo of the first
corresponds the element 1 of the second, and to the element JI of the first
corresponds the element JI + 1 of the other".1 According to previous
results of Cantorian set theory this means that the cardinal numbers of
both sequences are equal,

but this contradicts one of the properties already shown to characterize
the finite cardinal numbers, implying that this new cardinal ~o does not
represent the cardinal number of a finite set. In short, ~ is a transfinite
cardinal number. In this example, if the reader pays close attention, he
will notice that the second sequence is a subset of the first one. 2 Cantor
showed that this first transfinite cardinal number had very special properties. He demonstrated, for example, that

1. Cantor 1915a, 104.

2. Richard Dedekind (1831-1916) used this last property to define an infinite set [Dedekind 1893a, 63].
Later on, Dedekind probably became acquainted with this property through Charles s. Peirce (1839-1914), who sent him a copy of a paper [1881a] where Peirce used the same property to "characterize
the difference between finite and infinite sets" [Dauben 1977b, 127].
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If one considers the two following sequences,

1, 3, 5, 7, ... , 211-1, •.. ,
and,

2, 4, 6, 8, ..... , 211, ..... .
Then, it is easy to prove that each of these two series is equivalent to the
sequence of all finite cardinal numbers (in the first case associate the
211-1th number to the 11th number (f(lI) = 211-1) and in the second case
associate the 211th number with the 11th number (f(lI) = 211». In addition,
it can be shown that the union of these two sequences is also equivalent
to all finite numbers; therefore, the addition of their cardinal numbers (~
+ No) is also equal to the cardinal number of all fmite cardinal numbers
(No) [see: page 139 note 2]. After some other considerations, one may
also show that,

Once Cantor was able to exhibit infinite sets, then he proceeded to
prove that No was not a unique transfinite cardinal number-although, it is
unique relative to its definition. In fact, he then went on to show that No
was the smallest of all transfinite cardinal numbers. He not only affirmed
that there was an unlimited sequence of transfinite cardinal numbers

but showed that when this sequence was given in its totality, then it is
possible to think in terms of another sequence beginning with N"" and so
on without end. (Cantor promised to prove these assertions later on). In
fact, Cantor had previously shown that given any finite or infinite set, it
was always possible to show the existence of a greater set, in particular
the set of all its subsets. So, if one considers the existence of any infinite
set, then there is an infinity of infinite sets. In other words, once one
takes the first and smallest step in defming an infinite set, there is no way
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to stop. Obviously, these properties are so unsound that the theory seems
to be the product of a charlatan. Cantor himself was so impressed that he
even wrote on one occasion, to Dedekind saying, "I see it, but I cannot
believe it." 1
Subsequently, Cantor then studied the ordinal numbers. First it was
necessary to define a simply ordered set. According to Cantor,
we call a [set] M "simply ordered" if a definite "order of precedence" rules over its
elements m, so that, of every two elements ml and m2' one takes the "lower" and the
other the "higher" rank, and so that, if of three elements ml , m2, and m3' m l , say, is
of lower rank then m2, and m2 is of lower rank than m3, then ml is of lower rank than
m3· 2

It is obvious, although I will not discuss the issue in detail here,
that it is possible to find different rules or laws for simply ordering within the same set. For example, the set {I, 2, 3} might be simply ordered
following its natural order of precedence under the law defined by the
relation "-<", and one might find another order by using the relation ">-"
and listing the set as {3, 2, I}.
Now, every ordered set has an ordinal type and it is denoted with
a single bar above the letter (e.g., M). One gets this ordinal type by
abstracting the nature of the elements of a set and by retaining the order
of precedence among them. So, once again, as in the case of the cardinal
numbers, this ordinal type is a simply ordered set composed of units
which retain the same order of precedence as the original elements in the
set M. When one has a one-to-one correspondence among the elements of
two sets, these sets are called "equivalent" (M - N); if the elements of
two sets are such that under the one-to-once correspondence the corresponding elements maintain the same rank of order as they did in the
original sets, then the sets are called "similar" (M == N).
As it was mentioned before, in order to obtain the ordinal type of
a set one carries out one form of abstraction-the nature of the elements.

1. Cantor to Dedekind, June 29, 1877; Cavailles 1962a, 211 & Dauben 1974a, 105.

2. Cantor 1915a, 110.
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Once one has obtained the ordinal type of a set, say M, then one also
abstracts the order of the elements to obtain the cardinal number (M) of
the same set. From here it follows that if one has,
M == N, (or M = N)

then,

M - N, (or M =

N).

That is to say, the equivalence of sets follows from their similarity, but
the converse is not necessarily true. Cantor was convinced that the finite
ordinal types were not of any special interest, because they were identical
with the finite cardinal numbers. But the transfinites offered a completely
different situation. For example, the set

1, 2, 3, ... , ", ...
and the set,

... , ", ... , 3, 2, 1
have exactly the same number of elements but with the inverse order of
precedence. Therefore, they have the same transfinite cardinal number.
But, it is obvious that they do not have the same order among their elements and, therefore, they must be of different transfinite ordinal types.
In fact, when a new relation of precedence is defined among all the
elements of a set M (with ordinal type "a") by inverting the "lower"
numbers in "higher" numbers and vice versa, the "higher" numbers to
"lower" numbers, one gets another simply ordered set denoted by *M
with ordinal type ,,*a" .
From here, Cantor went on to derme the addition and multiplication of ordinal types; showing that, contrary to the case of transfinite
cardinal numbers, the commutative law was generally not valid for transfinite ordinal types. Let us define by""," the ordinal type of the sequence,
1, 2, 3, ... ,

II, ••• ,

such that" -< ,,+ 1
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then, it is possible to show that 1 +w is different from w+ 1. Iffis a new
element of our sequence of the finite cardinal numbers, one has
1 +w = if, {n}} and w + 1 = ({n}, /).
The set {n} is similar to the set if, {n}). But the sequences {n} and ({ n} ,
f) cannot be similar-the first one has no last term, while the second one
has a highest element in rank.
After defining the multiplication of ordinal types, Cantor also
showed that the distributive law was generally not true. To conclude,
Cantor also studied the properties of two different ordinal types: "The
ordinal type 71 of the [set] R of all Rational Numbers which are Greater
than 0 and Smaller than 1, in their Natural Order of Precedence"! and
"The Ordinal Type 'Y of the Linear Continuum X".2
The second part of this article appeared two years later. 3 The central issue of discussion here is what Cantor called 'well-ordered [sets]'.
Cantor's definition (in 1897) reads as follows,
We call a simply ordered [set] F "well-ordered" if its elements I ascend in a
definite succession from a lowest II in such a way that:
I. There is in F an element II which is lowest in rank.
II. If F' is any [subset] of F and if F has one or many elements of higher
rank than all elements of F', then there is an element f' of F which follows immediately after the totality F', so that no elements in rank between f' and F' occur in F. 4

1. Cantor 1915a, 122

I

2. Ibid.• 133. Cantor defined the 'linear continuum' as the set {x x is a Real number and 0

S;

x

S;

I}.
3. Some historians have tried to explain and justify why it took Cantor two more years to publish this
second part of the article, when it was completed only six months after the first part. I will discuss
these questions in chapter II.
4. Cantor 1915a, 137-138. Cantor assures us that this defmition, 'apart from the wording', is identical
to the one he had previously introduced in 1883 (see: page 27). I will discuss some {)f the oonsequences of the wording of this definition in relation to the origin and development of the 'paradoxes' in
chapter II. It is a fact that in the 1890s, eminent mathematicians confused and misinterpreted Cantor's
concept. In 1899, Cantor established that "a multiplicity is said to be well-ordered if it satifies the
condition that every submultiplicity of it has afirst element [see: Letter: Cantor to Dedekind, 28 July
1899; Cantor 1932a, 443 and translated in: van Heijenoort 1967b, 114].
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Condition (I) assures the existence of a first or minimum element of the
whole set. Condition (II) says that if there is a sequence of elements
contained in the set in such a way that a subsequence does not exhaust
the original sequence, then there is a first or minimum element of those
elements immediately following the subsequence. For example, the following sets are well-ordered sets,
{ai, a2, ... , a" ... },
{ai, a2' ... , a" ... , b h b2, ... , bl" ... },
{a h a2, ... , a., ... , b h b2, ... , bl" ... , c l , C2, C:J},
where,
But the sequence of all finite cardinal numbers in their inverse
order of precedence { ... , 11, ... , 3, 2, I} is not a well-ordered set-the
set itself does not have a first element, or a lowest element in rank,
contrary to condition (I). Nevertheless, it is possible to well-order this set
by changing the original order of the elements.
On the other hand, now consider F = {x I 0 :::;;; x ::;;; I} and F' =
{ x I Ih < x < 0/3}. One cannot find an element r € F satisfying condition (II). But recall that, Cantor already believed by 1883 that it was
possible to rearrange the order of any set to produce a well-ordered set.
In fact, a positive proof of this last principle known as the Well-Ordering
Theorem was fundamental for the sound development of the theory of
transfinite cardinal numbers.
After discovering a good number of theorems about well-ordered
sets and their segments,l Cantor defined ordinal numbers as the ordinal
types of well-ordered sets. Using his earlier theorems, Cantor was able to
prove the Tricotomy Law, that is if Ct and fJ are any two ordinal numbers,
then one and only one of the three following relations holds among them:

1. "Iff is any element of the well-ordered [set] F which is different from the initial element f., then
we will call the [set] A of all elements of F which precede f ..... 'the segment of F which is defined
by the elementf. , .. [Cantor 1915a, 141].
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Finally, Cantor was able to show that given any two cardinal numbers it
was possible to compare them and determine if they were equal, or if one
was greater or less than the other one.
Nevertheless, Cantor failed to resolve several questions that he
considered of major importance for the development of his theory.
Among other things, he was unable to prove his Well-Ordering Theorem
which asserted (as already mentioned) that any set could be well-ordered.
That is, given any set (ordered or not) it was possible to define a new
order among its elements in such a way that there was a first element and
every element had an immediate successor. For example, given the set of
all rational numbers R-Cantor's 1895 notation-it is possible to rearrange its elements [see: page 14]. In this case, the elements are arranged
in such a way that every subset (one may think of them as arrows or
columns) of R always has a first element and therefore is well-ordered.
Concluding, some historians have correctly stated that the final presentation of Cantor's ideas was "elegant but ultimately disappointing". 1

1.3 Some reactions.-

It has been postulated that criticisms of

Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers contributed to his mental illness.
Dauben and Grattan-Guinness have demonstrated that such criticism only
had a limited effect upon Cantor's health, and that the personality of his
father was not a negative one as some authors have suggested. 2 Grattan-Guinness has even gone further, suggesting that there was no connection
between the development of Cantor's ideas and the progressive stages of
his mental disfunction, with the possible exception of 1899 when Cantor
was corresponding with Dedekind.
It is also tempting to believe that there was a general negative

reaction to Cantor's work. Possibly, too much attention has been paid in
the secondary literature to the opposition of Leopold Kronecker (1823-1891) and Henri Poincare (1854-1912), that is to say, their opposition to
1. Dauben 1979a, 217.

2. See, for example: Dauben 1978a, 535-550; 1979a, 271-288 and Gratlan-Guinness 1971b, 355-374.
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general set theory. The response of other mathematicians like Jacques
Hadamard (1865-1963) and Gosta M. Mittag-Leffler (1846-1927), among
others, has not been considered. Of course, there were differences in
understanding and interpretation of the basic ideas among those who
accepted the theory.
Frege, for instance, expressed his main criticisms in the early
1890s. He was in complete agreement with the basic hypothesis of the
theory (i. e., the acceptance of an actual infinity given in its totality-although Cantor had not claimed to have established any) and with
many of the results, but he had serious objections towards some of the
basic principles. Paradoxical as it sounds, Cantor had previously agreed
with Frege's critical arguments when he reviewed Frege's Die Grundlagen der Arithmetik.l Let me attempt, first, to very briefly describe the
background of Frege's objections.
Frege had been working on the foundations of arithmetic for at
least three reasons. In the first place, he was in complete disagreement
with a prevalent form of psychologism in philosophy and logic. He also
opposed the Empiricism of John S. Mill (1806-1873) and, finally, he
confronted Kant's conception of the principles of mathematics.
Some sorts of psychologism treated the categories of psychology as
proper categories in philosophical analysis. That is to say, some intellectuals, mainly in the XIX century, approached some philosophical problems from the standpoint of psychology, relying on our personal mental
capacities. For Frege this tendency was infected with subjectivity, as the
following quotation reflects.
From the prevailing logic I cannot hope for approval, [... ] for it seems to be thoroughly infected by psychology. If people consider, instead of things themselves, only
subjective representations of them, only their own mental images-then all the most
delicate distinctions in the things themselves are naturally lost and others appear
instead which are logically quite worthless. 2

1. Cantor 1932a, 440-441.
2. Frege 1893a, xiv; quoted and translated in Resnik 1980a, 25.
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Perhaps, it would be easier to understand Frege's objection by analyzing
some of the Cantorian elements affected by psychologism. For example,
Cantor's definition of 'set' depends upon our personal and individual
capacity of abstraction [see page 3]. The reader immediately notices that
Cantor clearly uses the words intuition and thought. But do we all have
the same capacities of abstraction, intuition and thought?
The problems relating to psychologism have even more serious
implications when one realizes that Cantor's fundamental concept of
'cardinal number' or 'power of a set' requires not only one, but two
processes of abstraction. Let assume for the moment that one ignores
Cantor's definitions, and takes, for example, the set A = {a pen, a pencil, a piece of chalk}. Let one abstract first the nature of the elements
and then their order. Did one obtain its 'cardinal number' "3", or ...
something else? It is possible to understand now, following Frege's conception of the nature of arithmetical propositions, why he objected to
some of Cantor's definitions. Frege's logical character of arithmetical
propositions was highly objective, while Cantor's definitions were indeterminate due to their psychological origin.
Peano, perhaps best known in mathematics for his set of postulates
for the natural numbers,l was also deeply concerned with the foundations
of mathematics. Peano's concern was more technical and internal to mathematics than philosophical. According to him, most of the difficulties
found in the foundations of mathematics had their roots in the ambiguity
of language. For this reason, mathematics needed a symbolism capable of
expressing each and every formula without ambiguity. The creation of
this symbolism turned out to be Peano's most significant contribution to
the principles of mathematics.
Peano wrote to Cantor about "fundamental shortcomings in Cantor's introduction of the transfinite numbers and raised specific questions
about Cantor's treatment of the finite numbers".2 Unfortunately, the
Cantor-Peano correspondence has apparently been lost, and it is impossi1. See: Peano 1973a, 113.

2. Dauben 1979a, 227.
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ble to elaborate upon what other historians have already discussed. Dauben asserts, based upon drafts of Cantor's letters to Peano, that Peano's
main criticism about the finite numbers was Cantor's implicit use of the
'induction principle'. Peano suggested that induction was an 'unproven
postulate', but Cantor insisted that the principle of induction was a direct
consequence of his own construction of the theory of the finite cardinal
numbers.
These criticisms are important for the future development of this
book. Since Russell adopted concepts similar to those of Frege and Peano, it seems reasonable to suppose that Russell would share their same
criticisms. On the other hand, these criticisms might also provide some
insight for understanding the thinking behind Russell's discovery of the
set-theoretic 'paradoxes'.

My theory stands as firm as a rock; every arrow directed
against it will return quickly to its archer. How do I know this?
Because I have studied it from all sides for many years; because
I have examined all objections which have ever been made against
the infinite numbers; and above all, because I have followed its
roots, so to speak, to the first infallible cause of all created things.
Georg Cantor.

Chapter II.
A standard interpretation

2.1 Introduction. - The popular interpretation of the origins of
the set-theoretic 'paradoxes' is now almost a classic story, and it is to
this account that I now turn along with some criticisms. The term popular is not used in a derogatory way: it means that this interpretation is the
best known and accepted by the general public.! This standard interpretation is simply a summary of the account given by mathematicians and
professional historians of mathematics, among others, in general encyclopedias, philosophical and mathematical encyclopedias and dictionaries,
textbooks of mathematics and textbooks on the history and philosophy of
mathematics. 2 The following quotations are representative of the prevailing chronicle:
There remained logical difficulties in the theory of transfinite numbers and paradoxes
appeared, such as those of Burali-Forti and Russell. This again led to different
schools of thought on the foundations of mathematics. 3

1. I would call the reader's attention to the fact that there is no unique interpretation of the origins and
development of the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'. Several historians may object that they do not propose the
same interpretation as their colleagues, because they do not agree with them in all details. In this
chapter, however, I have attempted to consolidate the various accounts, including the discrepancies, in
order to allow me to answer potential criticism of my own proposal. I will call this account: a standard
interpretation.
2. See, among others: Kleene & Feferman 1982a XI, 630-639; van Heijenoort 1967a Y, 45-51;
Iyanoga & Kawada 1977a II, 982; Curry 1977a, 3-9; Eves 1983a, 473-477; Kline 1972a, 1183-1185.
3. Stroik 1989a, 163.
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The crisis was brought about by the discovery of paradoxes or antinomies in the
fringe of Cantor's general theory of sets. Since so much of mathematics is permeated
with set concepts and, for that matter, can actually be made to rest upon set theory as
a foundation, the discovery of paradoxes in set theory naturally cast [sic] into doubt
the validity of the whole foundational structure of mathematics.·

Most historians agree, at least, on the following points: First, that
Burali-Forti discovered his inconsistency in 1897; second, that Cantor
communicated a similar proposition to Dedekind by a letter in 1899; and,
third, that Russell discovered his own inconsistency in 1901 and informed
Frege, also by letter, in June of 1902. As I have mentioned earlier, there
have been points of conflict among historians researching this area. Some
do not agree with others on specific dates, 2 others disagree on immediate
causes. 3 Nevertheless, the basic generalities and consequences of the
account remain unchanged, despite the conflicting interpretations. That is,
they all conclude that a critical attitude towards Cantor's ideas resulted in
the discovery of the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'; in turn, these arguments
revealed the need for a reexamination of the foundations of mathematics.
Consequently, the inconsistencies directly stimulated the creation of three
philosophical schools-Logicism, Formalism and Intuitionism-in mathematics. Moreover, it could also be argued that the semantic 'paradoxes'
were a direct product of the logical ones. 4
The objections that I will raise to this interpretation will cast doubt
on some issues and point the way to a more logical and accurate interpretation of events. If this new account seems more plausible, then some
basic features of the traditional story would have to be rejected. In particular, I will argue that the 'paradoxes' did not appear as a necessary consequence of a disapprobation of Cantorian set theory and, that they did
not stimulate by themselves the origin of the philosophical schools. In
addition, I will then be able to argue the possibility of the semantic paradoxes having a plurality of sources or origins.

1. Eves 1983a, 474.
2. This is due, in part, to the fact that the original discoverer has proposed alternative dates. Cf,
Russell 1944a, 13; 1959a, 58; and, 1967a, 147.

3.

Cf.

van Heijenoort 1967a, 46; Coffa 1979a, 32 & 37 and Garciadiego 1983a, 151-167.

4. See: Eves 1983a, 475.
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2.2 The Burali-Forti 'paradox'.- Some historians propose
that the set-theoretic inconsistencies originated from criticism of Cantor's
theory.! When one considers the nature of Cantor's departure from traditional mathematics, it is not surprising that there was intense opposition.
Like most innovators, Cantor had to confront a formidable opposition
bent on preserving the status quo. Those attempts to impugn Cantor's
work came from different quarters and with varied aims. One of his
contemporanies called him a "corrupter of youth'? in an attempt to stop
the publication of his articles. Others protested against the methods that
Cantor used. So, it is not surprising if some historians point Burali-Forti
as a detractor of Cantor.
If one was to believe that Burali-Forti discovered an inconsistency
in Cantor's set theory in 1897, as the traditional interpretation would
have it, then it is reasonable to suppose that he was attempting to find
flaws in Cantor's theory. Indeed, as I mentioned above, recent studies
argue that Burali-Forti published his finding as a consequence of his
negative attitude towards Cantor's new theory on transfinite cardinal and
ordinal numbers. That this is implausible is shown by Burali-Forti's
background and later contributions.
Burali-Forti's mathematical interests developed around Peano's
program. 3 One of Peano's main goals was to construct a symbolism capable of expressing any mathematical proposition without ambiguity. It is
logical to suppose, if there is no explicit evidence to the contrary, that
Peano's students would follow their mentor in most essentials. Burali-Forti's published work at the time satisfies this criterion: his publications
show him as Peano's student, as well as an admirer and follower of Cantor. If, in fact, Burali-Forti had discovered an inconsistency laying at the
roots of Cantorian set theory (which was not the case, as I will argue) it
was not because of his opposition, but rather as a consequence of his
acceptance of Cantor's basic principles. 4 Peano, as well as Frege, object1. See, for example, Copi 1958a, 283 note 13; Kennedy 1970a, 593; among others.

2. Schoenflies 1927a, 2 (referring to Kronecker).
3. Kennedy 1980a, 85-86 & 187.
4. This also applies accurately to Russell's discovery, as we will see later on.
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ed to Cantor's construction of the finite cardinal numbers, but both accepted the general principles and results of the theory of transfinite numbers. Burali-Forti, being a follower of Peano, probably accepted the same
basic principles. Burali-Forti's published work shows that it is not just a
conjecture, but a fact.
By 1894, only three years before Burali-Forti had supposedly
discovered the inconsistency, he had already published a small book
entitled Logica Matematica. This volume was the product of a course on
mathematical logic given at the University of Turin, where he was an
assistant to Peano. That same year, Burali-Forti published an article
"expressing Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers in Peanoesque symbolism" illustrating once more the close association between Cantor's and
Peano's mathematical interests. I That was not all. Only two years later,
in 1896, Burali-Forti was still working on Cantorian set theory, trying to
solve one of Cantor's most important problems: whether the Trichotomy
Law-which allow us to compare any two numbers and to establish if
they are equal, or one is greater or less than the other one- holds between any two transfinite cardinal numbers. Finally, not much later, on
March 27, 1897, Burali-Forti read an article at the meeting of the Circolo
Matematico di Palermo. This paper, according to most historians and
mathematicians, contains the first published 'paradox' related to the
foundations of set theory. 2 The argument has been described in the secondary literature in the following terms.
The series of ordinal numbers, which is well-ordered, must have the greatest of all
ordinal numbers as its order type. Yet the type of the above series of ordinal numbers, when followed by its type, must be a greater ordinal number, for (3 + 1 is
greater than (3. Therefore, a well-ordered series of ordinal numbers containing all
ordinals numbers itself defines a new ordinal number not included in the original
series. 3

There are, at least, three alternative enunciations of this 'paradox' in the
mathematical literature. The one above has the great advantage of not
1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 321.
2. Bell 1945a, 279; Bourbaki 1960a, 49; Fraenkel et ai1958a, 8; Hobson 1905a, 170; Kattsoff 1948a,
88; Poincare 1905a, 822-823; among others. Cf. Moore 1978a, 308.
3. Cajori 1919a, 401.
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having to construct a fJ + 1 ordinal. A second version arises in the following way. One could
assign the ordinal number 0 to the series of all ordinals, and then note that since 0
must be an element of that series, it must be the order type of the [segment] of all
ordinals [less than] O. Here we have the result that the series of all ordinal numbers
is similar to one of its own [segments], which is impossible. I

Burali-Forti's supposedly original statement (and third version of the
same argument) might be described in the following terms: First, it is
shown that the class of all ordinal numbers (No), in their natural order of
precedence, is 'perfectly-ordered' [see: pages 27-29], thus it has an ordinal number O. Therefore, 0 is an element of No and a ::::;; 0, for all a
contained in No. One also notes that a < a+ 1. "If we now substitute
0+ 1 for a in the former statement, and 0 for a in the latter, we obtain:
0+1 ::::;; 0 and 0 < 0 + 1
which is an obvious contradiction."2
I was arguing that Burali-Fortis's printed record shows that he was
not opposed to set theory, but that he was a member of the mathematical
community dedicated to the growth of set theory and mathematical logic.
Did Burali-Forti modify his conception of Cantor's theory by March
1897 when he published his now famous article? It is difficult to believe
so, if one reads the original paper with an impartial mind. Burali-Forti's
1897 article was intended as another positive contribution to the body of
Cantor's ideas, although Cantor did not believe that Burali-Forti's reasoning supported his point of view. The goal of the paper was, as Burali-Forti's put it, "to prove that there actually exist transfinite numbers (or
order types) a and b such that a is not equal to b, not smaller than b, and
not larger than b.,,3 In other words, Burali-Forti's main concern was to
prove that the Trichotomy Law did not hold for all pairs of transfinite
ordinal numbers. Burali-Forti defined No as the class of all order types of

1. Copi 1958a, 284.
2. Ibid., 281.
3. Burali-Forti 1897a, 154; translated by van Heijenoort 1967b, 105.
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'perfectly-ordered' classes. Supposing, for the purpose of a reductio ad
absurdum argument, that trichotomy held for this class (No), he then
proved that No was itself a perfectly-ordered class and consequently that
its order type 0 was a member of No, as well as 0+ 1. But No was defined as the class of all order types, and "if O! f No, then O! < 0; hence
both

o < 0+1 and 0+1

< 0

held, a contradiction."l Burali-Forti consequently inferred that No violated the trichotomy law, contrary to the hypothesis of the proof; thus, in
conformity to the indirect procedure, he concluded that it was impossible
to order the order types in general and the ordinal numbers in particular.
A slight alteration of the original argument could have produced
the "Burali-Forti paradox" as it is known today. But at the time, without
any opposition to set theory or any intention of impugning it, he did not
claim to have discovered any inconsistency within the foundations of this
theory. For him, the contradiction appeared only as a step in the procedure of reductio ad absurdum. Here a question of historical interpretation
is raised: should one talk of inconsistencies in mathematics simply because the word contradiction is mentioned in an argument? Many historians and mathematicians erroneously have thought that because Burali-Forti mentioned the word contradiction in his paper this explicitely
implies that he claimed to have discovered one. But this is not the case.
Burali-Forti was simply trying to prove by reductio ad absurdum that the
hypothesis was false and this method required supposing the hypothesis
true and arriving at a contradiction. The employment of the hypothesis,
as an initial premise, generated the inconsistency. But once the hypothesis is seen to imply a contradiction it is thereby proved to be false. And
this was the case, according to Burali-Forti.
There are some items in the literature of the history of mathematics
stating that scholars reacted immediately to Burali-Forti's paper. It has
been claimed that dozens of papers dealt with it, forcing the need to
1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 323.
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re-examine the foundations of set theory. 1 Some writers even state that a
third crisis was provoked by the discovery. 2 It is not clear, however,
whether they claimed that research in mathematics would collapse as a
result of the inconsistencies or, whether those were times of insecurity or
difficulty in certain mathematical circles. 3
In terms of time, what should one understand by the word 'immediate'? A month? A year? Scholars supporting this interpretation have
failed to mention even one publication between the years 1897 and 1902
that was concerned with this topic. Even more significantly, three years
after the original publication of the paper, the review published by Giulio
Vivanti (1859-1949) describing Burali-Forti's attainments failed to mention the existence of any contradiction or paradox. Perhaps, in 1900,
before the legend was born, Vivanti was not biased and was not yet
reading what was not there.
On the other hand, there is a group of historians who have commented on the absence of discussion of the 'paradoxes' in the years immediately after the publication of Burali-Forti's paper. For example,
Bochenski claims that scholars did not pay too much attention to the
'paradox' at the beginning. 4 Bunn asserts that not only Burali-Forti' s
inconsistency went unnoticed but two others as well: one related to the
set of all alephs, and the other with the set of all powers.5 Kennedy
mentions that Burali-Forti's paradox "went almost unnoticed until Bertrand Russell published a similar antinomy in 1903."6 In another essay,

1. van Heijenoort 1967b, 104.

2. Eves 1983a, 474; Fraenkel 1947a, 17.
3. Although their viewpoint has been recently questioned, historians discussed an early crisis that
originated with the discovery of incommensurable quantities in the Vth century B.C. [Tannery 1887a,
98; Heath 1956a II, 112-113. Cf Knorr 1975a, 306-308. See, also: Dauben 1984a, 84-89]. It has been
argued that another crisis took place in the XVII century as a result of George Berkeley's (1685-1753)
criticisms to the nascent Differential Calculus of Isaac Newton (1642-1727) [Boyer 1949a, 224; Eves
1983a, 474].
4. Bochenski 1961a, 388.
5. Bunn 1980a, 237. Unfortunately, Bunn is not specific on the names and places of publication
relating to these two •paradoxes , .
6. Kennedy 1980a, 86.
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Kennedy had presetlJed a slightly modified version of his interpretation. 1
But, in all the above cases, historians assumed that Burali-Forti's had
already discovered the inconsistency by the time Russell publicly revealed
his own. Copi has provided the most detailed explanation of why there
was not an immediate response to the 'paradox' of Burali-Forti. 2 Although Copi's arguments could had supported those of others who also
claimed that there was not an immediate reaction to Burali-Forti's papers,
his explanation, however, has not attracted too much attention and his
arguments were not adopted by others-but as often happens, the exception confirms the rule. 3
But Copi has failed to explain how, why and when Burali-Forti's
'contradiction' became well known by the mathematical community at
large. Regardless of which interpretation one accepts (that Burali-Forti
did not describe a paradox in the paper or that the influence of the paper
was not immediate), the paper was to become more influential later. By
1903, Russell had publicly identified Burali-Forti's argument as a possible difficulty. The argument was soon transformed from a reductio ad
absurdum procedure into a real contradiction in its own right. On the
other hand, if the statement was considered to be a contradiction already,
then it suddenly captured the attention of the mathematical community. In
either case, it is necessary to elucidate how the transformation took
place-although, I hope to have already made clear the unsatisfactory
character of the traditional interpretation with respect to both explanations.
Russell is probably to blame because he was the one who first
credited Burali-Forti with the discovery of an inconsistency in the theory

1. Kennedy 1963a, 262.
2. Copi mentions the following possible reasons, among others: first, he incorrectly states that perhaps
the Rendiconti was not well known outside Italy before 1900; second, that the journal was published in
Italian and perhaps not many mathematicians outside Italy spoke Italian; third, the journal made heavy
usage of Peano's newly created symbolism and even fewer mathematicians could had followed the
technical development of the essay; fourth, and finally, Copi argues that few mathematicians knew any
philosophy and, that few philosophers were capable of following any contemporaneous mathematics at
the time [Copi 1958a, 281-283].
3. Curry 1977a, 5.
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of transfinite numbers.' Jourdain exacerbated matters by disseminating
this understanding among British and German mathematicians in his
paraphrase of Russell's writings. 2 Burali-Forti may have contributed to
the disorder himself. Being confused by Cantor's definition of well-ordered sets, Burali-Forti later introduced his own conceptualization which in
turned forced the introduction of some later explanations.
In 1883, Cantor had defined the notion of a well-ordered set using
the following conditions: an ordered set is well-ordered if:
i) it contains a first element;
ii) any element with a successor has an immediate successor; and,
iii) any finite or infinite set of elements which has a successor has
an immediate successor. 3
The complexity of Cantor's wording is easily grasped when one
notices, as we did before, that these three conditions might be expressed
by saying that a set is well-ordered if any subset (different from the null
set-although this was not a set for Cantor) has a first element [see: page
28 note 2]. The complexity of the definition makes it easier to understand
why Burali-Forti, Hadamard, and possibly others, misunderstood Cantor's definition by keeping only the first two conditions to define well-ordered sets.4 Obviously, before Burali-Forti realized his mistake, late in
1897, he did not have the same understanding of the concept of well-ordered set as Cantor. In the now famous paper, Burali-Forti introduced
another concept of his own, that of a perfectly-ordered class. This new
idea, however, still differed from Cantor's concept. Burali-Forti defined
this new concept by taking Cantor's first two original criteria and adding
a third requirement different from Cantor's which limited the concept.
Without Cantor's third stipulation the concept was too loose, so Burali-Forti added a new one of his own. This reads,

1. Russell 1903a, 323.
2. Jourdain 1904b, 64-65; Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 334.
3. Cantor 1932a, 168.
4. Burali-Forti 1897a, as translated in van Heijenoort. 1967b, 107; Hadamard 1897a, 201.
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for every x in A, if x has an immediate predecessor then there is some predecessor y
of x such that y has no immediate predecessor and that only finitely many elements of
A are between y and x. I

That not all perfectly-ordered classes are well ordered sets follows from
the condition in which y has no immediate predecessor, meaning that
there is at least one subset with no first element. But the reader should
not forget that Burali-Forti misread Cantor's definition and their interpretations of a well-ordered are different. According to Burali-Forti's understanding of well-ordered sets, all perfectly-ordered classes are well-ordered sets, but not vice versa. That is to say, Burali-Forti's concept of
a well-ordered set would be a particular case of the one defined by Cantor. But, as I have emphasized, Burali-Forti was only taking part of Cantor's original definition.
Some sets which are not well ordered, in Cantor's sense, are those
sets containing subsets of order types •w [see: page 10]. For example, the
set

{I, 2,3, ... ,

P, ••• , ••• , P, •••

,3,2, I},

with its natural order of precedence, is not well-ordered in Cantor's
sense. 2 It is clear that there are perfectly-ordered classes that are not
Cantor's well-ordered sets, because of Burali-Forti's new way of defining
well-ordered sets and because some of Burali-Forti's perfectly-ordered
classes are generated by classes containing subclasses of order

1. Burali-Forti 1897a, 157; translated in: Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 323.

2. It is also easier to characterize a well-ordered set following Jourdain's proposal that "in order that a
simply ordered [set] M should be well-ordered, it is necessary and sufficient that M should contain no
([subset]) of type 'w" [Jourdain 1904b, 65-66]. Jourdain was likely unaware that a analogous condition
had already been suggested by David Hilbert (1862-1943), who probably was acquainted with such
condition through his own correspondence with Cantor [see: page 11 note 4]. Hilbert's new definition
of a well-oredered set reads as follows: "a well-ordered [set] ... is characterized ... [by the condition]
that not only in the [set] itself but also in every [subset] there exists a first element" [Hilbert 1900b,
446].
3. For a detailed discussion of a set being perfectly-ordered see: Young & Young 1928a, 102.
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Nevertheless, in early 1897, while Burali-Forti was misunderstanding
Cantor's definition, he would have been correct making the opposite
claim, that is, that all perfectly-ordered classes are well-ordered sets. It
did not take long before Burali-Forti changed his mind. In late 1897
Burali-Forti read Cantor's second part of the "Beitdige zur Begriindung
der transfiniten Mengenlehre". Here Cantor positively proved the trichotomy law for any two order types of well-ordered sets. Obviously, this
does not mean that both articles are proving opposite results. Keep in
mind that Cantor is using his well-ordered set concept, while Burali-Forti
is basing his proof upon his peifectly-ordered class idea, and that both
these concepts are different. In October 1897, Burali-Forti published a
brief note apologizing for having misunderstood Cantor's definition.
Nevertheless, as he also mentioned, this mistake did not force him to
modify his previous result in any respect. Through the development of
his proof of the trichotomy law, he did not depend upon Cantor's definition. I Burali-Forti now correctly concluded that every well-ordered set,
in Cantor's sense, was also perfectly-ordered. The converse, however,
was not true.
Unfortunately, Burali-Forti's brief note did not clarify all of the
confusion associated with these two concepts. Copi argues that the article
in which Burali-Forti explained his mistake "passed unnoticed by many
investigators".2 He points out that in 1914, a mathematician devoted a
whole article to explain that Burali-Forti's concept was different from
Cantor's idea. 3 Even by 1928, more than thirty years after Burali-Forti's
original date of publication, William H. Young (1863-1942) and his wife
Grace Chisholm (1868-1944) called the attention of the mathematical
community to the errors and misunderstanding associated with these
articles. 4

1. Cf Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 27 note 2, who asserts that "[Burali-Forti] acknowledged the excessive
narrowness of his definition, while stressing that his paradox was not affected by the change. "
2. Copi 1958a, 281.
3. See: Hagstrom 1914a.
4. Young & Young 1928a.
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It is easy to understand why mathematicians confused the definition
of a well-ordered set at the turn of the century. Burali-Forti himself does
not appear to have smoothly recognized and acknowledged the difference
between his definition and Cantor's. The question was complicated further when Burali-Forti claimed in a letter to Couturat "that there was a
printer's error in [my second 1897] article, interchanging instances of
well-ordered and perfectly-ordered" . 1
By now, in 1906, Burali-Forti believed, unlike his previous interpretation, that every perfectly-ordered class was a well-ordered set but
not vice versa. This unfortunately is false. Burali-Forti's conceptualization of the relation between the concepts of a perfectly ordered class and
a well-ordered set went through three stages. During the first stage, in
early 1897, he was partially correct; that is to say, he incorrectly defined
a well-ordered set, although under his incorrect conceptualization, he
correctly asserted that every perfectly-ordered class was a well-ordered
set. In the second stage, late 1897, he was fully correct, after fixing his
mistaken definition. In the last stage, in approximately 1906, he was
undoubtedly mistaken!
Another objection to the traditional interpretation rests on the following argument. If, in fact, Burali-Forti thought he had found an inconsistency in the foundations of the theory of transfinite numbers, why did
he not claim so in his second article of 1897? Even if there was no inconsistency in the original paper, Burali-Forti could have produced one in
the subsequent paper if he had wanted to do so. Once Cantor had published the second part of his seminal article on the foundations of the
theory of transfinite numbers in late 1897, Burali-Forti could have demonstrated an inconsistency in two different ways. The first way would
have been accomplished by slightly modifying the thesis of his theorem
and then showing that both propositions, his and Cantor's, contradicted
each other. The second would have been by altering the original procedure of reductio ad absurdum and then showing that an inconsistency
could be generated if the class of all ordinal numbers was considered.
But Burali-Forti did not resort to either of these two tactics. As men1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 341.
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tioned above, he simply apologized and argued that there was no need to
modify his concept of a well-ordered class because he did not use Cantor's definition of a well-ordered set in his argument. 1
Even after the publication of Russell's The Principles of Mathematics in May 1903, Burali-Forti did not participate in the polemics resulting
from the discovery of the 'contradictions', especially in the polemics
which followed Zermelo's presentation of the proof of the Well Ordering
Theorem in September 1904. 2 Burali-Forti's lack of interest in the discussion surrounding these inconsistencies provides additional evidence
that he did not consider himself responsible for the discovery of the
'contradiction' .
If Burali-Forti ever thought that he had discovered a 'contradiction'
in his first article in 1897, it did not lie in his argument by itself, but in
the apparent inconsistency between his finding and Cantor's theorem on
the comparision of ordinal numbers. Nevertheless, Burali-Forti explained
to Couturat that if either he or Cantor had succeeded in proving or disproving the trichotomy law, they did so to support different underlying
conceptualizations of well-ordered sets. But once this difference (in well-ordered sets) was recognized, there was no contradiction. 3 So, Burali-Forti intended to deny the existence of the 'contradiction' between his
and Cantor's findings. But one should not misunderstand Burali-Forti's
motives: he was not intimidated by a public debate. Later he was to take
part in the dispute precipitated by his proposition of a "unified system of
vectorial notation". 4 The vehicle of this polemic was the journal L 'Enseignement Mathematique. Some of the most important members of the
mathematical community took part in it: for example, Peano and Felix
Klein (1849-1925). Neither was Burali-Forti afraid of proposing and
defending radical or unpopular ideas: he rejected, for example, the theory

1. In fact, in the same previously mentioned letter to Couturat, Burali-Forti explicitly denied to have
discovered any inconsistency [Couturat 1906a, 228-229]. But, according to Poincare, "even after this
correction, Burali-Forti's explanation is not satisfactory" [Poincare 1906b, 304].
2. See: Moore 1982a, 92-141.
3. Couturat 1906a, 228-229; Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 341.
4. Kennedy 1970a, 594.
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of relativity in the 1920s. Despite the contradictory evidence, proponents
of the standard interpretation have concluded that "to Burali-Forti must
go the distinction of having been the first to publish a modem instance of
the logical paradoxes". 1

2.3 Cantor's 'paradox'.- The standard interpretation implied
that, although Burali-Forti was the first mathematician to publish an
inconsistency in the theory of sets, he was not the first person to discover
one. 2 It is generally thought that the first example of a 'paradox' was
discovered by Georg Cantor, the creator of the theory of transfinite
numbers. But historians are still discussing Cantor's role in the origins of
these inconsistencies. Some historians have related Cantor's original
discovery of the 'paradox' to a universal set-or set of all sets;3 others to
the set of all finite cardinal numbers. 4
A modem version of Cantor's paradox-probably one of the best
known-could be described in the following terms: it is always possible
to show the existence of a set greater than any given set-in particular,
its power set (the set of all its subsets including the null set). That is to
say, Cantor showed that the cardinal number of any given set is always
less than the cardinal number of its power set. In symbols,
=

M

<

P(M).

Now, let one consider the 'universal set U', the set of all sets. Then
P(U), being a set, has to be a subset of the universal set and, therefore,
its cardinal number has to be less or equal to that of U,

But this contradicts Cantor's theorem.
1. Copi 1958a, 283 (my emphasis).
2. Ibid., 283.
3. Dauben 1979a, 242; Dou 1970a, 65.

4. Clark 1975a, 80.

Cf.

van Heijenoort 1967b, 113.
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Most scholars claim that Cantor described this inconsistency to
Dedekind in a letter dated July 28, 1899. 1 But even the date of the letter
is now in doubt. Grattan-Guinness asserts that Zermelo did a poor job of
editing Cantor's papers. Grattan-Guinness showed that there was not just
one letter from Cantor to Dedekind, as implied in the original German2
and the English translation,3 but two letters. 4 Others have dated the discovery of the 'paradox' as early as 1883,5 or 1895,6 or 1896. 7 So, at
least, the date of the discovery is disputed.
I will return shortly to the question of the date of Cantor's discovery. First, let me discuss how and why Cantor, according to other historians, came upon his discoveries of the 'paradoxes'. Recently, Dauben
has studied this question. According to him,
[Cantor) had come upon [the paradoxes) in the course of trying to establIsh his
comparabilIty theorem for transfinite cardmal numbers, and in the attempt to deal
with the related questions of whether every transfinite power was necessarily an
aleph, and whether every set could in fact be well-ordered. 8

Bunn's explanation is very similar.
Now my guess is that [Cantor) thought that any power must at least be comparable
with the alephs [ ... ) and, therefore, that two incomparable powers must both be
greater than any aleph. I speculate further that it was in pursumg this line of thought
that he came upon the antinomies and subsequently made his distinction between
consistent and inconsistent muitiplIcities.9

The careful examination of these two passages shows that both
scholars refer to the 'paradoxes' (antinomies, according to Bunn) in the
plural, implying that Cantor came upon not just one inconsistency, but
1. Dou 1970a, 65; van Heijenoort 1967b, 113.
2. Cantor 1932a, 443-447.
3. van Heijenoort 1967b, 113-117.
4. Grattan-Guinness 1974b, 126-128.
5. Paukert 1989a, 56.
6. Dauben 1979a, 192; Fraenkel 1967a, 21; Zlot 1957a, 100.
7. Grattan-Guinness 1971b, 365; 1980a, 75; 1981a, 15.
8. Dauben 1979a, 192.
9. Bunn 1980a, 251.
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two or more. According to the traditional interpretation, one of the 'paradoxes' is expressed in terms of the set of all cardinal numbers and the
other in terms of all ordinal numbers. This would mean, if correct, that
Cantor anticipated Burali-Porti's discovery.
So, according to the standard interpretation, Cantor probably came
upon the 'paradoxes' as early as 1883, 1895 or 1896; and the discovery
perhaps resulted from an attempt to prove the Well-Ordering Theorem or
some other results associated with it, while he was attempting to write a
precise and clear presentation of his theory of transfinite cardinal and
ordinal numbers. The evidence for this view rests in the letters that Cantor wrote to Dedekind in 1899 and to Jourdain in 1903. Contrary to the
claims of historians who support the standard interpretation, however, the
content of these sources was not focussed on the discovery of any 'paradoxes'.!
One should stress that Cantor's desired greatly during his lifetime
to find a positive proof of his Continuum Hypothesis and his Well Ordering Theorem. 2 Cantor made several attempts to create 'proofs' of this
last theorem in particular. I believe one of these 'proofs' was the argument that he sent to Dedekind in the summer of 1899. 3 In the exposition
of his proof, Cantor demonstrated the impossibility of conceiving all
mUltiplicities or totalities as unities. There were some multiplicities such
that the assumption that all of their elements 'were together', implied a
contradiction. Cantor called these multiplicities 'absolutely infinite' or
'inconsistent multiplicities' and, as an example he mentioned "the totality
of everything thinkable".4 Cantor divided the multiplicities into two
classes: consistent and inconsistent. He called the consistent multiplicities

1. Moore 1978a, 308-309.

2. In his famous list of problems, Hilbert described Cantor's Continuum Hypothesis in the following
terms: "[e]very system of infinitely many real numbers i.e., every assemblage of numbers (or points),
is either equivalent to the assemblage of natural integers 1,2,3, ... or to the assemblage of all real
numbers and therefore to the continuum, that is, to the points of a line: as regards equivalence there
are, therefore, only two assembloges of numbers, the countable assembloge and the continuum [...J
[Hilbert 1900b, 446].
3. Moore 1978a, 309.
4. Cantor 1932a, 443; [see, also, van Heijenoort 1967b, 114].
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'sets'. The concept of inconsistent mUltiplicity was used by Cantor in his
'proof' of the Well-Ordering Theorem.
The first step in his proof, as communicated to Dedekind, was to show that the
collection 0 of all ordinals is inconsistent or absolutely infinite. For if 0 were
consistent, then it would have an ordinal number a greater than every member of 0;
but a was a member of 0 and so a < a, an absurdity [ ... ].
Cantor continued his argument by establishing that every transfinite cardinal
was an aleph: If some infinite set V had no aleph as its cardinal, then V would have
a subcollection V' in one-one correspondence to O. Since 0 was inconsistent, so was
V' and hence Vas well. But by definition only sets (i.e., consistent multiplicities)
possessed cardinal numbers, and hence V had no cardinal. Consequently every transfirute cardinal was an aleph, and every set could be well-ordered. 1

Once again, as in Burali-Forti's case, Cantor's did not consider his absurdity to be either a contradiction in itself, or an argument supporting
the existence of a 'paradox'. This absurdity is only a step in the procedure termed reductio ad absurdum. The false assumption used as a starting point was to suppose that O-the collection of all ordinals-was consistent. But this implies nothing apart from the reductio proof.
On the other hand, it is possible that by 1890 or 1902 Cantor had
visualized the impossibility of considering as a set 'the totality of everything thinkable' once he had proven his theorem that the cardinal number
of the power set is always greater that the cardinal number of the original
set. 2
I am assuming that Cantor conceived of the existence of inconsistencies within his theory: his own distinction between consistent and
inconsistent multiplicities shows that he was aware of that possibility. In
his letters to Dedekind, Cantor mentions the need to distinguish between
consistent and inconsistent multiplicities in order to avoid falling into
contradictions. When and how did he become aware of the need to make
this distinction? Cantor himself asserts that he clearly saw the need for
1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 333.

2. As we will later on, Russell affirms that he followed a similar path in the discovery of his own
'contradiction' of the set of all sets which are not members of themselves [Russell 1903a, 362 second
footnote]. Moreover, in his The Principles o/Mathematics Russell accidently and inadvertently attributed the 'contradiction' of the greatest cardinal number to Cantor. Perhaps, Russell thought that this
'contradiction' was to obvious and that Cantor could not had missed it [Ibid., 362].
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this distinction by 1883, but does not provide any specific reason why"
It is possible that Cantor had intuitively felt the existence of the 'para-

doxes' since 1883-as he claims, but we lack sources supporting the
assertion that Cantor had formally found the 'paradoxes' by then. 2
Even if Cantor did not formally discovered the 'paradoxes' by
1883, it is reasonable to suppose that there were other motives-some
even non mathematical-to strengthen his intuition. For example, it has
been convincingly argued that Cantor's theological believes could had
allowed him to transform his belief in the theological absolute into the
mathematical absolute of collections too large to be sets. 3
Here, I believe, paraphrasing Russell, 'the master has been guilty
of a very subtle fallacy' and Cantor's recollections might confuse the
general reader. If Cantor had in fact visualized the distinction between
consistent and inconsistent multiplicities by 1883 and he had arrived, as
his letter to Dedekind indicates, at the conclusion that the multiplicity of
all cardinal numbers was an inconsistent one, then he could had not
defined aleph-zero (No) as the cardinal number of the set of all finite
cardinal numbers, in his seminal essay of 1895. According to his conceptualization, all inconsistent multipliticies could not have cardinal numbers. Following Grattan-Guinness's interpretation, I am inclined to believe that Cantor formally discovered the 'Burali-Forti paradox' in 1896,
while he was trying to develop a clear and concise final presentation of
his ideas.
In order to support the claim that Cantor did not attempt to disclose
the existence of any 'paradoxes' in his correspondence with Dedekind
and to show that the 'paradoxes' were first publicly reported independently of Cantor in 1903, then one should try to find Cantor's comments or
1. See: Letter: Cantor to Grace Young, March 9, 1907; quoted in Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 342.
See, also, letters from Cantor to Hilbert of 26 September 1897 and IS November 1899, contained in:
Purkert & Ilgauds 1987a, ISO & IS4; and Purkert 1986a, 320-321.
2. See: Letter Cantor to Jourdain, 4 November 1903, quoted in Grattan-Guinness 1971a, 116-117 and
Purkert & Ilgauds 1987a. On this occasion, Cantor used the words 'intuitiv erkannt' [intuitive
knowledge].
3. Dauben 1979a, 294-297.
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reactions to these arguments in sources written after 1903. 1 In reading
Cantor's seminal papers of 1895 and 1897, one recognizes (without the
aid of historical interpretation) the absence of any discussion of the nature and effect of the 'paradoxes'. Without considering posthumous publications, Cantor's last original contribution in mathematics was printed in
1897. Is there any other evidence or source that should be used? Cantor
delivered a lecture at the Jahresversammlung at Keisel in September
1903. Unfortunately, the surviving records of the meeting printed at that
time mention only the title of the discourse: "Bemerkungen zur Mengenlehre". 2 This is too broad to suggest any unquestionable conjecture on
the precise content of the lecture.
There is, nevertheless, a written reminiscence of Cantor's lecture
published several years later. In 1911, Arthur Schoenflies (1853-1928)
described Cantor's defence of his theory of sets against the objections of
the French philosophers in his 1903 lecture. 3 Schoenflies also recalled
that the validity of the Principle of Excluded Middle was the focus of
interest of the participants in the discussion which followed Cantor's
presentation. 4 Schoenflies went on to say that this discussion influenced
him in the writing of his own paper on the 'paradoxes' published in
1906. But there is no reason to conclude, from Schoenflies comments,
that the topic of Cantor's lecture was the 'paradoxes'. If, in fact, the
'paradoxes' were the central theme of the talk, then I would argue that it
would be more reasonable to assume that Cantor explained, perhaps
unhopefully, how the distinction between consistent and inconsistent
multiplicities helped to solve the question of the 'paradoxes'. This supposition does not invalidate the possibility that the discussion following the
lecture did not center around the 'paradoxes'.

1. It is clear, from Cantor's correspondence, that he considered the need to distinguish between sets
and inconsistent multiplicities as a positive indication of the consistency of the theory of transfinite
numbers. Nevertheless, after 1903, once Russell's The Principles of Mathematics, Cantor had to face
the understanding and interpretation of others.

2. "Remarks on set theory". See: Krazer 1903a, 519.
3. Schoenflies 1911a, 251 note 2.
4. This principle (also known as tertium non datur) asserts that either a proposition is true, or the
contradictory of the proposition is true; but no other outcome is possible. This principle is the basis of
the reductio ad absurdum proofs.
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A few years after the lecture, once Schoenflies had published some
of his ideas on the 'paradoxes', Cantor was still convinced that his distinction between these two concepts of consistent and inconsistent multiplicities was the key to the whole affair. 1 At about the same time as the
talk, September 24, 1903, scholars were discussing the inconsistencies of
Russell and Cantor, 2 but apparently, the French philosophers ignored
these discussions. Perhaps by the time Schoenflies wrote his recollections, he had already been persuaded by the polemics surrounding Zermelo's proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem to incorporate the French
philosophers into the context of Cantor's lecture. But there is not, as the
current historical evidence now indicates, any generalized objection to
Cantorian set theory before 1904 among the French philosophers. Notwithstanding that some of them have already questioned the pertinence of
publishing the French translations of Cantor's work in Acta Mathematica
edited by Mittag-Leffler.
If one accepts the argument that Cantor sent Dedekind evidence of
a 'contradiction', several unanswered questions remain. Suppose that
Cantor did in fact discover the inconsistencies, without solving them.
According to most historians, such a discovery could have ocurred in
either: 1895, 1896 and 1899. The main argument in favor of the first
date was that Cantor published his fundamental article of 1895, in which
the concept of set was limited. As Dauben argued, the "definition of set
in part I of the "Beitrage ... " might well have been calculated to exclude
cases where paradoxes might arise".3 Before 1895, however, Cantor had
expressed his understanding of the concept of set in terms similar to
those used in the "Beitrage ... ", although the wording of the definition
was not exactly the same. 4

Dauben maintained that Cantor regarded the existence of the inconsistencies as constructive additions to set theory, because these arguments
could be used to prove other mathematical propositions (e.g., that every
1. See: Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 342.
2. [Hardy] 1903a, 263; Frege 1903a, 253.

3. Dauben 1979a, 226.
4. Cantor 1932a, 244 note 1.
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transfinite power was necessarily an 'aleph' or cardinal number). Dauben
further claims that Cantor "was perfectly willing to assert that his theory
was completely free of contradictions, and this he regarded as an established fact". 1 Dauben bases his argument on a letter from Cantor to
Albert Eulenburg (1840-1917), dated February 28, 1886. But according
to Dauben's interpretation, Cantor discovered the paradoxes in 1895-nine years after he expressed his thoughts to Eulenburg. Perhaps, by the
time Cantor wrote to Eulenburg, he had not yet discovered the 'paradoxes'; and, on the other hand, it is also possible that Cantor elucidated a
solution for them as soon as they emerged.
Other historians have claimed that Cantor discovered the 'paradoxes' in 1896 "doubtless in connection with preparation of the 1895-1897
paper" .2 This is perhaps the most plausible interpretation. Sources that
support this thesis include a letter from Cantor to Jourdain; and the fact
that once Cantor had discovered the 'paradoxes' and had made the distinction between consistent and inconsistent multiplicities, he could have
not defined No-as he did in the first part of his 1895 paper-as the cardinal number of the set of all finite cardinal numbers. This last multiplicity
was inconsistent and could not have had a cardinal number associated
with it. The long interval, (two years) between the publication of the first
and second parts of the "Beitdige ... " also supports this conjecture. In
other words, it is believed that Cantor delayed the publication of the
second part of the article while he was searching for a solution to the
inconsistencies. Nevertheless, Cantor finally published the second part,
without any reference to the possible existence of the 'paradoxes' and
their solutions.
A third group of historians argue that Cantor discovered his 'paradox' in 1899,3 when formulating his thoughts to Dedekind in his correspondence. I think, however, that the goal of this correspondence was not
to discuss the existence of the 'paradoxes' and their solutions, although
the 'paradoxes' were mentioned with a proposed solution. As I said

1. Dauben 1979a, 246.

2. Grattan-Guinness 1980a, 75.
3. Dou 1970a, 65; van Heijenoort 1967b, 113.
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before, I believe that it was only another unsatisfactory effort to prove
the Well-Ordering Theorem.

2.4 Epilog.- Cantor anticipated Burali-Forti in his discovery of
the 'paradoxes'. As I have argued throughout this chapter, however
neither of them was really interested in the 'paradoxes'. Nevertheless,
according to the standard interpretation, Cantor communicated his discoveries to some of his colleagues through personal correspondence. Some
of these letters became known publicly only in 1932 when Zermelo edited Cantor's papers. But there are references to "Cantor's paradox" in the
mathematical literature prior to 1932. Since none of these writers knew
the contents of the correspondence at the time of their writing, it must be
argued that someone else made the same discovery and attributed it to
Cantor. This person made these findings public before 1932.
To be consistent, I will have to say that Russell anticipated Cantor
in the publication of the inconsistency. However, the evidence from the
literature supporting this point is rare and subtle. I Russell, who was the
first mathematician to publish the inconsistencies attributed (although
perhaps unconsciously) one of the inconsistencies to Cantor, believing
that the inconsistency was too obvious to have passed unnoticed. 2 Russell
became intrigued by this argument, no later than the end of 1900. When
he wrote an article on the recent developments of the foundations of
mathematics shortly after [1901e], he called attention to a 'mistake' or
'fallacy' in Cantor's ideas. But it was not until May 1903, when The
Principles of Mathematics was available at the bookstores, that mathematicians could have learned that Russell's understanding had shifted and
now he was describing Cantor's argument as a contradiction. But, I will
discuss in detail how this 'paradox' (as well as others) emerged in chapter IV, sections §3, §4 & §5.

1. Grattan-Guinness is 8 good exception [see: Grattan-Guinness 1978a, 129).

2. Russell 19038, 362.

I was especially attracted to problems concerning the foundations
of mathematics. I wished to believe that some knowledge is certain and I
thought that the best hope offinding certain knowledge was in mathematics.
[ .. .J. But it took me nearly twenty years to find all the justification
that seemed possible and even that fell far short of my youthful years
Bertrand Russell.

Chapter III.
The philosophical
and
mathematical background
to
The Principles of Mathematics,
1872 - 1900.

3.1 Introduction. - The chief purpose of this third chapter is to
discuss those aspects of Russell's philosophical and mathematical background which led to the ideas expressed in The Principles of Mathematics
published in May, 1903. 1 Emphasis will be given to events ocurring
before July 1900, when Russell met Peano.
In order to understand his philosophical and mathematical background, it is necessary to divide Russell's intellectual development into
different stages:
Russell's early education: in this section we discuss some events
that took place during Russell's childhood and adolescence that Russell
himself thought to be significant for his later understanding of the foundations of mathematics.

1. See, also: Grattan-Guinness 1976a, Griffin 1991a, Griffm & Lewis 1990a, Rodriguez 1988a &
1991a.
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Russell's studies at Cambridge: I will outline the reasons why
Russell's interests shifted from mathematics to philosophy. (Two important consequences of his sojourn at Trinity College have already been
examined by others in detail: First of all, Russell's acceptance of what he
called Idealism, German Idealism, Hegelianism or neo-Hegelianism, with
his later incomplete rejection of it. 1 Secondly, some aspects of his fellowship dissertation on the foundations of geometry which resulted in a
polemic with Poincare, have been discussed elsewhere).2
The immediate consequences of Russell's indoctrination into neoHegelianism (ca. 1893-1898): in this period Russell developed his interests in the foundations of physics, which were based on earlier related
investigations on the foundations of geometry.3 By 1897, Russell considered the relation between the categories of number and quantity as not
only the most important problem in the foundations of mathematics, but
also the most difficult to solve. The study of this period would help us
understand why Russell came to consider mathematics to be a defective
science.
Russell's efforts to write a book on the principles of mathematics:
In 1898, while under the neo-Hegelian influence, Russell attempted to
write his 'big book' on the principles of arithmetic for the first time.
Russell always credited Peano's influence as the turning point in his
intellectual development in 1900. I will attempt to show, however, that
Russell slowly adopted Cantor's ideas. These ideas permitted Russell,
against his own inclinations, to transform the philosophical antinomies
inherent in the philosophical idea of an infinite number into (logical)
contradictions related to the mathematical concept of an actual infinite
set. This was possible once he had abandoned the neo-Hegelian doctrines.
Contrary to Russell's own reminiscences and comments,4 I will show
that Cantor's work, in particular his theory of transfinite cardinal and
1. See: Spadoni 1977a, Griffin 1991a & Rodriguez 1991a.

2. See: Gross 1974a, Richards 1988a, Griffin & Lewis 1990a.
3. Wood holds the contrary opinion that "the easiest approach is to explain how Russell followed a
chain of thought which began with a problem in Dynamics, and led him in turn to Geometry, Analysis,
Symbolic Logic and Grammar" [Wood 19S9a, 191, my emphasis].
4. See: Letter: Russell to Iourdain, April IS, 1910; printed in Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 132-134.
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ordinal numbers, played a profound role in the development of Russell's
own formulation. Cantor's influence on Russell will be even clearer in
the next chapter, once I have analysed how parts of The Principles of
Mathematics were written after Russell had studied Cantor's seminal
articles of 1895 and 1897.

3.2 Russell's childhood and adolescence.- Ravenscroft
Estate, Russell's original place of birth, has recently been restored, in an
attempt to keep it as close as possible to its 1870s settings. Russell was
born on Friday May 18, 1872 at 17:45 hours in Trelleck, Monmouthshire, Wales. He was a big, fat, ugly, vigorous and strong newborn. In
his early childhood, a profoundly grow up in a liberal environment,
conducive to his intellectual development, was provided by his parents:
John Russell (1842-1876), known as Viscount Amberley and Viscountess
Amberley (nee Katherine Stanley (1842-1874». In addition, Mill was his
godfather and Helen Taylor (?-1907) (Mill's step daughter) was his godmother. The Amberleys both supported and practised such advanced
ideas as free thinking in religion, women's suffrage, extramarital relations and birth control.

Unfortunately, everything changed by 1876, when Russell was four
years old. First, his mother (and his sister Rachel (1868» died of diphtheria in 1874. Less than two years later, his father also passed away.
After threatening a lawsuit, Russell's paternal grandparents won custody
of the children over the two tutors that were originally intended by Russell's parents to assume guardianship of Bertrand and his older brother
Frank (1865-1931). The tutors assigned were Douglas A. Spalding (ca.
1840-1877) and Thomas J. Cobden-Sanderson (1840-1922). Spalding, a
close friend of Charles Darwin (1808-1882) and Mill, attempted to prove
that behavior was regulated through Darwinian evolution. I In fact, some
of his experiments and observations on instinct were carried out at the
Amberley's residence, having Lady Amberley's personal assistance.

1. See: Haldane 1954a, Garciadiego 1990a, Gray 1962a & 1967a.
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Cobden-Sanderson is known today as an excellent bookdesigner and
binder.'
In 1876, the orphan Bertie, as close friends and relatives called
him, moved to Pembroke Lodge in Richmond Park. His paternal grandfather, Lord John Russell (1792-1878), who served twice as England's
Prime Minister, died only two years later. Consequently, the responsability of Russell's education rested on his grandmother, Lady Russell (1815-1898), (nee Lady Frances Anna Maria Elliot), who was known by
close friends of the family as 'the deadly nightshade'. This woman exerted a most powerful influence on Russell's early education. Her approach
was completely the opposite to that of his parents. She believed in discipline to build character, and she attempted to inculcate her standards in
her grandchild.

Plate 3. Lord Russell.

Plate 4. Lady Russell.

[Russell's] early life was one of great ease. Besides himself there were in
Pembroke Lodge only his grandmother, his Aunt Agatha, and his Uncle Rollo. Frank
was there only for school vacations. To look after the Russells there were eleven

1. See: Hawskwell-Briggs 1972a.
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servants, so no Russell ever had to do any ordinary household chore. In addition,
there was a succession of governess (in the early years) and tutors (in the later
years), nearly all foreigners, who looked after Bertrand's intellectual development.
None of these stayed very long because Lady Russell did not want Bertrand unduly
influenced by anyone but herself and her children. When there were signs that
Bertrand and a tutor had developed a personal as distinct from a formal relationship,
the tutor was dismissed often without even being allowed to bid Bertrand goodbye. At
lesson time there would simply be a new tutor. I

When reminiscing in his older years, Russell complained not of
having an unhappy childhood, but a solitary one. Russell began his study
of geometry when he was eleven years old. For some unknown reason it
was his older brother Frank who provided his first lessons, rather than
one of the governess or tutors.
Mathematics was what I hked. My first lesson in mathematics I had from my
brother Frank, who started me on Euclid, and I thought it the most lovely stuff I'd
ever seen in my life. I didn't know there was anything so nice in the world. But I
remember that the first lesson was a dissapointment because he said: "Now, we start
with axioms." I said: "What are they?" and he said: 'Oh, they're things you've got
to admit although we can't prove them." So I said: "Why should I admit them if you
can't prove them?" and he said: "Well, If you won't we can't go on. " And I wanted
to see how it went on, so I admitted them pro tern. 2

Although Russell was terribly disappointed by the fact that one had
to accept the axioms as if they were true without any proof, he was fascinated by geometric proofs themselves. It is not really known whether the
study of Euclid was careful, deep or complete. Russell did not comment
on the definitions and common notions, as well as more advanced and
difficult matters. It is well known that mathematicians in the past were
dissatisfied with the uneasy text of the Fifth Postulate-the one on parallelism. But they accepted without question that the other axioms could
not be proved. There was a need for a starting point. Several scholars,
including Russell, have pointed out that one should not treat this anecdote
about Russell at age eleven as unimportant, because he was concerned
with the validity of the foundations of geometry from then until he was
thirty-eight years old.

1. Slater 1982a, 1.

2. Russell 1959c, 65.
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Plate 5. Russell at age eleven, approximately.
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Unfortunately, at Pembroke Lodge, Russell did not find the free
intellectual environment necessary to express his ideas and raise his
doubts and questions. There were no liberal and young thinkers whith
whom to communicate his thoughts. In his adolescence Russell developed
his interests in sex, religion and mathematics. He expressed his thoughts
in a sort of diary written in Greek characters, so the family would not
pay much attention to it. At the age of sixteen he described his difficulties in coping with his sexual passions and recorded some thoughts of
suicide. Fortunately, for our story, he decided not to kill himself because
he wanted to know more about mathematics.
In this intellectual diary, young Russell also exhibits his constant
dissatisfaction with religious teaching. In particular, he expressed doubts
on immortality, an idea that he would reject even after his indoctrination
into German Idealism. The brief diary also shows that Russell was a
devoted believer in Darwinian evolution: not only did he consider evolution to be possible, he stated that evolution was practically a proven fact.
At this time, Russell also held a mechanistic approach to the nature of
Man. He pictured the human species, ignoring the writings of Rene Descartes (1596-1650), as an 'ingenious machine'.
Possibly, Russell's first reading in philosophy was The Common
Sense of the Exact Sciences written by William K. Clifford (1845-1879)
and published posthumously in 1885. When Russell was fifteen years old,
his tutor recommended this book. Clifford had recently died at an early
age. Today, he is known, in the mathematical community, for his contributions to the field of linear associative algebras. He is also known for
his children literature, having written The little people, a collection of
tales. But, most importantly, at least for Russell, he wrote extensively on
the foundations of geometry. Unfortunately, Russell's notes from the time
did not survive, if there were any. It is only possible to analyze the
immediate effect of Clifford's book on Russell's intellectual development
from Russell's later recollections. Unfortunately, such recollections, as I
mentioned in the preface, are not always completely accurate.
In this book Russell found solutions to old problems and plans for
future studies. His reading of Clifford helped him to comprehend how
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non-Euclidean geometries are logically consistent, yet independent from
the Euclidean geometry. Clifford also developed Euclidean geometry
from a different set of axioms. Russell could not accept those Euclidean
propositions that were proven by superimposing the figures, in particular
Prop 1-4. 1 Clifford set forth this proposition as one of the axioms, substituing for the fifth postulate, and eliminated these proofs.
Not all of Clifford's arguments were assimilated by Russell. For
example, Clifford believed that the nature of number was independent of
the order of counting; this premise does not seem to have elicited an
immediate response from Russell. Moreover, it was not until 1903, when
Russell's The Principles of Mathematics was published, that Russell
proposed a definition of the concept of number independent of the process of counting.
Another diary, written around 1890, contains allusions to Russell's
work on mathematics and mechanics. Russell mentions his studies on
conics and newtonian physics. He used E. J. Routh's (1831-1907) The
elementary part of the treatise of the dynamics of a system of rigid bodies
as his text in physics. It is reasonable to suppose Russell had an above
average education for his age. As a direct descendent of a British Prime
Minister, he would be expected to pursue a career in public service or
politics, perhaps having a major impact on England's future destiny.
Russell also received instruction in history, British literature, science and languages. At the same time, Russell became convinced of the
possibility of gradual social progress based on rational knowledge, perhaps, as a consequence of his study of the role of the Whigs in history.
Mathematics thought to be the best example of rational knowledge and,
most importantly, was the basis of any kind of complete rational knowledge. Russell perceived that Clifford supported such principles.

1. Here Euclid proves that "if two triangles have two sides equal to two sides respectively, and have
the angles contained by the equal straight lines equal, [ ... ] , the triangle will be equal to the triangle,
[ ... ]" [Heath 19S6a I, 247].
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Shortly before he went to Cambridge in 1890, Russell read Mill's
autobiography for the first time; this book had a deep and lasting influence on him. 1 For a while, Russell considered Mill as his philosophical
god, before accepting the neo-Hegelian philosophy. Although Russell
admitted the profound influence of Mill's philosophy, he did not adopt all
of Mill's views. In particular, Russell was never interested in the positivism of Auguste Comte (1789-1857), even as a young man. Nevertheless,
Mill revived, as Clifford had donde before, Russell's old dream of finding knowledge that one could consider certain. Once again, Russell
thought that mathematics was more likely to be certain than any other
form of general knowledge. He also observed an idea shared by Clifford
and Mill: these two British thinkers had tried to formulate philosophical
systems that would contribute to a gradual social progress, individual
freedom and human happiness, which included the advancement of science. Unfortunately, Mill's ideas on mathematics contained in his autobiography are brief and scarce. The allusions to mathematical ideas are
concerned mainly with what he learned and was taught in his own childhood. But he does not pursue more sophisticated work relevant to the
principles of arithmetic and geometry. 2

3.3 Russell as a student at Cambridge.- In December 1889,
Russell presented his examination to enter Trinity College at Cambridge
University. Whitehead, who would become later on his professor and
colleague, was very impressed by Russell's mathematical background.
According to Russell's recollections, everything went well in Cambridge
from the moment he arrived in October 1890. There, he found the free
intellectual environment that he had missed for many years. The period
of extreme solitude and introverted thinking was over. Now, he would be
able to express his ideas and compare them with those of his classmates
and professors. This noisy and bothersome kid, according to the elders,
would become the rebel and passionate sceptic, admired and criticized by
1. He seems to have read it for a second time in September 1891.
2. According to his notebook What Shall I read? [see: Russell 1983a, 345], Russell read Mill's Three
Essays on Religion in April 1891, and Mill's Utilitarianism in July of that same year. According to
Russell [1956a, 116], he read Mill's A system of logic at age eighteen. In this book, Mill treated the
principles of mathematics in detail, emphasizing the foundations of arithmetic, algebra and geometry.
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his colleagues. He remained convinced that the only way to acquire any
certain knowledge was through the study of mathematics. Philosophy also
fascinated him because he thought that it was perhaps the only possible
means to a solution of his religious doubts. The intellectual environment
at Cambridge dizzied him. He could express his wildest ideas without
any sign of rejection or prejudgement. Intellectually, he was respected for
the first time.
But the bureaucracy involved in obtaining the bacca laureale in
mathematics made him sick. The school attempted to foster a great degree of competition among students. This eagerness for competition was
so great that the members of the staff (in a calendar of the school) recommended that students who were antipathetic to competition not come to
Cambridge. Almost all activities at the college, including the acquiring of
scholarships, were determined by examinations.
According to the same calendar, the syllabus of mathematics during
the first year included such topics as: Euclid, algebra, trigonometry,
geometrical conics, plane coordinate geometry, differential and integral
calculus, elementary mechanics, equation theory and the first section (or
possibly the first three sections) of Newton's Principia. The topics to be
covered during the second year were: solid geometry, differential equations, Fourier's theorems, variational calculus, statics and attractions,
electricity and magnetism, hydrostatics, optics, dynamics of a particle
and parts of systems of dynamics. In his third year, Russell probably
studied: advanced material from the preceding subjects, formal and physical astronomy, hydrodynamics, elementary elliptic functions and Legendre and Bessel functions. 1
The academic staff perceived the examinations to be long and
tedious. Some of the courses may also have been tedious. The following
description of a typical lecture suggested that students spent "the whole
hour [of the lecture] in writing answers to written questions, or in solving

1. These are the topics covered by the new curriculum established in 1892 and it is not clear if the
'considerable changes' in the system of examinations included the contents of those courses. For the
origin and evolution of the Mathematical Tripos see, among others: Ball 1880a and Gascoigne 1984a.
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problems" . 1 Russell was extremely dissatisfied with the teaching at the
school. The only exception was the classes taught by Whitehead. Whitehead taught him statics in 1890 and Russell's appraisal could not be
higher: "[Whitehead] was never repressive or sarcastic, or superior, or
any of the things that inferior teachers like to be."2
Russell thought that the mathematical demonstrations taught by his
professors were often fallacious. Shortly after he sat for the Mathematical
Tripos in June 1893, he decided to abandon mathematics. By terminating
his mathematical training in his third year, Russell closed the door to a
possible specialization in mathematics, according to the requirements of
the school. Some years later, Russell would complain that he never came
in contact with modern mathematics at Cambridge. He claims to have
never heard the name of Karl Weierstrass (1815-1897).3 But if Russell
selected this name just to make a point, his choice proved to be poor,
because Weierstrass's name was included in the reading list for the preparation of the final examination. Nevertheless, Russell's opinion of the
low standards and lack of a positive environment for mathematics at
Cambridge in the 1890s should not be questioned. Grace Young, who
studied at Cambridge around the same time, had exactly the same negative opinion. 4
In his fourth year at Cambridge, Russell modified his program by
studying philosophy. His election, in February 1892, to The Apostles,
composed by the intellectual elite of the university, had allowed him to
keep in close contact with those interested in philosophy. In his fourth
academic year (1893-1894), Russell studied: Ethics (Henry Sidgwick
(1838-1900)); Elements of Philosophy (Sidgwick); Metaphysics (James
Ward (1843-1925)); History of Philosophy (Ward); History of Philosophy
(George F. Stout (1860-1944)). The syllabi of some of the courses along
with the items listed in his small notebook What shall I read? indicate
that Russell read Mill, Bradley, Leibniz, David Hume (1711-1776),

1. Student's Guide 1888a, 74 & Student's Guide 1893a, 71.
2. Russell 1967a, 130; 1956a, 97.
3. See, for example, Russell 1926a, 242.
4. See: Grattan-Guinness 1976a, 158.
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Kant, Benedict Spinoza (1632-1697), Descartes, Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), Darwin and Plato (428-348 B.C.). In some of his reminiscences
Russell claims that during this fourth year he came in contact with Cantor's "Mannigfaltigkeitslehre" ["General theory of invariants"] and Frege's Begriffsschrift [Conceptography] although he did not read them at
that time. 1
During his fourth year at Cambridge, Russell abandoned Mill's
ideas and adopted the British revival of the German Idealism known as
neo-Hegelianism. In most of his recollections, Russell described this
period of his life in succintly negative terms, leaving one with the impression that he was almost forced to accept neo-Hegelianism and, perhaps that it was a simple and superficial flirtation of an inmature adolescent philosopher. In most of his later recollections Russell narrated his
adoption of neo-Hegelian as an 'indoctrination', perhaps not in terms of
being impregnated with such opinions, but in the sense that he was forced
to embrace such principles. The unqualified adoption of Russell's own
views have influenced historians to stress that Russell's neo-Hegelian
period "was brief and soon repudiated". 2 Yet, Spadoni has shown that
Russell came to acept neo-Hegelianism only after serious consideration,
proving that he was deeply involved in this philosophy for almost six
years (ca. 1893 to 1898, approximately). Contrary to Russell's own
recollections, Spadoni noted that Russell's later rejection of neo-Hegelianism was not entirely satisfactory.
By checking Russell's reading book list during his fourth year at
Cambridge, one immediately gets the impression that Hegel's early influence was not direct, but ocurred only, possibly, through other books,
colleagues and professors. At the end of the nineteenth century, the ideas
of Bradley-and indirectly those of Thomas H. Green (1836-1882),
which emerged from Hegel's philosophy, dominated Cambridge philo so1. In a letter to Philip Jourdain dated September 11, 1917, Russell acknowledged having come across
Cantor's work when he reviewed a book by Arthur Hannequin (1856-1905) for Mind in 1896, and not
in 1894 as he claimed in his autobiography. In a earlier letter to Jourdain, Russell stated that he was
led to Frege by two independent sources: a review by Peano on Frege, and by Ward, who gave him an
old copy of the Begriffsschrift [see: Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 143-144 & 132].

2. Bowne 1966a, 20 note 1.
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phy. By the end of 1893, when Russell became deeply involved with
these ideas, there were other British philosophers holding diverse principles of neo-Hegelian character: Bosanquet and Ellis McTaggart (1866-1925), among others. Although there are differences between Bradley
and Bosanquet, Russell considered both systems as essentially the same.
On the other hand, Russell thought that McTaggart's system focused on
the belief in immortality of souls or substances united by love.

There are several reasons that might account for Russell's accepting neo-Hegelian principles in his fourth year at Cambridge. First of all,
most of his philosophy professors accepted some form of the doctrine. A
second factor stemmed from Russell's desire to keep alive some form of
religious belief. Perhaps he thought that some of the inherent contradictions attached to the basic principles of religion could be resolved by a
satisfying synthesis. A third incentive was the failure of other systems to
explain the nature of mathematical propositions; in particular, Russell had
been greatly disillusioned with Mill's explanation. Finally, the immediate
cause of Russell's adoption was his acceptance of the ontological argument as a proof of the Absolute. 1 Among those immediately surrounding
Russell, it was McTaggart who played the most influential role in Russell's indoctrination; nevertheless, within a few months, Russell rejected
McTaggart's central metaphysics thesis.
It is worth mentioning that Russell also read some of Kant's works

in his fourth year at Cambridge, 2 and was greatly impressed by Kant's
discussion of the foundations of mathematics, in particular the principles
of arithmetic and geometry. A clear example of this influence is provided
by Russell's arguments in which he rejected Mill's conceptualization of
the principles of mathematics. Although, Russell was heavily influenced
by Mill for a certain time, he claims to have believed all of Mill's thinking on mathematics (not only those on arithmetic) to be inadequate. Nev-

1. A good general background reference to these arguments could be found in: Spadoni 1976a, 1977a
& 1978a.

2. According to What shall I read?, Russell studIed Kant's Prolegomena (Sept 1893) and the Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitlen (Oct 1893) [Russell 1983a, 352].
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ertheless, at age eighteen, Russell did not have a better answer for Mill's
empirical nature of mathematical propositions.
In his System of Logic, Mill proposed that induction was the only
valid form of inference; there were no exceptions, not even in mathematics. Contrary to the way in which Russell had learned elementary geometry from his brother Frank, deduction was never the source of new knowledge. Mill also rejected mathematical propositions as being necessary
truths; rather they were generalizations from experience, implying a
complete rejection of the a priori character of mathematics. In fact, Mill
sustained that geometrical axioms were not hypothetical but experiential
truths; that is to say, they were generalizations from events that one has
always experienced. He further held that no intuition was necessary. Not
only was geometry based on experience, Mill argued, but also arithmetic
and algebra. Russell could not accept Mill's empiricism. Even when
Russell had been enchanted with Mill's system, he was absolutely determined to reject the idea that simple additions of the form "two plus two
are four" express empirical generalizations. In particular, Mill asserted
that numbers were derived by abstraction from numerable objects. But,
according to Russell, numbers were neither contained in any object nor in
their totality. To count presupposed each one of the things as one. For
Russell, number was a free creation of one's thought. He wrote that
[numbers] arise from the gathering of a plurality into a unity. Until we apprehend a
plurality as a unity. we cannot apprehend it as a plurality. Successive acts of gathering of this sort give the series of natural numbers. Thus number is completely a
priori: it springs from a spontaneous activity of a purely formal nature. I

In this rejection of Mill's conception of number, Russell posited that both
number and counting presupposed each other. Here, Russell's argument
is resting on Kant's view of the synthetic a priori character of mathematical propositions; that is to say, that mathematics is neither empirical nor
definitional, but necessarily dependent on our cognitive processes. The
Kantian influence is even more obvious in his fellowship dissertation in

1. Russell 1983a. 129.
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which Russell was concerned with the impact of non-Euclidean geometries on Kant's trascendental aesthetic-which studies the a priori forms
of sensation.
At the time (ca. 1893), Russell did not pay attention to the possible
points of antagonism between neo-Hegelianism and Kantianism; there is
no doubt, however, that neo-Hegelianism "overwhelmingly dominated
Russell's philosophical thinking." 1
There are several important philosophical and historical consequences of Russell's indoctrination into neo-Hegelianism and Kant's philosophy of mathematics. First, these doctrines did not allow the idea of
infinite number. Bosanquet, for example, argued that this idea was self-contradictory and unreal. Bradley also denied the idea because it contradicted a quality of the concept of 'actual number'. Russell, who was also
following Kant in matters relating to the principles of arithmetic, explained, that the series of natural numbers resulted from some sort of
successive acts of gathering. Under this Kantian premise, it would be
impossible to accept an infinite number, because it is not possible to
form, in/act, an infinite succession. Secondly, neo-Hegelians were strongly opposed to what they called 'equational logic', which developed into
algebraic logic or Boolean algebra. These concepts are outlined in the
works of William Hamilton (1788-1856), George Boole (1815-1864),
Augustus De Morgan (1806-1871), and W. S. Jevons (1835-1882),
among others. According to Bradley, equational logic had a tremendous
handicap: its mathematical nature. This characteristic limited logic "to
those problems which accommodate themselves to numerical reasoning.,,2 Bosanquet and Bradley conceived that equational logic dealt with
some subsidiary problems, and they both had considered that the goal of
logic (as a philosophical discipline) was to give a more precise description of reasoning in general. Probably, their criticisms had roots in their
incomplete appreciation of the nature of mathematics and equational logic
itself, as indicated by their view that mathematical developments were
irrelevant to metaphysics.
1. Spadoni 1977a, 105.

2. Bradley 1883a I, 370.
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3.4 An Essay on the Foundations of Geometry. -

In the
meantime, Russell had madly fallen in love with a young American Quaker. Her name was Alys Pearsall Smith and she was five years older than
him. Her age, nationality and customs provided sufficient reasons for
Lady Russell to speculate that she was not a good candidate for her
grandson. Lady Russell vigorously attempted to discourage him from
marrying. The family even attempted to separate them by sending him to
France. But everything failed. Alys and Bertie got married on December
13, 1894. They spent together some time in Berlin, where they worked
on economic and social questions. Their effort directly resulted in the
publication of Russell's first book [German Social Democracy (1896a)],
but he "took no great interest in [the book], as [he] had determined to
devote [himself] to mathematical philosophy".1 After finishing his courses at Cambridge, Russell had not decided the topic of his thesis: mathematics or economics. In his detailed analysis of the evolution of Russell's
ideas from Imperialism to Free Trade, Rempel stressed Russell's deep
knowledge of economic theories, which would have allowed him to
become a distinguished economist, if he had wanted to do SO.2 Under
pressure from relatives and friends, Russell finally decided to write his
dissertation on the foundations of geometry.
It was in Berlin, in 1895, while taking a walk, that Russell decided
to write two series of books: one of these would go from mathematics to
physiology, the second would discuss social questions. Following a Hegelian method, he hoped to find a final synthesis, which would be both
scientific and practical. In Russell's view, each and every science contained contradictions, that is to say, each science was inherently defective. As he said in retrospective, he had "accepted the Hegelian view that
none of the sciences is quite true, since all depend upon some abstraction, and every abstraction leads, sooner or later to contradictions". 3
These defects or contradictions were to be solved dy dialectical transitions from one science to another. There were two possible means to
effect such transitions: either by the completion of an idea by its supple1. Russell 1967a, 130.
2. See: Rempel 1979a.
3. Russell 1959a, 42.
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ment, or by replacing the contradictory ideas by other noncontradictory
ones. It is important to obtain the least possible number of contradictions
that will have to be "dissolved by passing dialectically to another science".1 This is essentially the way in which Russell decided to write his
fellowship dissertation at Cambridge University on the foundations of
geometry.
The lost dissertation was, perhaps, originally entitled "The Metaphysical Basis of Geometry'? which was written during the spring and
summer of 1895, but it was not the form in which it was finally published. He rewrote his dissertation in 1896, the revision was published a
year later by Cambridge University Press, now under the title An essay
on the foundations of geometry. Unfortunately, it is not clear how Russell's ideas evolved from the original version of 1895 to the revision of
1897, once after receiving the criticisms, opinions and suggestions from
his professors, in particular, Whitehead. As it was mentioned above, the
original dissertation is now lost, although some mss is extant.
The book was addressed more to philosophers than to mathematicians. The main focus of the book was epistemology, and one recognizes
that he did not produce any original mathematical work. He studied the
mathematics related to the topic from a philosophical point of view. In
order to understand what he thought was his original contribution to
philosophy, it was necessary for the reader to be acquainted with Kant
and modern logic, by which he meant the works of Rudolf Hermann
Lotze (1817-1881), Bradley, Sidgwick and Bosanquet, and not those of
Boole, De Morgan, Jevons, Ernst Schroder (1841-1902), Peirce, Frege
and Peano, among others, which were unknown to Russell by 1897.
Russell's goal was to establish what geometrical knowledge was
logically required for a science of space, and that such knowledge was
logically necessary for the possibility of experience. The book was divided into five parts:
i) an introduction stating the problem;
1. Spadoni 1977a, 164. See, also, Russell 1959a, 52-53.
2. Russell 1983a, xxii.
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ii) a chapter on the history of the rise and development of nonEuclidean geometries;
iii) a critical analysis of certain theories-those of Bernhard Riemann (1826-1866), Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894), among others-of the philosophy of geometry;
iv) an expository chapter describing Russell's own constructive
theory of geometry; and,
v) in the final chapter, a discussion of the philosophical consequences of Russell's own theory.
Russell wrote his dissertation under a neo-Hegelian influence: he
expected each science to be defective in itself, and those unsolved contradictions were to be dialectically corrected by other sciences. Taking these
principles into consideration, it is understandable why Russell would be
discussing contradictions as something natural and innate in each science.
As Russell pointed out in retrospect, neo-Hegelians were indifferent to
contradictions, because their systems were nourished by them.
In explaining the philosophical consequences of this new approach
for the foundations of geometry, Russell encountered contradictions that
he related to the "relativity, infinite divisibility, and unbounded extension
of space".1 The most prominent contradictions in geometry included,
first of all, the concept of a point. Because "a point must be spatial,
otherwise it would not fulfil the function of a spatial element; but again it
must contain no space, for any finite extension is capable of further
analysis" .2 A second contradiction resulted from an attempt to define
positions in space, because they are always relative: that is to say, "positions can only be defined by their relations", 3 but these relations are
defined by the positions they define. A third contradiction arose because
Russell regarded spatial figures as relations which are necessarily indivisible, while the figures themselves are necessarily divisible ad infinitum.

1. Russell 1897a, 177.

2. Ibid.• 189.
3. Ibid., 188.
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Although it may be interesting to understand and describe these
contradictions in detail, it is even more essential to grasp Russell's reaction to them. At this time, ca. 1895-1897, Russell thought that mathematics contained inescapable contradictions. That is to say, he considered
mathematics to be a defective science and therefore inherently imperfect.
Hence, the contradictions were inevitable, and therefore they did not
present a difficulty for the central argument of his book. To solve the
contradictions between the ideas of 'point' and 'empty space' it was
necessary to introduce the concept of 'matter'. The concept belonged not
to geometry but to kinematics, which leads one into the field of dynamics
and physics. Russell, then, expected to solve such contradictions by a
dialectical process, following a Hegelian method, in the field of a subsequent science. Russell even thought that he had solved all problems
related to the foundations of geometry. He had reasons to be proud. Most
reviews were very favorable, and Russell's old dream of being congratulated by an unacquainted foreign expert came true. He also had the opportunity for his first public debate with one of the leading mathematicians of all times: Poincare. Now, Russell believed, it was necessary to
solve all problems related to the physical sciences. 1
After finishing his An essay on the foundations of geometry, Russell "proceeded at once to what [he] intended as a similar treatment of
the foundations of physics".2 According to him, there were two main
problems closely connected with the principles of kinematics that needed
resolution. First there was the question of the ultimate nature of matter.
The second question was related to the problem of absolute versus relative motion. Russell desired to write a book on the philosophy of physics
again following a neo-Hegelian method. The general structure of his
book was going to be similar to his previous essay on the foundations of
1. Cf. Wood 1959a, 259. Wood claims that the natural way to study Russell's The Principles 0/
Mathenuuics is in the reverse order of its presentation; that is to say, he suggests that Russell first
developed his ideas on the principles of dynamics, then those of geometry, and, finally, his views on
the concept of number. This is true for those ideas contained in The Principles o/Mathematics. But one
should conclude from Russell's recently published manuscripts of 1896 and 1897 relating to the
physical sciences that his general intellectual path went from dynamics to geometry. One should not
forget that Russell wrote his essay on the foundations of geometry [1897a] before he wrote his papers
on the foundations of physics.
2. Russell 1959a, 41.
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geometry. First, he would describe a critical history of dynamics. Then,
in a second part, he would elaborate a constructive theory of the same
field.
But although Russell worked on the foundations of physics for two
years (ca. 1896-1898), he began to comprehend that dynamics was not an
a priori science, but that its questions were mainly empirical. His later
rejection of neo-Hegelianism was so extreme that he subsequently
claimed that all that he had wrote on the foundations of physics during
this period was "complete nonsense", I and that it was difficult for him
to comprehend how he came to accept such ideas in the past.
Published [see Russell 1897c and 1899c] and unpublished material
[see Russell 1897h, 1897i and 1897j] kept at The Bertrand Russell Archives shows that he was also working on the foundations of mathematics
at the time. Subsequently, he decided to turn his attention exclusively to
questions related to the foundations of arithmetic, a topic that he began to
pursue mainly as a result of his first trip to the United States in 1896.

3.5 Russell's early attempts to write a book on the principles of arithmetic.- In the last months of 1896, Russell travelled to
the United States. According to his later reminiscences, it was there
where he became acquainted with German mathematics. He soon adopted
the view that German scholarship was superior to British scholarship, not
only in mathematics but in almost all academic matters. Back in England,
Russell was asked to review a book by Hannequin entitled L 'hypothese
des atomes (1895). Here, Russell found, perhaps for the first time, references to Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers. The book was very
critical of the German mathematician, and Russell thought the criticism
was justified, as he was still a follower of Kant. Hannequin had argued
that Cantor's attempt to treat number as a continuous quantity gave rise

1. Russell 1959a, 43.
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to Kant's second antinomy} In the review, it was not appropiate for
Russell to discuss his own understanding and criticism of Cantor's principles. But, at least, he publicly stated that he could not accept Cantor's
second number class.
For Cantor's second number class of numbers [w, w+l, w+2, ... ], by which
[Cantor] hopes to exhaust Continua, begins with the first number [w] larger than any
of the first class; but as the first class (the ordinary natural numbers) has no upper
limit, it is hard to see how the second class is ever to begin. 2

Through the references of Hannequin's book, Russell learned of
the French translations of Cantor's work published in Acta Mathematica.
Russell read Cantor's articles for the first time in March 1896 at his
in-laws' residence, while he was lecturing at the London School of Economics. Russell even wrote an essay [see: Russell 1896d] in which he
discussed and analyzed his reasons for rejecting Cantor's results.
In this manuscript, Russell claimed that the philosophical antinomies had their counterparts in mathematical fallacies, like those of the
infinitesimal calculus and others associated with Cantor's collections.
Russell denied the validity of the concept of mathematical infinity, as
expected from a neo-Hegelian, because infinity would have to be "a
quantity larger than any assignable quantity".3 There was no doubt that
Cantor's methods were ingenious, but Russell questioned their philosophical validity. ,If the succession of natural numbers

1, 2, 3, ... , n, ...
was unlimited, how then it was possible for someone to talk of the first
number [w] following all these numbers? There was not even a chance

1. In Kant's system, an antinomy is the contradiction resulting from the inferences correctly drawn
from two equally valid principles (usually a thesis and an antithesis). In particular, Kant's second
antinomy read as follows: "Thesis: Every composite substance in the world is made up of simple parts,
and nothing anywhere exists save the simpler or what is composed of the simple. Antithesis: No
composite thing in the world is made up of simple parts, and there nowhere exists in the world
anything simple" [Kant 1787a, A434-435, B462-463].
2. Russell 1896a, 412.
3. Russell 199Oa, SO.
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for 'w' to ever arise. Russell's conclusion was simple and direct: "even
the humblest philosopher [ ... ] must grow indignant at Cantor's 'W"'.1
Russell's main argument rested on the point that if it was said that the
natural numbers had no limit, then it could not be possible to demand, in
the next step, that one had a number larger than any natural number. On
the basis of these views, his conclusion was evident: "Cantor's transfinite
numbers, then, are impossible and self-contradictory.,,2 To categorize
them otherwise would mean "to admit the truth of hopeless and irresoluble contradictions."3 Some contradictions may be helpful; but others,
like those generated by Cantor's ideas, were insolvable.
To conclude, Russell's first encounter with the theory of transfinite
numbers gave him a negative impression of Cantor's ideas. His reading
of the French translations, instead of the original German articles, may
have contributed to Russell's early rejection of Cantor's ideas. Cantor
had published an article [Cantor 1932a, 165-208] discussing in detail the
distinction between the potential infinite and the actual infinite. This
distinction was fundamental in comprehending how the principles of
generation of transfinite numbers were introduced. One of these principles, the second principle of generation, allowed Cantor to introduce a
number starting a new sequence of numbers, even though the previous
sequence had no upper limit. In the French translation [Cantor 1883i],
however, Cantor approved only the inclusion of those sections directly
concerned with mathematics. All sections dedicated to the philosophical
discussion of the validity of the actual infinite and the transfinite numbers
were omitted. It was, perhaps, this lack of philosophical discussion that
made Russell 'indignant' towards Cantor's theory. Thus Russell rejected
the theory completely, including its mathematical aspects. According to
Couturat, Russell had fallen into two of the most natural mistakes made
by philosophers when discussing the infinite. They talked of an infinite
number-a number of numbers, and they thought of all infinities (if there
were any) as being equal.

1. Russell 1990a, 52.

2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., 53.
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It was not long before Russell came in contact again with Cantor's
work, in spite of his first negative reaction. He was asked to review an
article for the British philosophical journal, Mind. This time Russell
inspected Couturat's De l'injini mathematique (1896). Unlike Hannequin,
Couturat had a very positive and sympathetic reaction to the treatment of
Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers. Couturat stated that, Cantor's
exposition of the theory of the infinite was completely free from contradictions. In fact, one of Couturat's main goals was the defence of the
concept of actual infinite. Although Couturat was unable to influence
Russell's negative opinion of Cantor's ideas, he was, nevertheless, completely convinced of the importance of the question of the relation between the categories of number and quantity to the foundations of mathematics. In his review, Russell chose three of the existing theories concerned with the relation between number and quantity. These three theories, which were radically different, were developed by Mill, Hannequin
and Couturat. The first two, as I haVe( already mentioned, rejected the
central concept of Cantor's transfinite numbers: the supposition of the
existence of the whole sequence of natural numbers as a given totality,
that is to say, as an infinite set. On the contrary, Couturat argued that
infinite quantity was a priori without any connection with infinite number. Couturat also supported number and quantity as completely independent categories, contrary to the assertions of the proponents of the philosophical systems underlying Russell's philosophy, such as Hegel and
Kant.

.

Nevertheless, by late 1897, Russell showed the first signs of an
intellectual shift vis-a-vis neo-Hegelianism. Spadoni has already clearly
shown that Russell did not deviate suddenly from the intellectual position
of his mentors. On the one hand, in 1897, Whitehead asked Russell to
read Hegel's books on logic, and not those of other neo-Hegelians; as a
result, Russell was now convinced that all that Hegel had said concerning
the foundations of mathematics was "ignorant and stupid". 1 I suspect
that Russell reacted in the way that Whitehead expected. Whitehead also
read Hegel once, arriving at the same conclusion. Perhaps, Russell no1. Russell 1956., 24.
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ticed that Hegel made mistakes similar to those of many philosophers and
mathematicians in the eighteenth century: there was no correct definition
of continuity and, therefore, no way to avoid the paradoxes of infinite
number that Hegel had thought he had solved. Also there were also
several fallacious proofs in the infinitesimal calculus. But although Russell disagreed strongly with Hegel's views on the foundations of mathematics, he did not abandon neo-Hegelianism completely.
Sources of early 1898 [see: Russell 1898c] show that Russell was
still working on the 'dialectic of the sciences' (metaphysics), i.e. the final
synthesis in which all contradictions of all the sciences will have been
overcome. In early 1898, Russell also thought of mathematics as a dialectical science; notwithstanding the fact that he had started to consider that
mathematics could be completely true in and of itself, and therefore, "not
merely a stage in dialectics".1 In March of 1898, Russell was still working on the foundations of physics. He was also reading Dedekind's Was
sind und was sol/en die zahlen? [l888a] and Whitehead's Universal
Algebra [1898a] as background material for a new book on the foundations of arithmetic.

A few months later, in July of 1898, one finds Russell working on
a book on the principles of mathematics, which had been his "chief
ambition ever since age of eleven". 2 The complete title of this obscure
and difficult manuscript is "An Analysis of Mathematical Reasoning:
being an inquiry into the subject-matter, the fundamental conceptions,
and the necessary postulates of mathematics" [Russell 1898e]. The general structure of the book was divided in five parts: an introduction; book
I, on the manifold; book II, on number; book III, on quantity; and, book
IV, on the infinitesimal calculus [see: Table I].
Some signs of neo-Hegelian influence are found in the manuscript
because Russell insisted in keeping the final status of mathematics contradictory; in other words, mathematics was still a defective science. There
1. Russell 1944a, 12.

2. Russell 1929a, 15.
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Table I. An analysis of mathematical reasoning.

Introduction. This is an outline of the contents of the extant manuscript version of
Russell's" An analysis of mathematical reasoning"-there is a second typed version too segmented. In fact, this description is based on both the Table of Contents contained in the first folio of
the manuscript and the extant folios. This essay was written approximately in July 1898, although Russell's correspondence with G. E. Moore seems to indicate that the manuscript was not
entirely completed by this date. Nevertheless, there are some folios of subsequent sections
contained in later manuscripts which suggest that Russell continued to work on this draft. Today,
only Book I (contained in File 230-03300-Fl) remains complete. Books II, III and IV (kept in
File 230-03300-F2) are incomplete, but some of their folios might be found in the version of the
"Principles of Mathematics" completed in 1899-1900. The topic: "The Unit and the Number
One" (Book II, Chapter III) was listed in the table of contents but was not developed in the
manuscript. (Delentions are represented by square brackets).
An Analysis of Mathematical Reasoning
being an inquiry into
the subject-matter, the fundamental conceptions &
the necessary postulates of mathematics.
Introduction
The Manifold [fhe Logical Calculus]
Book I
I The elements of judgments [On the conception of a manifold]
Chapter
II Subject and predicate [On addition]
III The manifold [Correlation of the two kinds of addition]
IV Addition and synthesis [Interpretation of the logical calculus]
V The logical calculus
Number
Book II
I Existential judgments and number [fhe cardinal integers]
Chapter
II Necessary connections between cardinal integers [Numbers]
III The unit and the number one
III Ratio
IV The relativity of the unit and the number continuum
[Defmition of a particular [relativity of the] unit]
V Ordinal Numbers
Quantity
Book III
I Transtition from number to quantity
Chapter
II Equality and inequality
III Conditions for the predication and quantity
IV On the distinction of sign
V Extensive quantity
The Infmitesimal Calculus
Book IV
I Zero
Chapter
II Infinity
III Approximation
IV On elements in an extensive continuum
V The differential coefficient
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was a contradiction (the contradiction of relativity, described above)
inherent in mathematics. The only reference to this contradiction in the
whole text of the surviving folios reads as follows: "The contradiction of
the difference between two terms, without a difference in the conceptions
applicable to them". 1 This contradiction, along with the concepts of
'addition' and 'manifold', seemed to define the realm of mathematics.
Other signs of neo-Hegelian influence lay in Russell's design of a
triadic structure of categories. Russell argued that each mathematical
concept presupposes the fundamental ideas of 'identity', 'diversity' and
'unity'.2 Another sign of the remaining influence of the neo-Hegelians on
Russell rests on the fact that Russell divided judgements into two categories: those of intention and those of inclusion, thinking, perhaps, that
somehow one was the antithesis of the other.
But there were other influences on Russell. Contrary to Bowne, I
cannot assert that Russell was completely "unimpressed by [the] philosophical implications of [Whitehead's Universal Algebra]".3 We agree
with Bowne that there were others who were more impressed than Russell by the philosophical implications of Whitehead's book. Couturat, for
example, concluded that the algebra of logic appeared to be the foundation of mathematics or, at least, the most fundamental branch of mathematics, prior to the ideas of 'number', 'order' and 'magnitude'. In a
much later recollection, Russell commented that he was "greatly excited"
with Whitehead's Universal Algebra. 4
The reader should not be guided solely by the printed records. It is
true that Russell did not appear, at least in public, to be greatly influenced by his former instructor's work. Nevertheless, there are at least
two very clear hints of Whitehead's impact on Russell which were reflected in this unsuccessful attempt to write a book on the principles of
mathematics in 1898. The first indication is Russell's discussion of the

1. Russell 1898a, Introduction, Folio 6 [Russell 1990a, 106].

2. See, also: Rodriguez 1988a, 28.
3. Bowne 1966a, 48.
4. Russell 1959a, 39.
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concept of 'manifold' as one of the basic ideas of mathematics; a second,
and more obvious sign was Russell's effort to base the explanation of the
basic concepts of arithmetic upon those of the logical calculus. This
seems to be the foundation of Russell's logicist program! It would be
natural, then, to ask why did he not develop logicism as early as 1898,
instead of late 1900 or early 1901? There are some plausible explanations. One is that this logical calculus was not 'the true' logical calculus. 1 On the other hand, by early 1898, Russell was still under the influence of neo-Hegelian doctrines. His conception of logic was still 'too
philosophical', and he was also skeptical of the value of algebraic logic.
Finally, he speculated, contrary to the order of presentation of his book,
that arithmetic was more general than the logical calculus. Even by 1900,
when Russell delivered a paper at the First International Congress of
Philosophy, he considered logic a more philosophical vain, arguing that it
treated questions concerned with reasoning in general.
Unfortunately, Russell avoided a detailed analysis of the concept of
'number'. He argued that nothing could be said about its nature. He took
the nature of 'number', when a particular number was going to be applied to a particular manifold, to be something known (i.e., a priori).
But, what about infinite numbers? Russell argued that there was a chance
for infinite numbers to arise as reflected, for example, in the extension of
number itself. But he was still contemplating the idea of infinite number
as related to the number of numbers; probably he was unable to explain
those philosophical antinomies already linked with the misrepresentation
of the idea of an actual infinite set. Russell promised his future readers
that he would deal with the topic later on. Due to the incompleteness of
this manuscript "An Analysis of Mathematical Reasoning", it is impossible to judge whether Russell had an effective means to deal with those
philosophical antinomies related to the number of numbers. According to
a letter to Moore, however, Russell could not find a solution at that
1. We should not forget that the logical calculus of Whitehead's Universal Algebra was still basically
Bollean algebra. Whitehead's goal was "to present a thorough investigation of the various systems of
Symbolic Reasoning allied to ordinary Algebra" [Whitehead 1898a, v); but he was not attempting to
express mathematics from such principles. Whitehead's Universal Algebra belongs to an algebraic
tradition concerned with the use of parts of mathemstics and versions of the calculus of predicates.
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moment; he simply "skated over [the antinomies ... ] leaving them to be
discussed later". 1
According to a retrospective note added to the manuscript, perhaps
much later, Russell finished this book in July 1898. At once, Russell
requested Moore to read it. Moore, who for some years had "fulfilled
[Russell's] ideal of genius" ,2 had recently overame the influence of the
neo-Hegelians. Apparently, Moore only read the first book (chapter) of
the manuscript and then communicated his criticism to Russell orally.
This review, apparently, was extremely critical, prompting Russell to
finally abandon neo-Hegelianism. He now thought that there was no need
to discuss mathematics merely in terms of a stage in dialectics, among
several disciplines. If the nature of mathematics could not be explained
by the principles of neo-Hegelianism in a reasonable way, it had to be
discarded. Russell's rejection of neo-Hegelianism became so extreme that
now he was tempted to oppose all neo-Hegelian philosophy, not just neoHegelian philosophy of mathematics. Thus he thought that the concepts
of 'number', 'space', 'time', and 'matter' no longer had a self-contradictory character; rather they existed as entities in themselves. Russell's
conception of the nature of numbers shifted completely. Now he
imagined all the numbers sitting in a row in a Platonic heaven [... and] thought that
points of space and instants of time were actually existing entities, and that matter
might very well be composed of actual elements such as physics found convenient. 3

There was yet another element that may have contributed to Russell's final rejection of neo-Hegelianism: his study of Leibniz's philosophy, in particular, his logic. Why did Russell become interested in Leibniz's logic? Was there any genuine interest of Russell in Leibniz's philosophy per se? Russell's answer, like many of his comments on his own
work, is simple and direct. "My book [on Leibniz] is the result of a
purely philosophical course of lectures which I was obligated to give at
Trinity College. ,,4

1. Letter: Russell to Moore, 20 July 1898.

2. Russell 1967a, 64.
3. Russell 1959a, 48.
4. Letter: Russell to Couturat, June 21, 1900, my emphasis.
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Russell began to prepare his lectures on Leibniz in early 1898}
His study of Leibniz helped him to apply his new views on logic, which
he developed after receiving Moore's criticism. It also convinced Russell
of the great importance of the 'theory of relations'.
The title of Russell's book was A Critical Exposition of the Philosophy of Leibniz, with an appendix of leading passages, in which Russell
attempted to follow an epistematic approach in analyzing the truthfulness
of Leibniz's system. By an epistematic approach, Russell meant that his
goal was not to carry out an historical study of Leibniz's work, but to
reconstruct the logical structure of the doctrine. Russell's main thesis was
to prove that Leibniz's metaphysics was grounded on his logic, but at the
same time, that there were some inconsistencies. Some inconsistencies
resulted from Leibniz's reluctanse to discuss issues that logically arouse
from this thinking, but were considered objectionable in his day. Others
arouse from his first five original premises.
I will bypass commenting on Russell's analysis of Leibniz's philosophy, because it has already been done very throughly elsewhere. 2 However, I shall examine the way in which Leibniz's concepts affected the
development of the 'paradoxes' and Russell's Logicism. In the first place,
Leibniz's position regarding the acceptance or rejection of an actual
infinite is ambiguous. In some places Leibniz spoke positively of the
actual infinite, and in some other places he rejected it on grounds of its
inconsistency. 3 But, according to Russell, one of the basic premises of
Leibniz's philosophy was to assert that there was 'an infinite number of
monads'-the simplest substance. At the same time, Russell's analysis
showed that Leibniz also repudiated the idea of 'an infinite number'. So,
one could not conclude that Russell thought of the concept of the infinite
in a specific manner because of Leibniz. Despite indirect evidence, one

1. According to O'Briant, "the evidence, [... ], indicates that Russell was preparing these lectures
during the latter balf of 1898 and first quarter of 1899" [O'Briant 1979a, 166].

2. See: O'Briant 1979a.
3. "I am so much in favor of the actual infinite, that [... ] 1 hold that nature affects it everywhere"
[Russell 19OOa, 109]. Cf. Ibid. P 110.
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does not get a detailed picture of Russell's own ideas on logic at the time
because the Leibniz book was written as a didactic work. In particular,
there is nothing in the text indicating whether Russell still rejected the
concept of the actual infinite. A footnote in the text, however, seems to
indicate that Russell allowed, at least, a possible solution to the antinomy
of a given infinite number.
How did Russell react towards Leibniz' s idea of a Characteristica
Universalis-or universal language? According to Leibniz, this characteristica universalis would allow the expression of all knowledge in
terms of very simple characters that were easy to learn, comprehend and
use. Simple concepts would be expressed with these simple characters;
more complex ideas would be expressed using combinations of these
characters. Russell thought that Leibniz was seeking something similar in
nature to symbolic logic, "which [was] definitely a branch of mathematics".l Russell thought that symbolic logic could be useful in mathematics, but that it was not suitable as a method of philosophy. Russell's
conclusion was opposed to the opinion of Peano and his colleagues. Some
years later, once Russell became deeply influenced by Peano and his
followers, Russell would modify his position towards the value of Leibniz's work.
The correspondence between Russell and Moore reveals that by
May 1899 Russell was working again on the principles of arithmetic, and
that he was mired in difficulties. At The Bertrand Russell Archives there
is a manuscript entitled "The Fundamental Ideas & Axioms of Mathematics" [see: Table II.A & II.B]. There are some differences in the general
structure of this manuscript compared with Russell's earlier manuscript
entitled "An Analysis of Mathematical Reasoning". First of all, in this
work there was no logical precursor of the idea of 'number'. The treatment of symbolic logic had been displaced to a brief section of chapter II
dedicated to the application of numbers. More important, Russell displayed, for the first time, the explicit influence of the Weierstrassian
school of mathematics. Now, Russell was convinced that Weierstrass and
his followers had shown that "all pure mathematics should be regarded as
1. Russell 1900a, 170.
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Table II.A The Fundamental Ideas & Axioms of Mathematics.
Introduction. This outline of Russell's manuscript "The Fundamental Ideas & Axioms of
Mathematics" is taken from its Table of Contents and the surviving folios. This manuscript was
written during the first balf of 1899. Little remains of Russell's second attempt at his 'big book'
on the principles of mathematics. The remaining sections of Part I, Part IV and Part VI are kept
in File 230-030-310. Some other missing folios are now contsined in the final draft of The
Principles of Malhemalics, the one Russell claims to have finished on May 23, 1902.
The Fundamental Ideas and Axioms of Mathematics
Table of Contents

Part I
Chapter

Part II
Chapter

Number
I Pure number
II Application of numbers
III Analysis of addition
IV Number in connection with whole & part, quantity & order
Whole & Part
I Implication of whole & part in application & addtion of numbers
II Divisibility & plurality
III Whole & part as a relation
IV Whole & part in relation with classes
V Whole & part without definite numbers
VI Fractions
VII Antinomy of infinite number

Part III
Chapter

I
II
III
IV
V

Order
Mesning of order
The range of order
Sign
Can cyclic orders be one dimesnional'?
Orden & position

I
II
III
IV

Quantity
Mesning of magnitude, greater & less
The range of quantity
Numbers as expressing quantity
Continuity, zero & infinity

Part IV
Chapter

(continues •.. )
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Table II.B The Fundamental Ideas & Axioms of Mathematics.
Part V
Chapter

Part VI
Chapter

Part VII
Chapter

Part VIII
Chapter

I
II
III
IV
V

Extensive Quantity
Meaning of extensive quantity
Zero & infinity
Approximation
Points
The differential coeficient and the integral

I
II
III
IV

Space & Time
Points & instants exist
Relations & projective geometry
Dimensions
No antinomies peculiar to space & time

I
II
III
IV
V

Matter & Motion
There are no things
Motion
Motion is not relative
Impossibility of explaining away quantities
Mass as quantity of materiality

I
II
III
IV

Motion & Causality
Laws of motion must be casual
Mass & Newton's laws
Antinomy of causality
Constancy of sums
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dealing exclusively with numbers". 1 Russell also pointed out that this
development, the arithmetization of analysis implied that there was an
even greater separation between the concepts of 'number' and 'quantity',
as did the discovery of new algebras dealing also exclusively with numbers. Perhaps, Russell understood this distinction after reading Whitehead's Universal Algebra or Dedekind's Was sind und wass sollen die
zahlen?
Russell remained concerned with the philosophical antinomies
relating to the concept of infinite number. There are three different ways
of arriving at these philosophical antinomies: through the idea of all
numbers, the idea of the largest of all numbers, and the idea of the last
possible number. The antinomies resulting from these three ideas could
be formulated in such a way that their existence could be both proven
and disproven and, according to Russell, no existing metaphysics avoided
these antinomies. He promised his readers that he would discuss such
antinomies in part II, which is now lost. It is important to keep Russell's
new term 'antinomy' in mind when refering to old problems associated
with the idea of infinite number. Under the previous neo-Hegelian philosophical influence, these propositions were described as 'contradictions',
and the concept 'infinite number', at least when it was discussed in relation to Cantorian transfinite numbers, as 'self-contradictory'. But now,
Russell is using the term 'antinomy', most likely following Kant directly.
Finally, the table of contents of this second manuscript shows that there
was some doubt in Russell's mind about the role of symbolic logic in
mathematics. The analysis of the application and addition of numbers
supposedly explained how the concepts of 'whole' and 'part' originated,
whereas he thought that possibly the role of symbolic logic, as the calculus of 'whole' and 'part', was logically prior to arithmetic.
But Russell abandoned this enterprise almost immediately. By July
1899, he was working on yet another draft on the principles of arithmetic, only two months after his previous unsuccessful attempt. This time
he entitled the manuscript "Principles of Mathematics". The key to ex-

1. Russell 1899b Part II Chapter I Folios 1-2. (In the table of contents, the discussion of the concept of
'Quantity' appears as Part IV, but in the manuscript occupies Part II).
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plaining why Russell did not simply keep working on the fundamental
ideas contained in the previous manuscript, rather than beginning a new
one, seems to be the influence of Cantor's work. According to Russell's
small notebook What shall I read?, he read Cantor again in July 1899.
Most important, in a letter to Moore, Russell stated that he was rewriting
his 'big book' and that he had found the topics of 'order' and 'series' (sequences) both important and fruitful, even though they had been "almost
entirely neglected by philosophers". 1 These two concepts had recently
acquired a special status in the study of the foundations of mathematics,
especially, in relation to the principles of number. Cantor's and Dedekind's works, among others, had shown that their analysis could bring
light to the characteristics that differentiated the diversity of numbers
(e.g., natural, rational, irrational, real, among others).
The impact of Cantor's work on Russell is easily found throughout
the manuscript, not only because of the explicit references to Cantor's
name, but also because of Russell adopted Cantor's conceptualization
(e.g., definition of denumerability), and his use of some of Cantor's
results. On this occasion, the manuscript seems to have been planned in
seven parts: 'number', 'whole and part', 'quantity' [now missing], 'order', 'continuity and infinity', 'space and time' and, finally, 'matter and
motion' [see: Table III]. From the general structural point of view, there
do not seem to be great changes in the organization of the manuscript
over the previous one. The same topics were discussed in both manuscripts, although there were some changes in their order of presentation.
In particular, the parts on 'Quantity' and 'Order' were interchanged. But
this new sequence of presentation does not imply fundamental changes in
Russell's understanding of the concept of 'number'. It simply stresses,
once more, the profound distinction between the categories of 'Number'
and 'Quantity'.
Once again the first point to be discussed was the concept of Number. Two major topics had to be explained: the relations of numbers inter
se, and the concept of collections or aggregates. Both terms, 'number'
1. Letter: Russell to Moore, July 10, 1899.
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and 'collection' were fundamental and indefmable, with the latter arising
from a certain way of counting elements. These two concepts were also
independent of each other, with neither of them presupposing the other
one. They both had "equal logical priority".1 The only reason why Russell began by explaining the nature of the term 'collection' instead of
'number' was because, in his view, the former required a smaller effort
of abstraction. The concept of 'counting' could not be regarded now as a
foundation of arithmetic. According to Russell, the number of a collection resulted from counting: this process always presupposed certain
characteristics of the nature of collections and the pure relations of integers. There was a small number of indefinable terms: 'points', 'instants',
'numbers'. Collections were formed from the addition of units, and then
numbers could be derived from these collections. This process of addition
was important because it still reflected the Kantian influence on Russell.
For example, Russell said that the equation '7 + 5 = 12' was "certainly
a synthetic proposition".2 The reason was that the meaning of '12' was
not defined by the equation but it was presupposed by it. It was reasonable to suppose that numbers were undefinable because they could not be
defined by means of additions or by collections. In order to arrange
numbers in a sequence it was necessary to find a relation capable of
carrying out such a task without presupposing the concept of 'addition'.
Russell thought he had found such a relation in terms of 'order'. This
once again reflects the impact of the Weierstrassian school and Weierstrass's program of arithmetization of analysis. This program required the
rigorization of the real number system, and from it, the rigorization of all
its operations, including addition. In mid nineteenth century some mathematicians thought it necessary to construct certain branches of mathematics more rigorously. Some of these reasons had to do with the development of non-Euclidean geometries and abstract algebras. It was natural to
attempt to build mathematics upon the concept of 'number', without
resorting to personal intuition and helpful diagrams. For Russell it became a fundamental requirement to presuppose the concept of 'number'
for defining the addition of numbers.

1. Russell 1899h Part I Chapter I Folio 1.

2. Ibid. Chapter III Folio 19.
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Table III. Principles of Mathematics.
Introduction.- This is an outline of the Table of Contents of Russell's "Principles of Mathematics" developed from the surviving folios. The manuscript was written ca. July 18, 1899 (according to a
letter to Moore) and ca. June 1900 (according to a dated folio of Part VI). There is a note, at the left
corner of folio I, indicating that Russell revised this section after meeting Peano, in approximately September or October of 1900. Some of the surviving folios of this manuscript had been included in the typed
draft of "An analysis of mathematical reasoning". Part VII, on Matter & Motion, is missing in its entirety.
Today, it is contained in the fmal version of The Principles of mathematics.

Principles 0 f Mathematics
Number
Collections
Pure number & their mutual relations
Arithmetical addition
Multiplication
Rational fractions
Infinite colections
Whole & Part
Meaning of whole & part
Totality
Whole & part without the use of numbers. The logical calculus.
Infmite wholes
Ratio in connection with whole & part
Order
Meaning of order
On the distinction of sign
On asymmetrical relations
Various kinds of series
Ordinal numbers
Various questions concerning series
Continuity & Infmity
On the correlation of series
Irrational numbers
Degrees of continuity
Zero & infmity
Transfmite numbers
Approximation
The differential coefficient
The defmite integral
Infmite divisibility & quantitative infmity
Space & Time
Points & instants
Simple relations between instants
Spatial distance & the straight line
Dimensions
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There are other signs indicating Cantor's new influence on Russell.
Russell now believed in the existence of 'actual infinite collections',
Cantor's basic concept for developing the arithmetic of transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers. Now, Russell asserted that natural numbers
were infinite in number. This basic idea, along with the introduction of
the concept of 'order', would allow Russell to develop his ideas on 'sequences'. Nevertheless, Russell was still very critical towards the ideas
he adopted from Cantor. As usual, he did not assimilate Cantor's ideas
blindly. In the section of the book dedicated to the concept of 'number'
there are signs that Russell was beginning to reject some of Cantor's
conclusions. In the first folio of the manuscript, Russell had claimed that
'collections' implied 'numbers'. However, he later restricted the indiscriminate use of this principle. There was always a question, he argued,
whether or not any given collection has a number, because it could contain an infinite number of elements. Having no doubt that there were
infinite collections, now Russell even attempted to "free them from the
contradictions which cling to them." 1 But what about infinite numbers?
Russell could only answer the question in one direction: at this time "no
assignable number is the number of all numbers.,,2 Notwithstanding the
difficulties of Cantor's system, Russell was greatly impressed by Cantor's
'mathematically invaluable analysis of continuity'; he was also deeply
interested in its philosophical implications. He was convinced that Cantor's ideas were fundamental for a sound explanation of the principles of
calculus and the theory of irrationals, but, he argued, "I cannot persuade
myself that [Cantor's] theory solves any of the philosophical difficulties
of infinity, or renders the antinomy of infinite number one whit less
formidable" .3
It can be seen from Russell's manuscript that he was skeptical of
Cantor's second principle of generation, which allowed Cantor to introduce '",'-the first transfinite number. This number was not definable
from Cantor's first 'principle of generation' which created numbers only
1. Russell 1899h Part I Chapter VI Folio 45.

2. Ibid.
3. Ibid. Part V Chapter V Folio 40.
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by adding units to the ones already known. Russell believed that the
generation of number Ow' violated the usual principles of arithmetic.
According to him, if the number previous to Ow' was a finite one, so was
'w'. If Ow' was the number of all finite numbers, it would have to be the
last finite one. Hence, Russell concluded, in opposition to Cantor, that
'w' was not a "definite [and] unique number." I Russell was also tempted
to drop the question of whether there was a number of numbers, because
he thought a positive answer to this question led to contradictions. Russell had asserted earlier in this manuscript that there were infinite collections (e.g., the collection of numbers), but that such collections did not
have a number. Russell, nevertheless, thought that Cantor's theory had
been useful in shedding light on the difficulties surrounding the infinite,
which was "for philosophy, [the transfinite numbers] principal and invaluable merit."2 In spite of its implications for the mathematical theory
of continuity and infinity, Russell claimed that philosophically "Cantor's
infinite is as ambiguous & as little definite as the older kinds, & cannot
disprove the proposition that every number is finite.,,3
Concluding, there were important changes between this manuscript,
probably finished by June 1900, a couple of weeks before Russell attended the First International Congress of Philosophy in July, and the manuscripts of 1896, 1898 and 1899. In 1896, Russell had even refused to
discuss the possible mathematical uses of Cantor's theory of transfinite
numbers. By 1900, on the contrary, although he was still unclear about
the philosophical foundation of such a theory, he now applied Cantor's
ideas to explain the complex nature of certain basic mathematical concepts, such as those of 'order', 'sequences', 'continuity' and 'infinity'.

1. Russell 1899h Part V Chapter V Folio 48.
2. Ibid., Folio 53.
3. Russell 1899h Part I Chapter IX Folio 86.

I thought [the writing of The Principles of
Mathematicsl was nearly finished, but in the month of May I
had an intellectual set-back [...J. Atfirst I supposed that I
should be able to overcome the contradiction quite easily,
and that probably there was some trivial error in the reasoning.
Gradually, however, it became clear that this was not the case.
Bertrand Russell.

Chapter IV.
Russell's discovery
of the
'paradoxes'
4.1 Introduction.- The main goal of this fourth chapter is to
present a plausible historical reconstruction of the actual way in which
Russell discovered the 'contradiction' of the greatest cardinal number,
known today as the "Cantor paradox"; how Russell discovered his own
inconsistency of the class of all classes which are not members of themselves; and how he presented the elements that would give rise to the
'contradiction' of the greatest ordinal number, today called the "Burali-Forti paradox".
In order to carry out such a task, it is of fundamental importance to
analyze how Russell wrote the 'final draft' of his book on the foundations
of mathematics, after meeting Peano at the First International Congress
of Philosophy (Paris, July 1900). In this book, which Russell had been
attempting to write since 1898, he presented his logicist thesis, claiming
that pure mathematics was a branch of formal or symbolic logic. At this
time, Russell was attempting to present a new philosophy of mathematics
by showing that its foundations were consistent, that is to say, that they
were free from contradictions.
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I will try to show that only a single draft of The Principles of
Mathematics was written after Russell met Peano; this is not in agreement with some historians and philosophers, who-following Russell's
confusing recollections-claim that Russell wrote several manuscripts of
this book between 1900 and 1902. In the second section, I will describe
how Russell wrote his book in different periods. During the first stage,
between November and December 1900, Russell developed Parts III, IV,
V and VI. In the second stage, May and June 1901, Russell wrote Parts
I and II. In the third stage, Russell rewrote Part I (originally written in
May 1901), and Part VII (originally written in approximately June 1900).
Later on, in a fourth stage, Russell added two appendices in November
1902 and the preface in December 1902. I believe that the folios written
during these four different stages were assembled into one single manuscript.
Unfortunately, Russell's own emphasis of the influence of Peano
on his thinking has hidden the tremendous influence of Cantor. I will
present evidence that Russell was heavily influenced by Cantor's ideas
while writing The Principles of Mathematics, especially during the first
two periods. During the first period, Russell encountered certain problems with Cantor's work, which he labeled 'mistakes' or 'fallacies';
during the second stage, Russell concluded that these 'mistakes' were not
merely simple errors, but 'contradictions' related to the most basic concepts of symbolic logic and the theory of sets.
In the third section of this fourth chapter, I will show how Russell
discovered his own inconsistency from the simultaneously gradual discovery of the argument of the greatest cardinal number.
Finally, when Russell attempted to finish his book, he incorporated
into its text those passages discussing the "Cantor paradox", and the
elements that prompted the discovery of the "Burali':Forti paradox".
Throughout this section, I will argue that Russell was motivated to
create the 'paradoxes' in part by his realistic attitude towards the existence of a 'universal class', and by his complete acceptance of Cantor's
theory of sets.
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4.2 The First International Congress of Philosophy,
Paris, 1900.- Russell spent the first half of 1900 working on his book
on Leibniz. He probably sent the manuscript to the publisher in April
1900, and Russell's personal correspondence shows him asking Moore to
revise and correct the page proofs sent from Cambridge University Press.
The last unpublished manuscript of The Principles of Mathematics-entitled simply "Principles of Mathematics"-indicates that Russell
worked on it a few days before he went to the congress. Russell arrived
at Paris with a firm belief in Platonic Ideas as a result of Moore's influence. He also rejected subject-predicate logic as a result of Bradley's
influence. At the congress, Russell read an essay in which he argued
strongly in favor of the actual existence of 'points' and 'instants'. This
newly advocated logic did not have yet any relation to the symbolic logic
developed by Peano and others:
It was a new metaphysical logic, [ ... ], and was based upon philosophical views advanced by G. E. Moore. These views were, in Russell's opinion, logical because they
assigned a new philosophical status to relations. I

For Russell, the most important event of the conference ocurred
when he met Peano. In his autobiography, Russell claims that he knew
Peano by name and that he had seen his work before the conference, but
he had not taken the trouble to master his notation. Some biographers
have followed Russell's account uncritically; some have even pointed out
specific times and places where Russell met Peano and encountered his
work-on one occasion as early as 1897, at the First International Congress of Mathematicians. It was thought that Peano's work stimulated
Russell's original interest in the philosophy of mathematics. 2
On the other hand, other evidence suggests that Russell had not
seen Peano's work before the congress. There is nothing in his What
shall I read? to indicate that he read Peano, or any members of his
school, prior to the congress. There are no references whatsoever in any
of Russell's previously published books and articles, or even in his unpublished material written at the time.
1. Bowne 1966a, 55.

2. Kennedy 1963a, 262.
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There is only one place in which Peano's name is associated with
Russell before the congress. This occurs in a letter from Russell to Couturat, dated October 9, 1899. Russell agreed with Couturat in that Peano's distinction between of' (symbol of membership) and' C' (symbol of
containment) was unimportant. But this assertion does not necessarily
mean that Russell had already read Peano in order to substantiate his
position. Couturat had recently published [Couturat 1899a] a long and not
very positive review of Peano's work for the French philosophical and
mathematical community, printed in the pages of the Revue de Metaphysique et de Morale. In this essay, Couturat criticized Peano's method,
asserting that Schroder's was simpler; he also rejected Peano's distinction
between the symbol of membership and the symbol of containment by
stressing that he believed it to be unimportant.
Russell's acceptance of Couturat's judgement without reading
Peano is not unique. On other occasions, Russell had also accepted the
arguments of others, Couturat's in particular, without having made a first
hand examination of the ideas in question. For example, in the letter of
October 9, 1899 to Couturat, Russell agreed with Burali-Forti that the
trichotomy law was false for ordinal numbers and he even suspected that
it was possibly false with respect to cardinal numbers. In the same letter,
Russell asked Couturat to send him the Burali-Forti articles because, at
the time, he had not had the opportunity to read them. In fact, there is a
letter from Russell to Couturat which provides evidence that Russell did
ignore Peano's work, at least, until October 1899. Only then, Russell
informed Couturat that he had read his essay-review on Peano, who was
unknown to Russell before then. 1 So, it appears that prior to the 1900
Congress of Philosophy, Russell had only heard Peano's name through
his correspondence with Couturat, and knew his work indirectly through
Couturat's essay. Possibly, after reading Couturat's essay-review-if in
fact Russell read it, Russell thought that he would not find anything
worth studying in Peano. I should mention that Schroder wrote another
critical essay-review on Peano's work, printed in The Monist. Russell

1. It seems that, before 1900, the only member of the Italian school from which Russell had knowledge
was Mario Pieri (1860-1913). At that time, Russell owned a reprint of one of Pieri's papers [GrattanGuinness 1986a, 107 note 10; and Rodriguez 1988b, 285].
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appeared to have ignored Schroder even after meeting Peano in 1900, or
perhaps disagreed with the main ideas of the German logician, because
Russell later intended to publish an essay-review of his own.
It is also important to stress that it was not Peano's specific contribution at the congress that mostly impressed Russell. Peano had read an
essay on how definitions should be done in mathematics. Of the three
different procedures outlined by Peano, Russell accepted only one, even
after he had been deeply influenced by the Italian mathematician. In
retrospect, Russell explicitly pointed out that he was impressed greatly by
Peano's successful debating ability. The clarity and perfection of Peano' s
ratiocination were impressive. Russell concluded that Peano's superiority
over all of his colleagues was probably due to his mathematical logic. 1
Having convinced himself that this was so, Russell approached Peano and
asked him for all his previous publications. Now, Russell believed that
Peano's notation
afforded an instrument of logical analysis such as [he] had been seekmg for years,
and that by studying him [he] was acquiring a new and powerful technique for the
work that [he] had long wanted to do. 2

In short, it was at the First International Congress of Philosophy
where Russell realized the importance of mathematical logic. 3 There is
no doubt that, as he said, this congress produced a turning point in his
intellectual life. Returning to England in mid August 1900, he was now
persuaded that Pea no and his colleagues were the best researchers in
1. It seems that what initially impressed Russell from Peano was his discussion on the need for a
notation for the defmite article [the]. Such discussion probably took place between SchrOder and Peano,
once the latter delivered his contribution during the congress [Grattan-Guinness 1975d, 110].
2. Russell 1967a, 144. For other descriptions of what Russellieamt from Peano see: Grattan-Guinness
1975d, 110-112 and Rodriguez 1988b.
3. Perhaps, Russell became aware of the scholars who are considered to be the pioneers of mathematical and algebraic logic through reading Whitehead's Universal Algebra. Nevertheless, if Russell did in
fact read them, their work had little impact on him, before meeting Peano in 1900. Russell gave his
own account: "Most of [Boole's, Peirce's and Schroder's] works were already familiar to me [before
meeting Peano], but I had not found that they threw any light on the grammar of arithmetic" [Russell
1959a, 65]. It is difficult to estimate what Russell meant by the word 'familiar'. Did he study them?
Or, was he only acquainted with the titles? A few years later, in 1902, Russell informed his first wife
Alys that he was planning to study all the great logicians "to begin an exposition of all previous works
of any importance" [Letter: Russell to Alys, June 12, 1902].
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mathematical philosophy. Russell devoured all possible publications of
the Italian school, spending most of August mastering Peano's notation.
By now his previous conception of Peano and his contributions had
changed completely, almost a year after his correspondence with Couturat. Russell was so impressed by Peano's techniques that he even promised Stout, editor of Mind and his former professor at Cambridge University, a long essay review on Peano and his followers (or perhaps he
wanted to modify Couturat's and Schroder's possible negative opinion).
Although Russell kept notes for this essay review [see: Russell 1901fj he
never published them. Russell commented to various people on different
occasions that he was planning to write the review. At almost the same
time, Russell published another article on the principles of mathematics
showing that all recent advances were due to Zeno's work [see: Russell
1901e]. In this popular essay, Russell was very critical of philosophers,
who obviously disliked the article. Perhaps, Russell was aware of Stout's
discontent, and he decided not to publish his essay review in Stout's
journal as Russell originally had planned. It is also possible that, after
writing the essay, Russell realized that it was inappropriate for Mind.
From the mathematical point of view, there were several conventions, concepts and techniques that Russell took from Peano. The first
and most important was the symbolic language which allowed him to
express complicated mathematical arguments using a small number of
unequivocal signs. Secondly, he now believed that the distinction between
the relation of membership '€' and of containment 'c' was of fundamental importance, contrary to what he had said in his letter to Couturat of
October 1899. Russell argued that this distinction allowed one to discern
the proposition 'Socrates is a man' (an element of a set) from the proposition 'all men are mortal' (a set contained in another set). Thirdly, it
was possible to distinguish between a set with a single element, and the
single element by itself (i.e., the difference between '{x}' and 'x'). Fourthly, there were other useful innovations in Peano's work such as the
study of geometrical properties without the use of figures.
In September and October 1900, while he was still reading Peano's
works, he decided to extend his study to the logic of relations. Russell's
previous works on the logic of relations resulted from his study of Leib-
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niz and his abandonment of neo-Hegelian doctrines. He had even written
an essay entitled "The Classification of Relations" [Russell 1899a]. But
now he had the appropriate technique to express his ideas. The goal of
the new work was to simplify the logic of relations by the use of Peano's
notation. One of the most important factors relating this study was Russell's new definition of an 'infinite class' as one which is similar (i.e.,
there is a one-to-one correspondence) to itself when a single element has
been substracted.
A 'finite class' was simply defined as a class which was not infinite. Russell justified his definition of infinite class by explaining that
although it was possible to define the finite numbers by mathematical
induction and then take the definition of infinite class as a primitive
proposition, he had been unable to deduce any properties from this second definition of infinite class. He refused to define an infinite class as
one that contains a part (or subclass) which can be put into a one-to-one
correspondence with itself. Apparently, he could not show that the part
obtained by substracting a single individual from the totality was isomorphic with the totality itself! Finally, and most important, Russell did not
define an infinite class by the property that an infinite class remained
coordinatable with itself whenever a term was added. He considered that
this definition would exclude the 'class of all individuals' (the universal
class), because it was impossible to add anything to this class. I will
argue that it was this metaphysically realistic attitude towards the existence of a universal class containing all possible individuals that enabled
and motivated Russell to consider the formulation of the set-theoretic
'paradoxes'. It is important to keep in mind that Russell must have believed at this time that it was possible to assume the consistency of the
vast field of mathematics, and he did not expect to find any contradictions within it. Once he had finished this article in October 1900, he sat
down to write, he hoped, a new and definitive version of his book on the
principles of mathematics.

4.3 Russell's writing of the 'first' final draft of The
Principles of Mathematics, November - December 1900.According to Russell's late recollections and his personal correspondence,
he sat down to write The Principles of Mathematics in October 1900 and
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finished it by December 31 of the same year. If this is so, the question
arises of why he did not immediately send the book to the publisher?
After having worked on the principles of arithmetic for at least three
years, and after several unsuccessful attempts to write a book on this
same topic, it is reasonable to suppose that Russell would be very anxious to publish his thoughts. Perhaps, he may have had a cautious attitude
after having gone through so many revisions. Or, alternatively, it could
be argued that the delay was due to Russell's putative discovery of "Cantor's paradox" in January 1901. Nevertheless, throughout the analysis
presented in this chapter, I will attempt to show that none of these explanations is satisfactory in itself!
In fact, contrary to what Russell expressly said,l I propose that he
did not finish the manuscript by December 31, 1900. He asserted that
Parts III, IV, V and VI were published almost without change, as he had
written them that autumn, while Parts I, II and VII were rewritten. But I
believe that the book (including all later changes) was not finished until
January 1903 and that there are no traces of the original versions of Part
I and II that Russell allegedly wrote in 1900. 2 Moreover, if one wanted
to be accurate, Part VII was not rewritten, but revised from a previous
manuscript of The Principles of Mathematics.
In order to understand the process by which Russell completed the
book, it is useful to consider the writing techniques that he used to complete the earlier drafts of The Principles of Mathematics (and not his
mature writing methodology that he claims to have developed after 1902). Whenever he had previously written something on any relevant
topic, Russell inserted into the new manuscript anythiIlg from the previous drafts that he considered still valid and correct. An examination of
the table of contents of Russell's earlier manuscripts on the foundations
of arithmetic indicates that he inserted sections and, in some cases, long
chapters from his earlier versions.

1. "I finished this first draft of The Principles of Mathematics on the last day of the nineteenth century-i.e., 31th December 1900" [Russell 1959a, 56].
2. Cf, Blackwell 1971b, 7-8; 1984a, 275-277.
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So, when Russell came back from the congress and read Peano's
publications, he did not simply sit down to write yet another book on the
principles of mathematics. He first revised his latest effort at such a
book, the one which he was still considering a few days before going to
Paris in July 1900. There is, in fact, a large amount of external evidence
of Russell revising the draft of 1899-1900 [Russell 1899h] of The Principles of Mathematics before he started his new approach. For example,
there are several notes added to this version referring to Peano' s work
and some others to the work of Bernard Bolzano (1781-1848). 1 There
were also two large notes commenting on some problems with the approach and how they might be rectified in the new version.
I have mentioned before that there are no traces of Part I (,The
Indefinables of Mathematics') and Part II ('Number') in the manuscript
version allegedly written in 1900. The suggested explanation is, I would
say, straightforward: Russell simply did not write Parts I and II at that
time. Al least two different alternative explanations can be derived from
Russell's own description of the events surrounding the preparation of
The Principles oj Mathematics. In a letter to Jourdain dated April 15,
1910, Russell stated that "during the rest of the year [possibly late October, November and December] I wrote parts III-VI of my [The] Principles [oj Mathematics] (Part VII is largely earlier, Parts I and II wholly
later, May 1902); ... ".2 In another letter to Jourdain dated September
11, 1917, Russell informed him that he had written Parts III to VI of The
Principles in the autumn of 1900. 3 There is yet another source of evidence that supports my conjecture. According to the personal diary that
Alys Russell kept at that time, her husband only finished two thirds of his
book by the end of 1900. 4
Why, then, one would ask, did Russell inform Helen Flexner
(1871-1956) that the book was finished on December 31, 19OO? It was,
perhaps, a 'small Russellian exaggeration'. Here the reader faces an
1. Russell seems to have read Bolzano, for the first time, in August 1900 [see: Russell 1983a, 363].

2. Letter: Russell to Jourdain, April 15, 1910; quoted in Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 133.
3. Letter: Russell to Jourdain, September 11, 1917; quoted in Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 143-144.
4. This diary is kept at The Bertrand Russell Archives.
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historiographical and methodological question. On one hand, one of
Russell's best known biographers has claimed that he concluded that,
given any quote from Russell, there is another that contradicts the first.
This implies that Russell's quotes are not always reliable. In such cases,
when I find contradictory quotations of Russell, I have selected, obviously, those that support my new interpretation of the events surrounding the
preparation of The Principles of Mathematics. In particular, when I have
found these contradictory statements in Russell's personal correspondence, I have attempted to weigh the credibility of these statements by
examining the individuals involved. In this case, there is no doubt in my
mind that Russell was more careful when writing to Jourdain (who was a
colleague as well as a historian of mathematics, who was publishing
essays on the recent developments of theory of sets and mathematical
logic) than when he was writing to Helen Flexner (whom he was, perhaps, simply trying to impress). Obviously, other historians might argue
that the dating of the misives is of fundamental importance and that Ms.
Flexner's letter should be considered first.
A second letter to Helen Flexner may also be questioned on the
same grounds as the first. In the second letter, Russell told her that he
now was working on the second volume of The Principles of Mathematics, and that his work was nearly finished. 1 But there is no material in
The Bertrand Russell Archives supporting his assertion. 2
One could claim that the manuscript was not finished by the date
cited because at least, Part VII (,Matter and Motion') was not added to
the 'final manuscript' until May 23, 1902 [see quote page 120]. In following this new interpretation, I suggest that there were no separate
drafts of the manuscript of The Principles (e.g. 'first', 'penultimate' and
'final'). I propose instead that there was only one draft composed in the
following order: (i) Parts III, IV, V and VI were (added and) written
J

1. Letter: Russell to Helen Flexner, August 2, 1902.
2. Nevertheless, there is no resson to discredit Russell's achievements. Even if he did not finish the
whole manuscript of '!he Principles ofMalhemolics by December 31,1900. He did finish Parts ill, IV,
V and VI, a great accomplisment in itself. These sections of the book contained almost five hundred
folios distributed in thirty four chapters. Russell argued, accurately in this esse, that he could write an
average of ten folios a day.
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during the fall of 1900; (ii) Parts I and II were originally composed in
May and June 1901, but Part I was rewritten in May 1902; (iii) also in
May 1902, Part VII was taken from an earlier attempt to describe the
foundations of mathematics and added to the current manuscript; (iv)
between May and November 1902, Russell wrote appendices A and B, as
well as carrying out more changes and additions; (v) the Preface was
delivered to the publisher in December 1902; (vi) finally, in January
1903, Russell added some new folios to the manuscript in which he
summarized some of his ideas. I believe that, if Russell originally contemplated a book divided in seven parts, then he wrote the book over
three global periods of time: October - December 1900, May - June
1901, and, May 1902 (- January 1903)-excluding the galley revisions
from the period of composition. Throughout this time until May 23, 1902
the manuscript was incomplete. This is the reason why most folios of The
Principles of Mathematics were not duplicated (or triplicated!) during its
composition, with the clear exception of those contained in Part I which
were effectively rewritten. If some folios were renumbered in the 'final'
manuscript, it is because they were written during Russell's earlier attempts to write a book on the principles of mathematics [Russell 1898e,
Russell 1899b, & Russell 1899h], before he met Peano at the First International Congress of Philosophy in Paris in July 1900. Thus even if Parts
I and II were originally written in 1900, the manuscript remained incomplete by the end of that year. I think, however, that Russell did not write
Parts I and II before December 31, 1900. It is very curious that the most
significant parts of the original manuscripts of The Principles of Mathematics are still in existence, but nothing remains of Parts I and II. It
could be argued that, in fact, all the manuscripts are incomplete, even the
'final' one. Possibly in some sections almost the whole text is missing,
not only one or two Parts. But, I do not think that this was the case.
There is an internal element contained in the manuscript of the
final written version of The Principles of Mathematics that might support
this new historical hypothesis. In defining the irrationals, Russell asserted: "Arithmetical theories of irrational could not be treated in parts I or
II since they depend essencially upon the notion of order".' In the print1. Russell 1900e Part V Chapter III Folio 40, my emphasis.
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ed version, Russell specified Part II. This discrepancy seems to indicate
that, by that time, November 1900, he was not aware of the particular
section in which he had discussed the theories of irrational numbers.
Another argument suggesting that Parts I and II were written after
1900 is of an external technical character. I mentioned before that by
1897 Russell had already concluded that one of the fundamental problems
in the philosophy of mathematics was that of the relation between the
categories of 'number' and 'quantity'. However, by 1900, Russell was
convinced that the complete separation of 'number' and 'quantity' had
been proven. 'Quantity' had lost its mathematical importance because all
of its theorems could be generalized from the properties of 'number' and
those of the concept of 'order'. 'Quantity' was not definable in terms of
logical constants, and it was therefore an idea that did not belong to pure
mathematics. He discussed the category of 'quantity' because it was
traditional to do so when discussing the foundations of mathematics, but
stated that it was not important. Possibly, Russell thought that he had
summarized his current understanding of the topic of quantity in his
previous manuscript on the foundations of mathematics (finished approximately in June 1900). It is important to notice that Part III devoted to the
discussion of the notion 'quantity' diappeared from that attempt and it is
possible that Russell transfered it to the new manuscript, since this part
only required superficial changes. In the new manuscript, only a few
changes were needed. As he said in a note added to the same manuscript,
his entire conceptualization of the logical calculus was incorrect and Part
I needed to be completely rewritten. Perhaps, while writing The Principles of Mathematics, he had similar thoughts about his ideas on 'Number'
(Part 11), and decided to leave these two Parts to the end. First of all, he
would work on the material that only needed superficial revision. I agree
with the conjecture that it was in November (or late October) 1900 when
Russell began to write what he hoped would be the final version of The
Principles of Mathematics [see: Table IV].
Most importantly, Russell was now convinced that all of the philosophical antinomies could be solved or reduced to a simple difficulty
related to the concept of infinite number, which could be solved by an
adequate philosophical analysis of the term 'any' (the existential quanti-
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Table IV. The Principles of Mathematics, Parts III-VI (Oct-Nov 1900).
Introduction.- The following Table of Contents summarizes the material that I believe Russell
wrote in the last two months of 1900 (a folio of Part V is dated 'Nov 24, 1900'). The reader should recall
that I also claim that Part VII was not composed at that time, but taken from an earlier manuscript (with
some revisions and additions). The fll"St folio of Part III is dated 'Nov, 1900', but this seems to be a note
added to indicate when Russell revise this section. All the corresponding folios are contained in the fmal
draft of The Principles of Mathematics.
Quantity
The meaning of magnitude
The range of magnitude
Numbers as expressing magnitudes: measurement
Zero
Infmity, the infinitesimal and continuity
Order
The genesis of series
The meaning of order
Asymmetrical relations
Difference of sense and difference of sign
On the difference between open and closed series
Progressions and ordinal numbers
Dedekind's theory of numbers
Distance
Infmity & Continuity
The correlation of series
Real numbers
Limits and irrational numbers
Cantor's first defmition of continuity
Ordinal continuity
Transfmlte cardinals
Transfinite ordinals
The infmitesimal calculus
The infmitesimal & the improper infmite
Philosophical arguments concerning the infmite
The philosophy of the continuum
The philosophy of the infmite
Space
Dimensions and complex numbers
Projective geometry
Descriptive geometry
Metrical geometry
Relation of Metrical to Projective and Descriptive geometry
Dimensions of various spaces
The continuity of space
Logical arguments against points
Kant's theory of space
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fier). He was probably referring to those antinomies related to the concept of 'infinite number' that he had stated, in previous drafts on the
foundations of mathematics to be insoluble. Earlier, he had criticized
Cantor's Mengenlehre as lacking a correct philosophical foundation to
deal with the antinomies. Now, Russell argued, the origin of the 'intolerable contradictions' was located in the supposition that well defined
infinite sequences (or ordered series) have a last term. Two years or so
before, he had been 'indignant' towards Cantor because of Cantor's
supposition of the existence of 'w', when there was no last term in the
sequence of all natural numbers. Russell now distinguished between
infinite and finite numbers by arguing that infinite numbers did not obey
the principle of mathematical induction. This was true, since

Finally, although Russell emphasized the complete separation of 'number'
and 'quantity', stating that the latter did not belong to the realm of pure
mathematics, he did not express, at any point in this section of the manuscript, the strong logicist thesis of his book: the fact that all mathematical
concepts and theorems could be defined in terms of logical concepts and
could be deduced from them. At this early stage of the writing of the
book may not yet have perceived such an important role for logic. As a
result of further reading of Peano and Cantor and of his own efforts in
writing Parts IV and V he became convinced of the complete dependence
of mathematical concepts on logic.
Part IV ('Order') was also written in November 1900. He justified
his lengthy explanation of matters relating to the concepts of 'order'
because he used his correct philosophical analysis of 'order' to solve all
the inconsistencies associated with the idea of 'infinity' that he had encountered up to that date.
Part V of The Principles of Mathematics (on 'Infinity and Continuity') was also written in November 1900. In it, Russell explained the
applicability and the significance of Cantor's ideas for the foundations of
mathematics. Now, Russell argued, the fundamental problems of the
philosophy of mathematics focussed on the concepts of 'infinity' and
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'continuity'. Here one finds that Russell finally accepted Cantor's 'w'.
When considering the philosophical discussion of transfinite cardinal
numbers, it was of prime importance to understand that a one-to-one
relationship was not at all relevant to the concept of 'number'; that is to
say, there was no need to count the elements of an infinite set to find out
if it was 'denumerable' or not (i.e., equivalent, symbolized by '-', to
the sequence of all finite cardinal numbers). On the other hand, the concept of 'similarity' was also independent of the concept of number (as I
mentioned before, similarity occurs when two ordered-sets can be put
into a one-to-one correspondence while maintaing the ordering relations,
symbolized by ':::::' which allows one to compare the cardinality of transfinite classes [see: pages 9-10]). Logically speaking, a proper substitution
of the concept of 'any' instead of that of 'all' would avoid the possibility
of problems relating to infinite totalities.
As I said before, Russell was very critical of the ideas he took
from others. In his discussion of transfinite cardinal numbers he therefore
doubted that it was possible to show that they were comparable. His
discussion of transfinite ordinal numbers showed a completely new attitude towards Cantor's 'w' different from that expressed in his [1898a]
manuscript and his essay of 1896 [Russell 1896d]. Russell explained that
some of its basic properties could be expressed by the fact that

l+w=w¢w+1.
One of the main goals of Russell's fifth part was to show that the notion
of 'continuity' was free from contradictions; it was of fundamental importance now to prove that both mathematics and, especially, the new
philosophy of the infinite, were consistent.
Russell asserted, on numerous occasions, that Cantor's theory of
continuity was free from contradictions. He was using this term believing
that mathematics was a consistent science. In future, contradictions would
prove to be a serious challenge. He examined Zeno's famous paradoxes
in detail: the dichotomy, Achilles, the arrow and the measure. Russell
claimed that Zeno' s arguments could not lead to the conclusion that there
were inherent contradictions in Cantor's concept of continuity. Cantor's
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concept had remarkable features: It was associated with the doctrine of
limits, and it affirmed that infinitesimal segments did not exist. Russell's
adoption of Cantor's ideas, as well as his metaphysical realism, had
progressed so far by this time that he not only believed in infinite classes,
but actually thought that he could prove their real ontological existence.
According to Russell, infinite classes could include the number of terms
and number of ideas.
Nevertheless, there were Cantorian results that Russell had difficulty in accepting, in particular one which Russell originally thought to be a
mistake. Cantor had shown that there was no greatest cardinal number.
He had proved that
2n

> n, for any n.

This meant that given any transfinite (or finite) set, it was always possible to show the existence of a greater one. In short, it was impossible to
consider an 'universal set', containing all sets, or all classes. But Russell's metaphysical realism, which originated as a consequence of his
rejection of neo-Hegelian doctrines, made him believe that there was such
a class: The class of classes. So, he stated that,
there is a certain difficulty in regard to the number of numbers, or the number of
individuals, or of classes. Numbers, individuals, & classes, each form a perfectly
dermite class, & it will be remembered that we found a general proof, from the
reflexiveness of similarity, that every class must have a number. Now the number of
individuals must be the absolute maximum of numbers, since every other class is a
proper part of this one. Hence, it would seem, the numbers have a maximum. 1

In order to show that there was no contradiction between this idea

and Cantor's, Russell examined the earlier difficulties and their solution.
First of all, he explained, by showing that the class of classes was similar
to a proper part of the class of individuals and vice versa, then that the
number of classes was the same as the number of individuals. Secondly,
he argued that "the number of numbers, which always formerly led to
contradictions, can now be freed from all contradictions". 2 There was no
1. Russell 1900e Part

v Chapter XII Folios 188-189.

2. Ibid., Folio 189-190.
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difficulty among the finite numbers. If one thought of 'n' as the number
of numbers, it was also the greatest number. There was no difficulty
among transfinite numbers either. Because, "the number of numbers up
to and including a o (No in Cantor's notation), is still a o."! This remained
the case until one had run through as many cardinals as there are ordinals
of the second class, and one could go through the whole hierarchy so that
the number of numbers was always less than the greatest number. Russell
was completely convinced that there was a greatest cardinal number: that
of the class of all individuals. But, as he said,
Cantor has given two proofs [ ... ] that there is no greatest number. If these proofs be
valid, there would seem to be still a contradiction. But perhaps we shall find that
[Cantor's] proofs only apply to numbers of classes not containing all individuals [ ... ].
It is essential, however, to examine this point with care, before we can pronounce
infimty to be free from contradlctions. 2

The first of the proofs did not present great difficulties for Russell.
He simply rejected its basic premises. There was no way, he argued, to
support the hypothesis that there was a one-to-one correspondence between the transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers. Russell also rejected
the notion that ordinals had no maximum. I have already mentioned that
Russell did not accept Cantor's proof of trichotomy law for the transfinite
cardinal numbers, and based on this assumption, he could not think of the
transfinite cardinals,

as being ordered, and forming a sequence (or ordered class). Russell
continued
the proof in the second of the passages above referred to is quite different, & is far
more definite. But here again, I think, we shall find out, when the impossibility of
repetition of any individual is realized, the proof fails to be universal. 3

In the article in which Cantor presents his proof of this theorem, he
makes three major points. He made a simple demonstration that there are
1. Russell 1900e Part V Chapter XII Folio 190.
2. Ibid.• Folio 189.
3. Ibid .• Folio 193.
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higher powers than No using his now famous diagonal procedure. Secondly, he demonstrated that this diagonal method can be applied to any power or cardinal number. Finally, he proved the existence of powers higher
than that of 'the continuum'. 1 Russell's rebuttal of the second part of
Cantor's proof of the second point ran in the following way:
the argument by which it is to be shown that the number of classes of classes exceeds
the number of classes may be disproved in the following manner. We have u =
class, so that ·x is a u· means ·x is a class·. When! is not a class of classes, let k,.
be the class of classes whose only member is!. When! is a class of classes, let k,.
be ! itself. Then we define a class u', in accordance with the above procedure
[Cantor's diagonal method), as containing every! which is not a member of its k,.,
and no ! which is a member of its k,.. Thus when! is not a class of classes, ! is not
a y'; when! is a class, or class of classes, or class of classes of classes, or etc., ! is
not a y'; but when! is any other class of classes, ! is a u'. Then Cantor infers that
u' is not identical with k,. for any value of !. But u' is a class of classes, & is
therefore identical with k,... Hence Cantor's method has not given a new term, & has
therefore failed to give the requisite proof that there are numbers greater than that of
classes [ ..• ). Thus what Cantor has proved is, that any power other than that of all
classes can be exceeded, but there is no contradiction in the fact that this power
cannot be exceeded. 2

After completing this demonstration, Russell thought he had disproven all
possible occurrences of contradictions associated with the infinite, and
concluded the section by asserting that "no definite contradictions can be
proved concerning [the infinite and continuity].,,3
Part VI, that dealt with the concept of 'space', was written in
December 1900. Here, Russell was able to show a close logical connection between the concepts of arithmetic and those of geometry. In particular, Cantor's findings indicated that the continuity of the straight line
was exactly the same as that of the real numbers, or 'the continuum'. In
an additional folio, Russell stressed his logicist thesis, which asserted that
all mathematical concepts could be derived from the indefinable precepts

1. See: Cantor 1932a, 278-281 & Dauben 1979a, 165-168.
2. Russe1l1900e Part V Chapter XII Folios 197-198.

3. Ibid., Folio 199. [This folio, in particular, was dated 'Nov 24, 1900').
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of logic. 1 There are other statements in later sections of this Part that
reinforce the logicist thesis, but the folios of the original manuscript are
lost and there is no way to determine whether or not these comments
were later additions.

4.4 The 'paradoxes'.- Even before Russell had finished this
supposedly final manuscript, he had informed Couturat of the 'mistakes'
that he found in Cantor. On December 8, 1900, Russell explained to
Couturat: "I have discovered a mistake in Cantor, who maintains that
there is no largest cardinal number. But the number of classes is the
largest number [... ]".2 At this stage, Russell did not claim to have found
a contradiction in Cantor's ideas. He was hoping to find a consistent
explanation of the principles of mathematics, and Cantor's theory played
a fundamental role in Russell's task. At the time, he thought he would be
able to show that Cantor was mistaken, but had not yet found any errors
in Cantor's second proof.
In the first days of January 1901, Russell wrote an essay for The
International Monthly [Russell 1901e] , where he publicly proposed his
logicist thesis. In order to determine exactly when Russell first publicly
stated the logicist thesis it is worth noting a letter from Russell to Jour-

dain on April 15, 1910: Jourdain approached Russell on questions concerning the origin and development of his ideas on mathematical logic.
Russell states:
As regards your questions of autobiography, the first thing I wrote showing the
influence of Peano was the article [Russell 1901b] in R[ivistaj d[ij M[atemolicaj,
[Volume] VII. I don't remember whether that was published before or after the
article [Russell 1901e] in The International Monthly: if after, the [7hej International
Monthly was my first Peanoesque publication.]

1. It is impossible, as far as I know, to determine exactly when Russell added this folio. It might have
been immediately after finishing this sixth part in 1900: or maybe later, after he had composed Parts I
and II and was revising the manuscript for publication. It is worth mentioning that most references
explicitly supporting the logicist thesis seem to have been added after the first attempt to write the book
was completed.
2. Letter: Russell to Couturat, December 8, 1900: quoted in Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 325.
3. Letter: Russell to Iourdain, April IS, 1910; quoted in Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 132.
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Nevertheless, the careful reader should distinguish between the article
containing his logicist thesis and another showing Peano's influence. The
reader should also keep in mind that while there might be some difficulty
concerning the dates of publication of the article, there is no uncertainty
concerning the dates of composition. The Rivista di Matematica article
was written in early October 1900, before Russell began to write The
Principles of Mathematics and before he had read Cantor's seminal articles of 1895 and 1897. Consequently, he wrote the Rivista article before
he had developed his logicist thesis. The International Monthly essay,
however, was written in early January 1901, once four important sections
of The Principles were finished.
There are important philosophical, mathematical and historical
issues contained in this popular article from the The International Monthly entitled "Recent developments in the philosophy of mathematics". One
finds a brief description of the work of the Italian mathematicians, especially Peano. Here, Russell was very critical of certain philosophers
(perhaps having in mind his former Cambridge professors) because of
their ignorance of the latest innovations in mathematical philosophy.
Russell also discussed how the new philosophy of the 'infinite' and 'continuity' solved the fundamental questions of the philosophy of mathematics, including Zeno's four arguments involving the concepts of 'continuity', 'infinity' and 'motion'. But, most importantly for the issues raised
in this book, Russell also mentioned the existence of a mistake in Cantor's reasoning-although fallacy was the term he used:
There is a greatest of all infinite numbers, which is the number of things altogether,
of every sort and kind. It is obvious that there cannot be a greater number than this,
because, if everything has been taken, there is nothing left to add. Cantor has a proof
that there is no greatest number, and if this proof were valid, the contradictions of
infinity would reappear in a sublimated form. But in this one point, the master has
been guilty of a very subtle fallacy, which I hope to explain in some future work. I

Russell did not use the word contradiction to describe Cantor's mistake
or fallacy. At this time Russell still believed that mathematics was a con-

1. Russell 1901e, 95.
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sistent science; but if Cantor's fallacy were to stand, then Zeno's contradictions would still be valid. But Russell did not discuss the issue further.
In the meantime, Russell's correspondence with Couturat had
continued throughout January 1901. Russell kept insisting on the validity
of the concept of 'class of classes', while being pressed by Couturat who
disputed the utility of this concept on the grounds that it could be associated with some sort of contradictions. Through this line of thinking,
Russell eventually perceived Cantor's theorem not as an error but as the
seed of a real contradiction.
It is uncertain which problems in philosophy of mathematics occupied Russell during February, March and April of 1901. But there is a
folio, probably written in April 1901, containing a table of contents of a
first version of Part I of The Principles of Mathematics, on 'The IndefinabIes of Mathematics' [see: Table V]. This table of contents has some
similarity to another one that Russell prepared approximately a month
later. In addition to Part I, this second table of contents outlines Part II,
which dealt with 'Number' [see: Table VI]. It should be noted that there
is no mention of the contradictions in either table. 1

Assuming that Part I was not written in the fall of 1900, the first
version of Part I was likely composed in May 1901 and thoroughly rewritten a year later. Although Russell partitioned the first draft when he
composed the second one, Blackwell has been able to reconstruct it [see:
Table VII]. 2 There are several important issues contained in this first
draft of 1901, which was originally divided into eight Parts or chapters.
First of all, it includes Russell's definition of 'pure mathematics' as "the
class of all propositions of the form "a implies b", where a & bare
propositions each containing at least one variable, & containing no constants except logical constants such as can be defined in terms of logical
constants."3 This is a definition of pure mathematics derived from his
1. There may have been some discussion on the 'contradictions'. However, the fact that the 'contradictions' are not listed in either table suggests that Russell may not have considered them important at the
time.
2. See: Blackwell 1971b and Blackwell 1984a.
3. Russell 1901i Part I Chapter I Folio 1.
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Table V. Part I. The indefinables (April 1901).

Introduction.- Russell drafted this Table of Contents of Part I
of The Principles of Mathematics in April 1901. This Table of Contents is now kept at The Bertrand Russell Archives in File 230-033-

50.
Part I. The indefinables of mathematics

Chapter

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"
"
"

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

Definition of pure mathematics
Terms & concepts
Propositions & assertions
Implication
Propositions of given form
The variable[: conjunction & disjunction]
Conjunction, disjunction & intension
Classes: extension & intension
Relations
Definition
Peano's symbolic logic
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Table VI. Parts I & II (May & June, 1901).

Introduction.- This is an outline of the Table of Contents of
the surviving folios of the first two parts of The Principles of Mathematics. Both parts were originally written in May and June 1901.
Part II was published (in May 1903) as it was originally formulated.
Part I had to be rewritten once Russell became completely convinced
of the importance of his 'contradiction'.

The Principles of Mathematics
Chapter

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
Chapter
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Part I. The variable
The definition of pure mathematics
Terms & concepts
Classes & relations
Conjunction & disjunction
The variable
Implicaction
Peano's symbolic logic
Summary of Part I

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Part II. Number
Definition of cardinal numbers
Addition & mutiplication
Finite & infinite
Theory of finite numbers
Addition of terms & addition of classes
Whole & part
Infinite wholes
Ratios & fractions

I
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logicist thesis. But the most remarkable aspect of this draft of Part I, for
the present discussion, is that it does mention a contradiction within the
logic of classes. According to Russell,
We saw that some predicates can be predicated of themselves. Consider now those of
which this is not the case. These are the referents (& also the relata) in what seems
like a complex relation, namely the combination of non-predicability with identity.
But there is no predicate which attaches to all of them & to no other terms. For this
predicate will either be predicable or not predicable of itself. If it is predicable of
itself, it is one of those referents by relation to which it was defined, & therefore, in
virtue of their definition, it is predicable of itself. Conversely, if it is not predicable
of itself, then again it is one of the said referents, of all of which (by hypotheses) it
is predicable, & therefore again it is predicable of itself. This is a contradiction,
which shows that all the referents considered have no exclusive common predicate, &
therefore, if defining predicates are essential to classes, do not form a class. [ ... ].0
It follows from the above, that not every defmable collection of terms forms
a class defmed by a common predicate. I

At this point, Russell thought that this contradiction meant that
there was a need for some kind of limitation when defining classes. Cantor had already arrived at the same conclusion a few years earlier when
he distinguished between consistent and inconsistent multiplicities.
There are two remarkable points closely associated with Russell's
passage quoted above [see, also: Plates 8 & 9]: First, and most importantly, this is the earliest statement of Russell's contradiction of the class
of all classes which are not members of themselves. Secondly, it is possible that both Russell and Cantor had begun thinking about these contradictions as a result of the theorem proven by Cantor in 1890 and 1892.
Russell's conclusion, derived from the above contradiction, asserts that
Peano holds [ ... J that every proposition containing only one variable is reducible to
the form 'x is an a'. [ ... J. But we shall see (Chapter IX) that at least one such proposition is not reducible to this form. 2

More than six months after his first discussion of the potential
errors in Cantor, Russell was still unable to demonstrate the nature of the
fallacy in Cantor's work. There are important similarities concerning

1. Russell 1901i Part I Chapter IX Folio 22-23. My emphasis.
2. Ibid.• Folio 56.
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Table VII. A The Principles of Mathematics, May 1901.

Introduction.- In May 1901, Russell developed a tentative Table of Contents of his
entire manuscript (kept in File 230.03350). The headings of Parts III and IV are missing and the
title of Part VII is mentioned but the topic was not developed. Perhaps this is an indication that
Russelll ignored, at this time, the chapters composing Part VII and that he did not write it (under
the new influence of Peano) in December of 1900. Note that nothing has been written about the
contradictions.

The Principles of Mathematics
Part I
Chapter

Part II
Chapter

Part III
Chapter

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

The Variable
The definition of pure mathematics
Terms & concepts
Classes & relations
Conjunction & disjunction
The variable
Implication
Peano's symbolic logic
Summary of Part I

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Number
Definition of cardinal numbers
Addition & multiplication
Finite & infinite
Theory of finite numbers
Addition of terms & addition of classes
Whole & part
Infinite wholes
Ratios & fractions

I
II
III
IV
V

(Quantity)
Meaning of magnitude
Range of quantity
Measurement
Zero
Infinity, infinitesimal & continuity
(continues ... )
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Table VII.B The Principles of Mathematics (May 1901).

Part IV
Chapter

(Order)
I Genesis of series
II Meaning of order
III Asymmetrical relations
IV Difference of sense & of sign
V Open & close series
VI Progressions & ordinal numbers
VII Dedekind's theory of numbers
VIII Distance

Part V
Chapter

Infinity & Continuity
I Correlation of series
II Real numbers
III Limits & irrational numbers
IV Cantor's first definition of continuity
V Ordinal continuity
VI Transfinite cardinals
VII Transfinite ordinals
VIII The infinitesimal calculus
IX The infinitesimals & the improper infinite
X Philosophical arguments concerning the infinitesimal
XI Philosophy of the continuum
XII Philosophy of the infinite

Part VI
Chapter

Space
I Dimensions & complex numbers
II Projective geometry
III Descriptive geometry
IV Metrical geometry
V Relations of metrical to projective and descriptive geometry
VI Definitions of various spaces
VII The continuity of space
VIII Absolute & relative position
IX Kant's theory of space

Part VII

Matter & Motion

107
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Russell's earlier denial of the existence of 'w', and his current rejection
of Cantor's theorem on the cardinality of the power set. In 1896, Russell
had denied the existence of 'w', arguing that it was impossible to determine 'w' when there was no last element in the infinite sequence of finite
numbers. Having accepted 'w', Russell argued that there was a limit to
the sequence of transfinite cardinal numbers. There was a greatest of all
classes: The class of classes. His metaphysical realism did not allow him
to accept the unlimited existence of the transfinite cardinal numbers,
because, as he said, once one has considered the class of all classes there
is nothing left to add. The rejection of Cantor's theorem seems to be a
reiteration, with different philosophical justifications, of the reason Russell had used to substantiate his denial of the existence of 'w'.
As a result of Russell's reasoning, two contradictions were emerging almost simultaneously. 1 First, Russell had examined Cantor's theorem in order to avoid the contradiction known today as the 'Cantor paradox' or 'the paradox of the greatest cardinal number' [see page 32]. On
the other hand, he was also considering another problematic argument
which arose as a consequence of his considerations of Cantor's theorem.
I already pointed out that Russell wrote, in his draft of Part I, written in
1901, a statement contradicting Peano' s principle that every proposition
containing only one variable was reducible to the form 'x is an a'; that is
to say, that every proposition of this kind defined a class. But Russell
had shown that this was not the case when one considered the 'predicates
which were not predicates of themselves'. His argument runs as follows:
there is a class defined by all classes which are not members of themselves. The question was whether this class was a member of itself or
not. If it were to be then it would mean that it was not a member of
itself. If it were not, then it would mean that it was one of those classes
which were not members of themselves and therefore it was a member of
itself. So from each statement its own negation followed. Russell concluded that this contradiction meant that there was a limitation to Peano' s

1. In fact, Grattan-Guinness has asserted that it is possible to discuss four different types of 'paradoxes'
when following Russell's arguments, but he was unable to visualize all of them [Grattan-Guinness
1981a, 17].
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principle. But there are no signs in the draft, or other unpublished material written at the time, to determine whether Russell changed his overall
philosophy, in those days, as a result of his discovery. There are no signs
that he either deduced this concept ('the predicates which are not predicated of themselves') or applied it to Cantor's second proof. I am suggesting here that perhaps Russell thought of this class when examining
Cantor's theorem. It was not necessary to apply the concept to any other
argument, because it was a contradiction in itself, contradicting Peano's
principle.
The earliest surviving manuscript of Part II was originally written
in June 1901. This section of The Principles of Mathematics clearly
shows the impact of Cantor's influence on Russell. Throughout the text
of Part II there are several footnotes referring to Cantor's work, especially to his "Beitdige zur Begriindung der transfiniten Mengenlehre" parts I
and II, in which Cantor finally expressed the principles of his theory on
transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers in a clear and concise way. 1
Russell had read these two essays in November 1900,2 and their impact
on him was already evident in Part V ('Infinity and Continuity'). There
were several aspects of Cantor's treatment of numbers that fascinated
Russell which were incorporated into Part II. For example, Cantor gave
a definition of infinite number that was completely independent of the
definition of finite number. Russell intended to make this distinction in
his first contribution to Peano's journal. The operations of addition and
multiplication for cardinal numbers had been defined without specific
reference to the finiteness or infiniteness of number. The procedure of
comparing the 'equivalence' (and therefore the cardinality) of different or
equal classes through one-to-one correspondences had eliminated the
process of counting (from the Empiricist approach, for example). It had
further been shown that this process of counting was irrelevant also for
the definition of 'whole and part'. Further, those instances of one-to-one

1. See: Dauben 1979a, 168.

2. Russell 1983a, 364. [CI. Grattan-Guinness [1980a, 76] who asserts that "Russell did not read
Cantor's 1895-97 paper until 'a good deal later' than 1898, and perhaps not by 1901, when early in the
year he discovered Cantor's cardinal paradox for himself"].
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correspondences were defined independently of the concept of 'number',
and so a new and consistent philosophy of (infinite) number was formulated.
Russell was so taken with Cantor's formulation of the theory of
number that he wrote an essay for Peano's journal in which he would
apply his theory of relations to the main body of Cantor's results. In this
article, Russell explicitly mentioned that Cantor was the source of most
of his definitions and theorems. In a later recollection, Russell explained
to Jourdain that he was only testing his "logic of relations by its applicability to Cantor". 1 It is essential to note that the French manuscript of
this article was written in July or August 1901 [Russell 1901g], in addition to an English version which had been written previously [Russell
1901h].2 It may be that Russell wrote the English version during June
1901, when historians think that Russell discovered his contradiction of
the class of all classes which are not members of themselves; this date is
also the one provided by Russell. I would argue, however, that Russell
had already derived his contradiction, as suggested by his draft of Part I,
which was written a month earlier. He probably became convinced of his
discovery as a result of writing this article for Peano's journal. The
reader should keep in mind the following arguments. First of all, if that
specific folio of Part I is not the first description of Russell's contradiction then, Grattan-Guinness has correctly claimed that the pages where
Russell originally outlined the discovery of his 'paradox' do not seem to
have survived-unless these are the folios reproduced in pages 111-112,
making it impossible to determine exactly how and when Russell made
his discovery. Coffa argued that it was not a sudden discovery but "slowly emerged over a period of time,,3 and did not have an immediate impact. If these observations are correct, then it is possible that Russell
realized the validity of the discovery while writing the Rivista di Mathematica article in June 1901. Now, he distinguished his contradiction from
the arguments associated with Cantor's theorem, although perhaps not as
clearly as might be desired. It is important to keep in mind that Russell
1. Letter: Russell to Jourdain, April IS, 1910; quoted in Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 134.
2. Blackwell no date, item # C0204.
3. Coffa 1979a, 37.
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gradually became aware of his inconsistency; he did not become concious
of it all of a sudden. For a while, he confused the origins of his inconsistency with Cantor's. Russell never claimed to have discovered Cantor's
inconsistency, although he did so unconsciously. As mentioned earlier,
Russell described his contradiction, for the first time, in a manuscript
composed in May 1901. Also, he publicly revealed Cantor's 'contradiction' for the first time in May 1903 in his The Principles of Mathematics.
There was yet another new element in this story indicating Russell
had a problem with the theory of ordinal numbers. On February I, 1901
he had written to Couturat thanking him for sending an article in which
Burali-Forti had proven that the trichotomy law did not hold among
transfinite ordinal types. On the other hand, Cantor had recently shown
(1897) that this law did hold among transfinite ordinal numbers. Russell
was now confronted with evidence of yet another potential contradiction.
In a footnote added at the end of the paper written in June 1901, Russell
briefly mentioned that Burali-Forti had denied what Cantor had positively
proved. Russell thought there was a possible flaw in Burali-Forti's proof,
namely the assertion that the set of all ordered types was an order type
itself.
Thus, by June 1901, Russell was involved intellectually with three
potential contradictions. First of all, Cantor's 1892 theorem contradicted
Russell's concept of a class of all classes or universal set. Secondly,
Russell's own contradiction, that was based on the class of all classes
which are not members of themselves. This contradiction forced him to
deny Peano's basic principle on the formation of classes, described by
Russell in his May 1901 draft of Part I. Thirdly, there were also two
theorems on the trichotomy law, one posited by Burali-Forti and the
other by Cantor, leading to, apparently, opposite conclusions. Prior to
June 1901, there does not seem to be any evidence that Russell took
simultaneously all of these contradictions into consideration while thinking about the foundations of mathematics. He seems to have failed to
grasp their importance at the time. He himself claims that,
at first, [he] thought that there must be some trivial error in [his] reasoning [concerning the contradiction of the class of all classes which are not members of themselves].
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[He] inspected each step under a logical microscope, but [he] could not discover
anything wrong. l

Moreover, he does not seem to have communicated his results to anyone. 2
Needless to say, he probably felt very uncomfortable with these
'contradictions'. He was very close to finishing his book, yet he was
finding new problems and no answers. In his autobiography, he says that
the setback he suffered when he discovered the contradictions in May
and/or June 1901 was as severe as the one he suffered when he witnessed
Mrs. Whitehead's heart attack in early 1901, but on this occasion it was
of an intellectual and not an emotional character. Russell described the
discovery of his own contradiction in the following terms.
Cantor had a proof that there is no greatest number, and it seemed to me that the
number of all things in the world ought to be the greatest possible. Accordingly, I
examined his proof with some minuteness, and endeavoured to apply it to the class of
all the things there are. This led me to consider those classes which are not members
of themselves, and to ask whether the class of such classes is or is not a member of
itself. I found that either answer implies its contradictory. 3

The reader should examine this quote carefully. It is clear that the first
four lines are concerned with the inconsistency of the greatest cardinal
number. The rest of the paragraph is concerned with a second inconsistency: the one Russell claimed was his own. The contents of Russell's
manuscripts and correspondence that have survived seem to support Russell's recollections if they are taken literally. The remaining folios of
Russell's The Principles of Mathematics of November 1900 indicate, as
the quote given above suggests, that Russell's examination of Cantor's
proof (done originally to avoid the inconsistency of the greatest cardinal
number) led him to develop the formulation of the concept and then to
formulate the 'contradiction' of the class of all classes which are not

1. Russell 1959a, 76.

2. There are some undated letters to Stout, his former philosophy professor, kept at The Bertrand
Russell Archives. A solution for Russell's contradiction was discussed in these letters. Unfortunately,
we lack internal or external evidence indicating whether this correspondence took place in, or immediately after, June 1901.
3. Russell 1967a, 147.
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members of themselves. I agree with Coffa that the process of discovery
was not an immediate one. The sources show Russell talking of the existence of mistakes (as he said to Couturat) in Cantor, since December,
1900, at the earliest. On the other hand, Russell may have become convinced that there was nothing wrong with Cantor's proof when Russell
wrote his paper "On well-ordered series", which I believed probably
occurred in June, 1901.
It may be that Russell originally thought, as he said, of the class,
but not the contradiction, of the class of all classes which are not members of themselves, as a consequence of his detailed examination of Cantor's proof. Unfortunately, as Grattan-Guinness claims, there are no surviving sources, explicitly supporting this conjecture. The sources available do not seem to indicate, at least directly from the text, any relation
between Cantor's proof and Russell's original formulation of his contradiction contained in the first draft of Part I of The Principles of Mathematics written in May 1901. However, I will argue (as others have done
before, including Crossley 1973a, Grattan-Guinness 1978a & Coffa 1979a) that Russell became interested in such classes (those which are not
members of themselves) from his discovery of possible 'fallacies' or
'mistakes' in Cantor. In this regard, there is another relevant quote from
Russell, written in some of his later recollections.
I was led to this contradiction [of the class of all classes which are not
members of themselves] by considering Cantor's proof that there is no greatest
cardinal number. I thought, in my innocence, that the number of all the things there
are in the world must be the greatest possible number, and I applied [Cantor's] proof
to this number to see what would happen. This process led me to the consideration of
a very peculiar class. Thinking along the lines which had hitherto seemed adequate, it
seemed to me that a class sometimes is, and sometimes is not, a member of itself.
[... ]. The application of Cantor's argument led me to consider the classes that are not
members of themselves; and these, it seemed, must form a class. I asked myself
whether this class is a member of itself or not. [... ]. [E]ach alternative leads to its
opposite and there is a contradiction. I

Russell was simply led by Cantor's proof to consider the class of all
classes which are not members of themselves. The contradiction originated solely from this class itself on questioning whether or not such a class
1. Russell 1959a, 75-76.
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was a member of itself. In each case, the answer implied its opposite,
resulting in a contradiction. Russell first concluded that this class denied
Peano's basic principle stating "that every proposition containing only
one variable is reducible to the form 'x is an a"'.1 On further analysis,
perhaps unconsciously, Russell realized that he could derive a contradiction without relying on Peano's work. The formulation of the class in
itself was contradictory. Russell's first surviving account of his discovery
was addressed to Frege, about a year after it took place (June 1902).
Russell explained to him that he applied his special relation (between all
objects and all classes) to Cantor's proof, finding that the class of all
classes which are not members of themselves "was left over, even though
all classes had already been enumerated."2 But I shall warn the reader
that this argument is not a contradiction in itself, but only an indirect
proof. If all the logical steps followed by Russell were correct, then it is
impossible to establish a one-to-one correspondence between all objects
and all classes. It is possible that Russell originally conceived of such a
class as a result of applying his special relation to Cantor's proof; but at
this stage, the class was not considered to be contradictory in itself, as he
would claim later on.
Russell considered his 'own' contradiction to be the simplest and
most primitive. The formulation of the contradiction involved very simple
technical elements. In order to generate this contradiction one needed
only the concept of class and the relation of pertenence (€). By contrast,
the contradiction of 'the greatest cardinal number' involves, at least, the
concept of set and power set, and the 'Burali-Forti paradox' involves part
of the theory of ordinal numbers.
By June 1901, therefore, Russell had a new challenge: The newly
discovered set-theoretic paradoxes had to be solved before The Principles
of Mathematics could be presented to the publishers. At the beginning he
thought this a trivial matter but gradually he would realize what an enormous task it actually was.

1. Russelll90li Part I Chapter IX Folio 56.

2. Letter: Russell to Frege, Iune 16, 1902, printed in Frege 1980a, 134; and van Heijenoort 1967b,
125.
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4.5 A last effort to finish The Principles of Mathematics, April 1902 - May 1903.- After finishing Part II of The Principles of Mathematics and his article for Peano's journal, and teaching his
lecture course on the philosophy of mathematics at Trinity College (Cambridge University), it is reasonable to suspect that Russell spent part of
the second half of 1901, trying to find a solution for the contradictions,
especially his own. Unfortunately, almost at the same time, he suffered
another terrible emotional setback. As he described in his autobiography,
while bicycling one afternoon, in early 1902, he suddenly realized that he
did not love his wife Alys anymore. The misery and the agony suffered
by both of them is reflected in a diary kept by Russell at the time [see:
Russell 1902g]. The ensuing depression and unhappiness that followed
had a negative impact on Russell's intellectual activities, in particular in
the writing of The Principles of Mathematics. He felt that he was not
going to be able to finish the book properly, and that he would simply try
to patch together something suitable for publication.
In April 1902, he sketched another table of contents of Part I [see:
Table VIII]. Russell needed to reexamine Part I carefully: The contradiction of the class of all classes which are not members of themselves had
not been solved and the principles of classical logic had to be scrutinized.
It was probably around this time when he wrote to Peano asking his opinion on the matter of his contradiction. But the Italian master did not reply.1
Russell's general methodology of writing at this time is apparent in
the revision of Part I: after he determined the necessary changes, Russell
inserted most of the folios of the May 1901 draft in the new draft of May
1902-only those folios requiring revision were changed. The global
thesis of the book remained the same: To prove that pure mathematics
follows from mathematical logic. This time, there was, at least, one major change evident from the Table of Contents of the new draft, a special
chapter entirely devoted to the treatment of Russell's contradiction.

1. See: Letter Russell to Frege June 16, 1902; van Heijenoort 1967b, 125 and Frege 1980a, 131.
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Table Vill. Part I. The variable (April 1902).

Introduction.- Russell drafted this outline of Part I of The
Principles of Mathematics in April 1902 (now kept in File 230.0303350). Nevertheless, this section of the manuscript would be extensively modified again, largely due to Russell's discussions with
Frege.

The Principles of Mathematics
Book I. The variable
Chapter
"

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

I Definition of pure mathematics
II Symbolic logic
III Implication & formal implication
IV Proper names, adjectives & names
V Denoting
VI Classes
VII [The variable] Assertions
VIII The variable
IX Relations
X The contradiction
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Russell described his contradiction in terms of the predicates which
are not predicates of themselves. The same analysis, even the same folios, were taken from the previous draft. He mentioned he had discovered
his contradiction when he was trying to
reconcile Cantor's proof that there can be no greatest cardinal number with the very
obvious fact that the class of all terms (which we have seen to be essential to all
formal propositions) has necessarily the greatest possible number of terms. I

But, again, Russell confused the derivation of Cantor's 'paradox' with
that of his own inconsistency. It can be inferred, reading between lines,
that Russell used his analysis of Cantor's second proof to deduce first the
class of all classes which are not members of themselves and then his
'contradiction'. In this section of the book Russell stated his contradiction
in a number of different ways to provide the reader a survey of all possible implications. Nevertheless, the strongest and simplest form of the
inconsistency was the one in terms of classes. He also discussed some of
the possible solutions without going into too much detail. These solutions
were rejected, because they would have refuted many of the ideas contained in his new book. The most reasonable solution would have been to
reject the concept 'class of all classes', but, according to Russell, the
concept of 'all' was fundamental to mathematics.
Still, the manuscript remained incomplete. According to the table
of contents that Russell had drafted in May 1901 (when he had attempted
to finish the book), the work would include a final part-Part VII-on the
concepts of 'matter and motion', or the principles of dynamics. At the
beginning, he thought it necessary to rewrite the previous version completely, which was contained in the last draft [Russell 1899h]. Upon
reading again the previous version, however, he decided that it required
only a few corrections and probably of a very superficial nature. At the
time, while going through a temporal separation from his wife, he was
corresponding with her almost every day. On May 24, 1902, he informed
her that

1. Russell 1902fPart I Chapter X Folio 197.
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[you] will be surprised & amused, after all my talk of 2 months, to hear that I
finished [The Principles] yesterday. I found that a pile of old Ms, which I had
expected to have to re-write, required only a few additions & corrections, so I
arrived at a sudden termination. I

This 'pile of old Ms' (as he called the earlier version) belonged to
the previous draft that he had attempted to finish a few days before the
start of the First International Congress of Philosophy in mid-19oo. By
that time (ca., June 1900), Russell had already concluded that the main
questions relating to the basic problems of the foundations of dynamics
did not belong to physics or dynamics, but to pure mathematics. If so, by
May 1902, according to Russell's new thesis, these concepts could be
derived from logical constants and definitions. Russell explained that he
had conceived the analysis of rational dynamics as a branch of pure mathematics not related to observation of the actual world. Most of the revisions consisted of brief explanations of how concepts traditionally thought
of as belonging to dynamics, could be understood in terms of logical
constants. For example, the idea of 'occupying a point or an instant' was
explained in terms of 'relations'; the concepts of 'time' and 'space' were
replaced by one-dimensional and n-dimensional sequences, respectively.
The notion of 'motion' was expressed in terms of 'continuous sequences'.
According to Russell, all statements of dynamics were capable of being
translated into the language of pure mathematics and, therefore, into that
of logic also. Thus, he concluded that
the a priori truths involved in Dynamics are only those of logic: as a system of deductive reasoning. Dynamics requires nothing further, while as a science of what
exists, it requires experiment and observation. 2

So, by the end of May 1902, Russell had finally finished his book
on the principles of mathematics as planned. It contained seven parts and
supported his thesis that pure mathematics could be derived from the
principles of symbolic logic. Russell's 'contradiction' remained unsolved
and Russell, as far as I know, had not heard from Peano expressing his
thoughts on it. Now, Russell decided to write to Frege, the great German
logician, philosopher and mathematician. Russell had become aware of

1. Letter: Russell to Alys Russell, May 24, 1902.
2. Russell 1902f Part VII Chapter V Folio 59.
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Frege through a review of Frege's work written by Peano. Russell had
recently begun to read some of Frege's works, and he had found that
they shared much in common. 1 Of particular interest, one of Frege's
major objectives was to show that arithmetic could be derived from logical constants and definitions. Perhaps Russell thought that the most appropiate person to judge the value of his inconsistency (and may be the
most capable of finding a solution for it) was Frege. On June 16, 1902,
Russell sent him a letter containing the following description of his contradiction:
I find myself in complete agreement with you in all essentials, particularly when you
reject any psychological element [Moment] in logic and when you place a high value
upon an ideography [Begriffsschrift] for the foundations of mathematics and of formal
logic, which, incidently, can hardly be distinguished [ ... ]. There is just one point
where I have encountered a difficulty. You state (p 17) that a function, too, can act
as the indeterminate element. This I formerly believed, but now this view seems
doubtful to me because of the following contradiction. Let w be the predicate: to be
a predicate that cannot be predicated of itself. Can w be predicated of itself? From
each answer its opposite follows. 2

The answer came almost immediately, showing Frege's disturbance at
what Russell had revealed to him.
Your discovery of the contradiction caused me the greatest surprise and, I
would almost say, consternation, since it has shaken the basis on which I intended to
build arithmetic [ ... ]. It is all the more serious since, with the loss of my Rule Y, not
only the foundations of my arithmetic, but also the sole possible foundations of
arithmetic, seem to vanish [ ... ]. [Y]our discovery is very remarkable and will
perhaps result in a great advance in logic, unwelcome as it may seem at first
glance. 3

Russell mentioned to his wife that he had received 'a most candid letter'
from Frege. This letter probably finally convinced Russell that his discovery was certainly not trivial and, likely, very important. And, as a
consequence, he then tried to find a solution.

1. The reader should know that around this time (ca June 1902), Russell was reading the main logicians (including Frege) for his own book on logic [see: page 85 note 3].
2. Letter: Russell to Frege, June 16, 1902; printed in van Heijenoort 1967b, 124-125 & Frege 1980a,
130-131.

3. Letter: Frege to Russell, June 22, 1902; printed in van Heijenoort 1967b, 127-128 & Frege 1980a,
132.
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By the end of May 1902, the manuscript had been sent to the
publisher and Russell had already received some specimen-pages. He
decided to expand the chapter on 'the Contradiction' as a result of his
correspondence with Frege. Some pages of this chapter were heavily
revised in proof. Russell also decided to alter some paragraphs of earlier
parts of the book and add two appendices: One on Frege, explaining his
work, and another one on a possible solution of the 'contradictions'.l In
the first appendix Russell mentioned that Frege's second volume of Grundgesetze der Arithmetik (1903) was already in the bookstores, and that it
included a discussion of 'the Contradiction'. In the second appendix,
Russell presented a tentative solution, that he realized needed "to be
transformed into some subtler shape before it can answer all difficulties" .2 This solution was devised in terms of a theory of types, ordered
in a strict hierarchy, that did not allow one to consider classes of classes
as being of the same type as the simple classes. Nevertheless, Russell's
theory of types did not eliminate all of the mathematical contradictions;
although it provided a solution for Russell's 'contradiction', it did not
solve Cantor's 'paradox'. The last sentence of The Principles of Mathematics reads,
What the complete solution of the difficulty [the contradiction of the greatest cardinal
number] may be, I have not succeeded in discovering; but as it affects the very
foundations of reasoning, I earnestly commend the study of it to the attention of all
students of logic. 3

The preface of the book was written on December 2, 1902, and
received by the printing house about a week later. In it, Russell stated
that the book had two main objectives: To prove the logicist thesis, and
to explain the fundamental concepts of mathematics that were accepted as
indefinable. He also pointed out that the contradictions implied that something was wrong somewhere, although he had been incapable of finding
out exactly what it was. He also mentioned that a second volume was in

1. Both appendices were received by Cambridge University Press on November IS, 1902. See: Russell
1902f Appendix A Folio no number.
2. Russell 1902f Appendix B Folio 1.

3. Ibid. Folio 9.
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preparation, with Whitehead's collaboration, which would be aimed exclusively at mathematicians. l The preface also contains some important
notes for those interested in the history of ideas. First, Russell stated
accurately that he had been almost completely ignorant of Frege's work
at the time that The Principles of Mathematics was about to be printed.
He also described briefly the historical development of his ideas, beginning with the study of problems in dynamics, leading to a reexamination
of the principles of geometry which forced him to analyze the philosophy
of 'the continuum' and the 'infinite'. This in turn motivated him to study
the principles of symbolic logic. In a note, which is not present in the
manuscript, he excused himself for publishing a book which included
unsolved difficulties. Finally, in January 1903, he added some folios to
the manuscript in which he summarized the full contents of the book.
Thus, it seems that by January 27, 1903 The Principles of Mathematics was finally complete [see: Table IX]. But allow me to consider
again the intellectual background of Cantor's contradiction (on the greatest cardinal number), and Burali-Forti's contradiction (on the greatest
ordinal number). I believe that Russell wrote the English version of his
paper "On well-ordered series" in June 1901. It was published later on in
French in Peano's journal. About this time, Russell became increasingly
convinced that Cantor's theorem was not false, and that it implied a
mathematical contradiction; furthermore, there were theorems, one by
Cantor and another by Burali-Forti, which proved, apparently, opposite
results. Even though this article was written around June, 1901, its material was not included in the version of The Principles of Mathematics
being written at the time. In that particular month, Russell was writing
Part II of his book where he discussed the notion of 'number'. This
second part, however, does not contain a single reference to the contradictions. A question then arises: when did Russell incorporate the references to the other contradictions into the text? It is possible that the other
contradictions were added to the text on May 26, 1902, when he made
1. As soon as Whitehead had read some of the page proofs of The Principles of Mathematics, he and
Russell began their collaboration. Beginning in September, 1902, Russell often mentions that they were
working together on a project. Probably, Russell was very pleased that his former professor, who he
admired greatly, was now his colleague [see: page xv note 1).
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Table IX.A 'Final' draft of The Principles of Mathematics (January 1903).
Introduction.- The following Table of Contents outlines the contents of the 'final' draft
of The Principles of Mathematics, finally published in May 1903. The manuscript was largely
completed by May 1902 but there were other folios added in later dates and some of the changes
were, presumably, introduced in galley. The manuscript is also incomplete-there are some
missing folios from Parts IV and VI. The second folio of Part VII Chapter I indicated that it was
probably written in 1899. Another folio (Part VII Chapter III Folio 30) is dated June 1900 on the
left upper comer, indicating that Russell originally wrote this section few days before leaving
England for The First International Congress of Philosophy held in Paris, where he met Peano
for the first time. Folio 76 (Part VII Chapter VII) is dated May 23, 1902 (on the right lower
comer) indicating the date that Russelll made a revision. In most cases, in which a folio contains
a double numeration, it indicates that that particular folio originally belong to a previous manuscript. Finally, the file number is 230.03350 and it is divided into twenty folders.
The Principles of Mathematics
Preface
Part I
Chapter

Part II
Chapter

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII

The Indefinables of Mathematics
Definition of pure mathematics
Symbolic logic
Implication & formal implication
Proper names, adjectives and verbs
Denoting
Classes
Propositional functions
The variable
Relations
The contradiction
Number
Definition of cardinal number
Addition & mutiplication
Finite & infinite
Theory of finite numbers
Addition of terms & addition of classes
Whole & part
Infinite wholes
Ratios & fractions
(continues ... )
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Table IX.B 'Final' draft of The Principles of Mathematics (January 1903).
Part III
Chapter

Part IV
Chapter

Part V
Chapter

.

Part VI
Chapter

XIX
XX
XXI
XXII
XXIII

XXIV
XXV
XXVI
XXVII
XXVIII
XXIX
XXX
XXXI

XXXII
XXXIII
XXXIV
XXXV
XXXVI
XXXVII
XXXVIII
XXXIX
XL
XLI
XLII
XLIII

XLIV
XLV
XLVI
XLVII
XLVIII
XLIX
L
LI
LII

Quantity
The meaning of quantity
The range of quantity
Numbers as expressing magnitude: measurement
Zero
Infinity, the infinitesimal & continuity
Order
The genesis of order
The meaning of order
Asymmetrical relations
Difference of sense & difference of sign
On the difference between open & closed series
Progressions & ordinal numbers
Dedekind's theory of numbers
Distance
Infinity & Continuity
The correlation of series
Real numbers
Limits & irrational numbers
Cantor's first defmition of continuity
Ordinal continuity
Transfinite cardinals
Transfinite ordinals
The infinitesimal calculus
The infinitesimal & the improper infinite
Philosophical arguments concerning the infInitesimals
The philosophy of the continuum
The philosophy of the infinite
Space
Dimensions & complex numbers
Projective [space] geometry
Descriptive geometry
Metrical geometry
Relation of metrical to projective and descriptive geometry
Definitions of various spaces
The continuity of space
Logical arguments against points
Kant's theory of space

(continues ... )
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Table IX.C 'Final' draft of The Principles of Mathematics (January 1903).

Part VII
Chapter LIII
"
LIV
"
LV
"
LVI
"
LVII
"
LVIII
"
LIX

Matter & Motion
Matter
Motion
Causality
Definition of a dynamical world
Newton's laws of motion
Absolute & relative motion
Hertz's dynamics

Appendix A. The Logical & Arithmetical Doctrines of Frege
Appendix B. The Doctrine of Types
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'final corrections' to the 'final' manuscript of The Principles of Mathematics.
However, there is yet another alternative explanation. I have suggested that Russell became fully aware of the (real) importance of his
discovery a month later when he received an answer to his letter to Frege
on June 22, 1902. This would imply that the additions concerning the
other 'contradictions' were added at a still later date, once Russell was
completely convinced of their importance for his own philosophical system. In conclusion, Russell may have included his discussion on the
'contradictions' of Cantor and Burali-Forti any time between June 1902
and January 1903, but it seems almost impossible to establish the exact
date that Russell incorporated them into the text.
There are contradictory statements in The Principles of Mathematics concerning the 'paradoxes'. For example, in the section dedicated to
'the Contradiction', Russell commented that his own contradiction was
the only one contained in the whole book. But I have already quoted a
passage from the book in which another contradiction was discussed. The
first passage was written in May 1902, and the second one was sent to
publishers in November 1902. Therefore, Russell probably finally concluded that Cantor's theorem implied an intractable contradiction, sometime between May and November 1902.
One of the most remarkable changes between the printed version of
Part V of May 1903 and the original draft of the autumm of 1900 is that
Russell originally appeared convinced that Cantor's theorem was false. In
the earlier version, he even attempted to find possible logical flaws in
Cantor's argument. But, when The Principles of Mathematics was published, Russell presented a completely different approach to Cantor's
theorem.
Cantor has given a proof that there can be no greatest cardinal number, and when this
proof is examined, it is found to state that, if u be a class, the number of classes
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contained in u is greater than the number of terms of u, or (what is equivalent), if ot
be any number, 2" is greater than ot [ ••• ]. The difficulty arises whenever we try to
deal with the class of all entities absolutely, or with any equally numerous class.!

This was the first time that the 'paradox' of the greatest cardinal
number was stated in print, and credit must be given to Russell's for its
original publication. But there are other passages contained in the book
which are not found in the manuscript concerning the origin of the 'paradoxes'. The most interesting one, which appears as follows contains the
term contradiction.
There is a difficulty as regards the type of the whole series of ordinal numbers. It is easy to prove that every segment of this series is well-ordered, and it is
natural to suppose that the whole series is also well-ordered. If so, its type would
have to be greatest of all ordinal numbers, for the ordinals less than a given ordinal
form, in order of magnitude, a series whose type is the given ordinal. But there
cannot be a greatest ordinal number, because every ordinal is increased by the
addition of 1. From this contradiction, M. Burali-Forti who discovered it, infers that
of two different ordinals, as of two different cardinals, it is not necessary that one
should be greater and the other less. In this, however, he consciously contradicts a
theorem of Cantor's which affirms the opposite. I have examined this theorem with
all possible care, and have failed to find any flaw in the proof. But there is another
premiss in M. Burali-Forti's argument, which appears to me more capable of denial,
and that is, that the series of all ordinal numbers is well-ordered. This does not
follow from the fact that all its segments are well-ordered, and must, I think, be
rejected, since, so far as I know, it is incapable of proof. In this way, it would seem,
the contradiction in question can be avoided. 2

The folios of the manuscript are complete in this section and do not
contain this quotation. In fact, the manuscript does not contain sections
299, 300 and 301 of the printed version, suggesting that they were probably added in a proof stage. On the other hand, Russell uses the word
'contradiction' three times in the passage quoted above, although he referred to different 'contradictions'. First, he commented on Burali-Forti's
conclusion of his reductio ad absurdum procedure which demonstrated
that the trichotomy law did not hold among transfinite ordinal types. In
the second instance, Russell stressed the fact that Burali-Forti's and Cantor's theorems contradicted one another. Hence, in fact, he was talking
of two contradictions. One of them was derived by Burali-Forti himself

1. Russell 1903a, 362.
2. Russell 1903a, 323.
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which allowed him to deny the trichotomy law for ordinal numbers. The
other showed that the two theorems led apparently to opposite conclusions. Finally, Russell perceived a possible solution to Burali-Forti's
contradiction, by denying Burali-Forti's premise that the entire series of
ordinal numbers was a well-ordered series. But soon, other mathematicians attempted to show the fallacy of Russell's solution. Russell was
satisfied with his rebuttal of Burali-Forti for the moment. However, this
section of The Principles of Mathematics formed the basis for the eventual development of the Burali-Forti paradox. 1 Soon, other mathematicians
attempted to show Russell's fallacy.
The Principles of Mathematics was finally published in May 1903,
presenting Russell's 'contradiction', Cantor's 'paradox', and the elements
that would create the Burali-Forti argument. Although the mathematical
community had already become acquainted with the 'contradiction' of the
class of all classes which are not members of themselves through Frege's
appendix to the second volume of the Grundgesetze der Arithmetik, it is
very difficult to determine how widely and effectively Frege's version
was known. It appears that Frege's book was read by some of the most
important mathematicians of his day (e.g., Cantor and Peano), but it had
very limited influence and impact on his colleagues. It is then reasonable
to suppose that very few scholars knew of Russell's 'contradiction'
through Frege's previous formulation. Moreover, Russell's book was
published only a short time after Frege's book. Possibly, mathematical
communities did not have a chance to become familiar with Frege's
Grundgesetze, even those within Germany. On the other hand, Russell
had discussed his contradiction with several people before the publication
of The Principles of Mathematics. The people included, among others:
Frege, Peano, Whitehead, Jourdain, Couturat and Gilbert Murray (18661957), a close friend-expert on Classic and British literature.

It is not surprising to find that Russell was disappointed with the
book, even before it was finally published. Letters to colleagues and
friends show his dissatisfaction, probably because he was unable to cope
with the inconsistencies and provide a solution to them. He had been
1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 330-331.
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attempting to find a consistent explanation of the principles of mathematics for some years. When the book was almost complete, however, he
encountered certain contradictions which seemed even more difficult to
explain and solve than the earlier paradoxes (orland philosophical antinomies) that had been explained through Cantor's work. Russell expressed
his feelings as follows: "My book is nearly out, when it appears, I shall
feel as one does when one leaves the dentist. I do not think the book
good, but it will be done, and that is enough. "1

1. Letter: Russell to Helen Flexner, February 7, 1903. See, also, Letter: Russell to Alys Russell, May
16,1902.

The [semantic] contradictions [ ...] are not purely
logical, and call1lot be stated in logical terms alone
[ ...]. So they may due not to faulty logic or mathematics
but to faulty ideas concerning thought and language.
Frank Ramsey.

Chapter V.
The 'Semantic Paradoxes'

5.1 Introduction. - The traditional approach to studying the
origin of the so-called non-Logical 'paradoxes' was to treat them as
immediate consequences of the logical ones discovered by Russell. 1
Since most historians associate the discovery of these new 'paradoxes'
with scholars such as George G. Berry (1867-?), Zermelo, Jules Konig
(1849-1913) and Alfred Cardew Dixon (1865-1936), among others, it
would be reasonable to suppose that Russell's role was simply that of a
guide. However, subsequent research has shown that his role in the
formulation of the new 'paradoxes' was much more complicated, and that
he was, in fact, directly involved with the origin of some non-Logical
'paradoxes' .
Throughout the subsequent discussion, the following points will be
assumed: First, that mathematicians and philosophers simultaneously
became familiar with the diffusion and metamorphosis of the Burali-Forti
'paradox' and the development of other inconsistencies; second, that
Zermelo's proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem (1904) provoked an
immediate debate involving French, German, British, Italian and possibly
other mathematicians; third, that mathematicians and philosophers felt
confused about the origins and implications of the 'paradoxes'. As a
result of this confusion, some mathematical propositions were treated as
'paradoxes', even when they were not originally considered to be so.

1. "Since the discovery of the [ ... ] contradictions within Cantor's theory of sets, additional paradoxes
have been produced in abundance" [Eves & Newson 1965a, 298; Eves 1983a, 475.]
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This confusion has persisted until the present: today some propositions
are still treated as 'paradoxes', contrary to the intention of their creators.
In this chapter, only the origin of those non-Logical 'paradoxes' arising
directly from Cantor's theory of sets will be discussed. Others (e.g., the
paradox of Epimenides), were directed by their creators at other questions, even though they have sometimes been discussed in terms of Cantor's ideas.
My discussion will focus primarily on events ocurring between
1903 and 1908. In 1903 Russell published The Principles of Mathematics.
In this book, as we have studied, he described the 'paradox' of the greatest cardinal number (Cantor's 'paradox'), his own contradiction of the
class of all classes which are not members of themselves, and antecedents
of the 'paradox' of the greatest ordinal number (Burali-Forti's 'paradox').
In 1908, on the other hand, Russell presented what he thought could be
his final attempt to solve the inconsistencies. 1 By this time, Russell
thought that he had already proved that all contradictions could be generated from a single general 'paradox' from which it was possible to formulate numerous specific 'paradoxes'.
In his [l908c] article, in which Russell presented his final attempt
to solve the 'paradoxes' (the ramified theory of types), he outlined certain 'paradoxes' that he intended to solve. These included: the "Epimenides paradox"; a similar to Russell's contradiction in terms of relations, as well as the inconsistencies proposed by Berry, Konig, Jules
Richard (1864-1921) and Burali-Forti. Russell did not analyze the 'paradox' of Kurt Grelling (1886-1941) and Leonard Nelson (1882-1927)
[l908a] (formulated in terms of two classes of 'autological' and 'heterological' adjectives) doubtless because he was unaware of this 'paradox' at
the time he published his paper on the theory of types. Nor is there any
discussion of this 'paradox' in Principia Mathematica, in which Russell

1. Some mathematicians and philosophers stated that Russell's solution seemed somewhat artificial and
not (fully) based on logic [see, for example, Weyl 1946a, 272]. According to earlier studies, Zermelo
made an attempt to solve the 'paradoxes' in 1908 [van Heijenoort 1967b, 199]. Moore, however,
argued that Zermelo published his axiomatization of set theory in order to rebut criticism of his Axiom
of Choice [see: page 139 note 2] and his proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem, rather than to attempt to
solve the 'paradoxes' [Moore 1978a, 307].
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and Whitehead again proposed the ramified theory of types. Since Russell
apparently was completely unaware of the existence of the Grelling and
Nelson inconsistency, no attempt will be made here to analyze its origins.
On the contrary, the Konig-Zermelo 'paradox', which was not discussed
in Russell's [l908c], was included in this book because it was mentioned
in the debate between Russell and Poincare.

5.2 Berry's argument.- The first non-Logical 'paradox' was
discovered by Berry in about 1904. He described his 'contradiction' to
Russell in a letter [see: Appendix pages 167-168], but Russell did not
publish a modified version of it until 1906. 1 Little is known about Berry.2 He was working part time at the Bodleian Library (at Oxford) without holding an academic position when he met Russell. According to
Russell, Berry was the only person there who knew anything about mathematical logic.
In his letter to Russell, Berry claimed to be disappointed with The
Principles of Mathematics and Russell's articles published in Peano's
journal Rivista di Matematica, because Russell did not prove that the
ordinal numbers could be well-ordered. This point is quite important to
understand the background of the 'paradoxes', especially the Burali-Forti
'paradox', because the absence of a proof allowed Russell, originally, to
avoid the Burali-Forti 'paradox'. Berry maintained that Cantor had virtually proved the existence of the well-ordering of the ordinal numbers by
showing that ordinals of the second class are well-ordered. 3 Berry insist-

1. Russell 1906e, 645.

2. Blackwell and Grattan-Guinness have carried out independent investigations on Berry's life and
works. Unfortunately, the results are very limited. Berry is also known for his English translations of
Gomperz 1913a and Langlois & Seignobos 1898a.
3. Cantor defmed the second number class as "the totality [Gesamtheit] {a} of all order types a of
well-ordered sets of cardinality No" [Dauben 1979a, 202]. Berry claimed that Cantor had proven that
the second number was well-ordered [sic] but in the first part of the "Beitriige zur Begriindung der
transfiniten Mengenlehre", Cantor simply indicated that "we shall show that the transfinite cardinal
numbers can be arranged according to their magnitude, and, in this order, [they] form, like the finite
numbers, a 'well-ordered aggregate' in an extended sense of the words" [Cantor 1915a, 109]. Russell
did recognize the validity of Berry's proof of the well-ordering of the ordinals a year later [Russell
1906a, 36 second footnote].
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ed that "it is very easy to prove that [... the] series [of all finite ordinal
numbers] is well-ordered which has none but well-ordered segments". 1
Berry also wrote, "you did not involve yourself in a contradiction which
I expected to find you had.,,2 This implies that by the time he had read
Russell's book (as well as his articles in Peano's Rivista di Matematica),
Berry had already investigated the possible consequences of the well-ordering of the ordinal numbers and he had previously discovered a contradiction. In other words, Berry's discovery seems to have been independent of Russell's writings. When did Berry prepare the argument he sent
Russell? How did he arrive at these results? Was he aware of the 'paradoxes' prior to reading The Principles of Mathematics, implying that he
might have discovered the 'paradoxes' independently of Russell?
It has been impossible to discover the reasons for Berry's interest
in these problems. He did not publish in mathematics. Perhaps, he was
interested in the 'paradoxes' for their own sake. As Russell said in another context paraphrasing Leibniz: Berry seems to be one of those who
"wished to be known only by [his] paradoxes".3 This statement seems to
fit with Berry's personality, whose friendship with Russell focussed on
the 'paradoxes'. Berry is also well known for the way in which he introduced himself to Russell. There is support in Russell's original sources
and in some recent studies that Berry presented himself to Russell by
handing him a note saying: 'The statement on the other side of this paper
is true'. On the other side of the paper was written: 'The statement on
the other side of this paper is [false].'4 Consequently, Berry has been
credited also with the concept of the 'visiting card paradox'.5

Berry's interest in 'paradoxes' relating to set theory is not surprising. Some scholars had become intrigued with this subject some years
before Russell published The Principles of Mathematics. Zermelo, for

1. Letter: Berry to Russell, December 21, 1904. The Bertrand Russell Archives [see: page 167].

2. Ibid.
3. Russell 1899g, 120 & Russell 1900a, 72.
4. Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 50.
5. Church, adding to the already long list of misconceptions and errors, has credited Jourdain with this
paradox [see: Church 1942a, 224].
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example, had already discovered, independently of Russell, the 'paradox'
of the set of all sets that are not members of themselves.! Hilbert, in a
letter to Frege, acknowledged receiving a copy of his Grundgesetze der
Aritmetik. adding: your 'contradiction'
at the end of the book (p. 253) was known to us here [I believed Dr. Zermelo
discovered it three or four years ago after 1 had communicated my examples to him);
1 found other even more convincing contradictions [ ... ); they led me to the conviction
that traditional logic is inadequate [ ... J.2

As it has been pointed out earlier, Hilbert probably encountered the 'contradictions' from his correspondence with Cantor in 1897. Moreover, I
have already indicated that Russell discovered, at least, two of the most
important 'paradoxes' (Cantor's and his own) because he accepted Cantorian set theory, not because he rejected it. The 'paradoxes' became well
known only after Russell's mathematical and logical formulations. In
fact, some of the theorems of the theory of transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers seemed to completely contradict common sense that Cantor's
expression 'I see it, but I can't believe it' could had been applied to all of
them.
Now, the original formulation of Berry's contradiction was the
following:
Some ordinals, e.g., w, wl, wWare definable in a finite number of words. Let us
suppose that there is any ordinal which is not so definable. The ordinals less than this
particular one are a well-ordered series. Hence if among them there are any which
are not finitely definable, there is one of these less than all the others. The least
member of the class is then the least ordinal which is not definable in a finite number
of words. But this is absurd, for 1 have just defined it in thirteen words. Going back
a little 1 infer that one not-finitely definable ordinal cannot exceed another such;
therefore there is at most one such; and this again is absurd. 3

As I mentioned before, Russell published a modified version of
Berry's 'paradox' in 1906. Previously, there is no indication that Berry

1. Zermelo 1908a, 191 note 9. [See, also, Thomas & Rang 1981a).
2. Letter: Hilbert to Frege, November 7, 1903; printed in Frege 1980a, S1.
3. Letter: Berry to Russell, December 21, 1904. The Bertrand Russell Archives [see: pages 167-168).
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had communicated his 'contradiction' to anyone else. In other words, the
inconsistency seems to have been unknown to the mathematical community at large up to 1906, nor did it playa role as a precursor to other similar arguments developed before this date.
In conclusion, Berry's proposition seems to have originated independently of Russell; that is to say, following Frank Ramsey's (19031930) dichotomy, apparently the first example of a non-Logical 'paradox'
was not a direct consequence of the 'contradictions' already discovered
by Russell. Berry's correspondence with Russell shows that, even several
years after he discovered the 'contradictions', he was enchanted with the
topic. On the other hand, as far as we know, Berry's work does not
appear to have influenced the thinking of other researchers.

5.3 The Konig-Zermelo proposition.- By 1883, Cantor had
affirmed but not proven that the principle that every 'well-defined' set
could be reduced to a 'well-ordered' set. He asserted that this principle
was a "fundamental logical law of great consequence, being noteworthy
by its universal validity". 1 By 1895, approximately, however, Cantor
realized he needed to prove this principle. The theorem became well
known in 1900 when Hilbert posed it-along with the Continuum Hypothesis, asserting that 2"° = N1-as the first of his famous twenty-three
problems [see: page 34 note 2].
Some attempts to prove the Well-Ordering Theorem were published
but none of them was valid. 2 It was not until August 10, 1904, at the
Third International Congress of Mathematicians at Heidelberg, that Konig
'proved' that the theorem was false. 3 He argued that not all transfinite
sets could be well-ordered. He supposedly demonstrated that the set of all
real numbers could not be well-ordered, and, consequently, the Continuum Hypothesis itself must be false. Zermelo, however, found an error in
Konig's proof the day after its presentation at the congress. Konig had
1. Cantor 1932a, 169.

2. See, among others, Hardy 1904a, Jourdain 1904a and 1904b.
3. Konig 1905a, 144-147.
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used one of Felix Bernstein's (1878-1956) ideas on the exponentiation of
alephs. The proposition in question is

N:· = NO!. 2\ for

every ordinal ct.

Later on, Bernstein claimed that this result was applicable only in the
case of finite ct, but Konig did not specify such a restriction.
On September 24, 1904, Zermelo sent a letter to Hilbert, then
editor of Mathematische Annalen. Part of Zermelo's letter appeared in
this journal two months later. 1 But in the portion of the letter published
by Hilbert, there was no reference to the mistake in Konig's proof discovered by Zermelo a day after Konig's presentation. Those mathematicians who attended the congress but were not close associates of Zermelo
and Hilbert, may have mistakenly assumed there was an inconsistency
associated with the work of Konig and Zermelo. On the one hand, Konig
had supposedly proven that the set of all real numbers was not well-ordered; on the other, Zermelo had just proven that any set could be well-ordered. 2
Soon, the French mathematician Jacques Hadamard published a
brief report of the Heidelberg Congress. 3 Although he disqualified himself from giving a detailed analysis of the papers presented at the conference, he noted one that was of particular interest: Konig's article devoted
to the question of whether the continuum could be arranged as a well-ordered set. Hadamard went on to say that this question, formulated at
the 1900 congress, had apparently been answered in the negative in the
1904 congress. Nevertheless, Hadamard stated that it should not be forgotten that Zermelo had arrived at exactly the opposite conclusion. 4 A
1. See Zermelo 1904&, 139-141
2. Copi has argued [1971a, 10) that both articles were already contradictory at the time of the congress. 'Ibis cannot be, however, because Zermelo's proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem was not
developed until after the congress had finished.
3. [Hadamard) 1904a, 961-962; see, also, Borel 1912a, 157.
4. [Hadamard) 1904a, 961 note 4.
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few months later, Hadamard discussed the question again,l emphasizing
that the two conclusions were contradictory. He noted that Konig's contribution was still unpublished; consequently, it was impossible to analyze
it, even though mathematicians were already debating Zermelo's Axiom
of Choice. 2
Several interrelated points arise from Hadamard's notes. Firstly, he
did not resolve the apparent 'contradiction' between Konig's and Zermelo's contributions. Instead, he mentioned this was not the first time that
(apparently) contradictory arguments had arisen in set theory. He then
discussed what he considered was an earlier inconsistency. He called
attention to some contradictory findings of Cantor and Burali-Forti. Although Cantor had postulated the existence of a series of transfinite ordinal numbers, Burali-Forti had shown that the existence of certain transfinite numbers, with the properties discovered by Cantor, resulted in
contradiction. Hadamard was not surprised or disappointed by the appearance of these 'contradictions'-not because he was opposed to Cantor's
theory, but, because inconsistencies seemed, historically, a natural occurrence in mathematics. After all, as Hadamard noted, mathematicians had
encountered 'paradoxes' when they first introduced incommensurable,
negative and imaginary numbers. 3 And mathematics had always grown
stronger and richer from these developments.
Ironically, both Zermelo and Konig already knew their results were
not contradictory because Zermelo had found a mistake in Konig's proof,
rendering it invalid. In fact, when Konig's contribution to the congress

1. [Hadamard] 1905a, 241.
2. Hadamard probably had in mind the dispute among some French mathematicians carried out through
personal correspondence. Later on, this polemic was published in the Bulletin de La Societe Mathematique de France [see: Borel 1912a, 150-160; & Moore 1982a, 311-320]. Perhaps, on the other hand,
Hadamard made reference to the polemic generated after Cantor's lecture at the meeting of 1903,
polemic that Schoenflies commented some years later [see: page 37]. The Axiom o/Choice asserts that
"even for an infinite totality of sets there are always mappings that associate with every set one of its
elements, or, expressed formally, that the product of an infinite totality of sets, each containing at least
one element, itseld differs from zero" [Zermelo 1904a, 141]. Cantor previously used a weak version of
this principle in his proof that Ito was the smallest of all transfinite cardinal numbers [see: Cantor
1915a, 104-106].
3. [Hadamard] 1905a, 241.
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was published in 1905, he had already modified his position, claiming
only that 'if' Bernstein's result were true in general, 'then' the set of all
real numbers could not be well-ordered. Hadamard's recollections concerning Burali-Forti and Cantor left open the possibility that a real 'contradiction' may be discovered within the theory of sets even though none
was present with respect to the work of Konig and Zermelo.
There is, and has been, confusion concerning the status of the
non-logical 'paradoxes', especially the so-called "Konig-Zermelo paradox". Poincare also discussed the Zermelo-Konig antinomy (his term) as
one of the already numerous inconsistencies arising from set theory. 1
Poincare was hunting for 'paradoxes' because he was trying to discredit
both Cantor's theory of sets and Russell's logicism. Unfortunately, Poincare only mentioned the Zermelo-Konig antinomy, but did not expand
upon it or discuss it in detail. It is therefore impossible to know why he
thought there was a 'contradiction', or to what extent he thought of these
as 'contradictions'-or antinomies as he preferred to call them.
There is, yet, a third and different interpretation of the Zermelo-Konig 'paradox'. This account states that
Konig drew the conclusion that the set of real numbers cannot be well-ordered,
contradicting a result obtained by Zermelo shortly before [ ... J. After the discovery of
the Richard paradox, in which the well-ordering problem plays no role, Konig's
conclusion can hardly be accepted. Rather, taking for granted Zermelo's result that
the set of real numbers can be well-ordered, we infer the existence of a first element
in the complement of the set of finitely definable real numbers, and we thus have a
paradox, sometimes called the Zermelo-Konig paradox, bearing on the notion of
definability. 2

5.4 Richard's contradiction. - Richard seems to have developed the inconsistency associated with his name from Hadamard's notes.
Apparently, he overlooked the dispute over Zermelo's proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem, nor was he aware of the concrete formulation of the
1. Poincare 1906a, 333 and 1912a, 530.
2. van Heijenoort 1967a, 47. My emphasis.
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Burali-Forti 'paradox' which was also described by Bernstein and Schoenfties in the Mathematische Annalen. Their description was based on
Jourdain's comments and a paraphrasing of Russell's version. l
In a letter to Louis Olivier (1854-1910), editor at the time of the
Revue Generale des Sciences Pures et Appliquees, Richard described
another 'contradiction' (his term).2 He commented that he had read Hadamard's note in which certain 'contradictions' found in set theory were
discussed. Richard did not specify the 'contradictions' to which he was
referring, but probably they were the Zermelo-Konig and Cantor-Burali-Forti inconsistencies, the two mentioned by Hadamard. Richard did not
seem to know the detailed formulation of the Burali-Forti 'paradox',
further suggesting that he came upon these arguments through Hadamard's note, in which this 'paradox' was only cited, not discussed. It is
important to keep in mind that at this time (ca., 1904) Zermelo, Konig,
Cantor and Burali-Forti did not claim to have discovered these 'paradoxes' that bear their names.
In his letter, Richard mentioned that it was not necessary to go so
far as the theory of ordinal numbers to find 'contradictions':
I am going to define a certain set of numbers, which I shall call set E,
through the following considerations.
Let us write all permutations of the twenty-six letters of the French alphabet
taken two at a time, putting these permutations in alphabetical order; then, after
them, all permutations taken three at a time, in alphabetical order; then, after them,
all permutations taken four at a time, and so forth. These permutations may contain
the same letter repeated several times; they are permutations with repetitions.
For any integer p, any permutation of the twenty-six letters taken p at a time
will be in the table; and, since everything that can be written with finitely many
words is a permutation of letters, everything that can be written will be in the table
formed as we have just indicated.
The definition of a number being made up of words, and these words of
letters, some of these permutations will be definitions of numbers. Let us cross out
from our permutations all those that are not definitions of numbers.
Let u/ be the first number defmed by a permutation, U 2 the second, u3 the

1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 334. I asserted, in the introduction of this chapter, that an important
premise for this account was the supposition that the metamorphosis of the Burali-Forti 'paradox'
paralleled the origin and development of other ·paradoxes'.

2. Richard 1905a, 54.
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third, and so on.
We thus have, written in a definite order, all numbers tluJt are defined by
finitely many words.
Therefore, the numbers that can be defined by finitely many words form a
denumerable infmite set.
Now, here comes the contradiction. We can form a number not belonging to
this set. "Let P be the digit in the nth decimal place of the nth number of the set E;
let us form a number having 0 for its integral part and, its nth decimal place, p + 1
if p is not 8 or 9, and 1 otherwise." This number N does not belong to the set E. If
it were the nth number of the set E, the digit in its nth place would be the same as
the one in the nth decimal place of that number which is not the case.
I denote by G the collection of letters between quotation marles.
The number N is defined by the words of the collection G, that is, by finitely
many words; whence it should belong to the set E. But we have seen that it does not.
Such is the contradiction.'

There are some remarkable points of this argument: first, by arguing that it is not necessary to go as far as the theory of ordinal numbers,
Richard is implicitly affirming that his contradiction may be found in the
mere roots of the concept of set; second, Richard explicitly argued that
he had discovered a contradiction, not a paradox or an antinomy. He
went even farther and suggested a solution. The collection G had meaning only if the set E was defined in totality; this could not be done except
with infinitely many words. Poincare agreed with Richard's solution and
called him 'sagacious'.2 Perhaps, Poincare thought that Richard was proposing that mathematical 'contradictions' were implicit in the concept of
any infinite set. Therefore, the concept of infinite set had no value in
mathematics. It should not be forgotten that Poincare was strongly opposed to: both Cantor's introduction of the actual infinite in mathematics;
and, Russell's logicism. 3 Perhaps, Poincare thought that Richard would
be equally critical of Cantor and Russell. Later on, Richard explicitly
stated that the actual infinite was the source of his 'contradiction', perhaps in response to certain criticisms, especially those of Peano, who
argued that "Richard[,s example did] not belong to mathematics, but to
linguistics" .4

1. Richard 1905a, 541.
2. Poincare 1906b, 305.
3. See: Poincare 1905a, 1906a, 1906b and 1906c. See, also, Gray 1991a.
4. Peano 1973a, 218.
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5.5 Polemics within the London Mathematical Society
over the Well-Ordering Theorem.- Zermelo's letter to Hilbert of
1904 provoked an immediate and strong reaction from the mathematical
community. This criticism which consisted of several publications opposed to certain features of Zermelo' s proof. Perhaps the most interesting
aspect of these criticisms lies in the fact that different aspects of the proof
came under attack from different authors.
In addition to controversies in the German and French mathematical communities, there was also a dispute among British mathematicians.
Ernst William Hobson (1856-1933) initiated an exchange of ideas in the
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society when he published an
article critical of G. H. Hardy (1877-1948) and Jourdain. Hobson criticized their attempts to prove that every transfinite cardinal number was
necessarily an 'aleph'. As far as can be determined, Hobson was the first
mathematician to suggest that it was necessary to carry out "a further
scrutiny of the foundations of [... set] theory", 1 because of the inconsistencies involved in conceiving the sets of all ordinal and cardinal numbers.
Hobson argued that Jourdain's explanations of the 'paradoxes' were
not satisfactory, because they were based on an unclear distinction between consistent and inconsistent sets, a distinction that Jourdain claimed
to have introduced independently of Cantor. Hobson insisted that Cantor
and Jourdain failed to provide a criterion to decide whether a set was
consistent or inconsistent. 2 Hobson proposed a new definition of the concept 'set' in terms of objects satisfying a prescribed 'norm'. This meant
that a set was defined by conditions sufficient to determine whether an
object belonged to an aggregate or not. Unfortunately, this kind of definition cannot assure that a transfinite set could be ordered. For this to happen it would be necessary to include a principle implicitly or explicitly in

1. Hobson 1905a, 171.
2. See: Jourdain 1904b, 67 first footnote. Cantor's similar distinction between consistent and inconsistent multiplicities, contained in his personal correspondence with Dedekind, had already been rejected
by Hilbert because of the lack of "a precise criterion for this distinction" [van Heijenoort 1967b, 131].
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the norm (Hobson's term) defining the aggregate by which the aggregate
could be ordered.
There were replies to Hobson's article from Hardy [1906a], Dixon
[1906a], Russell [1906a], among others. Hardy announced that Russell
was preparing a lengthy reply on general aspects of Hobson's criticisms,
including Hobson's concern that no non-Denumerable aggregate could be
well-ordered. Hardy, therefore, restricted his comments to criticisms
Hobson had made of his 1904a article, even though Hardy also reviewed
the Multiplicative Axiom and Zermelo's Axiom of Choice.! Hardy accepted, provisionally, the Multiplicative Axiom, but made no conclusion about
Zermelo's Well-Ordering Theorem.
Russell's reply to Hobson was read before the London Mathematical Society on December 14, 1905. Russell insisted that Hobson had
confused difficulties relating to inconsistent aggregates with other problems concerning Zermelo's axiom. Russell identified his own concept of
'propositional function' with Hobson's concept of the 'norm' of a set,
and discussed the 'contradictions' described by Hobson. Most importantly, he showed that these 'contradictions' were all particular examples of
a more general 'contradiction'. Russell also claimed to have shown that
the 'contradictions' were not based primarily on arithmetic, but on logic.
Therefore, in order to resolve them, the underlying logical assumptions
would have to be modified. In addition, Russell proposed three different
logical theories to solve the 'contradictions', all of which had their roots
in The Principles of Mathematics.
The 'Zig-Zag Theory' would eliminate propositional functions that
were too complex, but would permit others, such as the one asserting
that the complement of a class is a class. It would allow a largest cardinal
number but not a largest ordinal number. The axioms Russell introduced,

1. The Multiplicative Axiom states that: "given any class of mutually exclusive classes, of which none
is null, there is at least one class which has exactly one term in common with each of the given
classes" [Russell 1919a, 122J. This Multiplicative Axiom, as Russell called it, is needed to prove that
the infinite product of either finite or transfinite numbers is zero when one of the factors is zero. The
Multiplicative Axiom corresponds to a weak form of the Axiom of Choice.
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however, were quite complicated and "lacked intrinsic plausibility". 1
Russell's second proposal limited the size of classes. A similar solution,
as has already been mentioned, was proposed by both Jourdain and Cantor. Within this theory, classes like 'the class of all entities' would be
prohibited, as well as classes such as 'the class of all ordinal numbers'.
However, it was necessary to include all of Cantor's ordinals. Thus,
there remained a difficulty: how to state a limitation of class size precisely? To cope with this problem, Russell proposed a third solution, 'the
no-class theory'. In order to avoid the 'contradictions' entirely, this theory banished classes and relations altogether. In this theory a propositional
function would also be eliminated (by substitutions) simply as an abbreviation of an argument for one or several of its values. Russell anticipated
a number of possible objections to the theory: that classes seem too obvious to be denied; that one would have to refute a great part of Cantor's
theory of transfinite numbers; that working with the theory was very
complicated. The no-class theory was clearly the most radical of the
three. Although Russell at first doubted that it provided the final solution
to the 'contradictions', two months later he added a note to the article
saying that he now had no doubts that the no-class theory afforded the
complete solution. 2 Nevertheless, Russell published yet another 'final'
solution to the contradictions in 1908. This later solution was based on
the theory of types and proved to be definitive.
Russell devoted the rest of his article to Zermelo' s Axiom of
Choice and his own Multiplicative Axiom. Russell exemplified the use of
Zermelo's axiom by his now famous example of the man who owns No
pairs of boots. 3 He also correctly stated that his own axiom could be

1. Moore & Garciadiego 1981a, 337.

2. Russell 1906a, 53, note added February 5, 1906.
3. The example runs in the following way: there is a millionaire who owns Mo pairs of boots and Mo
pairs of socks. The question is: How many boots and socks had he? "One would naturally suppose that
he had twice as many boots and twice as many socks as he had pairs of each, and that therefore he had
Mo of each, since that number is not increased by doubling" [Russell 1919a, 126]. It would be easy to
imagine how many boots he had in total because Mo + Mo = Mo' This is easy to prove for the case of
boots because one can distinguish between a right and left boot of each pair. Therefore, one would
have no trouble selecting a boot from each pair. Unfortunately, manufacturers of socks do not make
any difference between right and left socks. Thus there is no criterion for picking one sock from each
pair [see: Letter Russell to Hardy, June 22, 1905 (quoted in page 191); Russell 1906a, 47-48 &
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deduced from Zermelo's, but Russell not only doubted the validity of the
general case-Zermelo's Axiom of Choice-but also of his own.

5.6 Konig's and Dixon's arguments. - In the meantime,
Konig kept attempting to disprove Cantor's Continuum Hypothesis. In
order to do so, Konig was trying to find a proof that the continuum could
not be well-ordered. His second attempt, following the Heidelberg 1904
Congress, was made in a lecture originally delivered before the Hungarian Academy of Sciences on June 30, 1905. 1 This occurred at almost the
same time as Richard's letter appeared in the Revue Generale des Sciences Pures et AppUquees. Konig's aim, however, was quite different from
Richard's. Richard very clearly presented a mathematical 'contradiction'.
He admitted that he was motivated to write his note because of the publication of the other 'contradictions'. Konig, on the other hand, was not
concerned with 'paradoxes'. In the first place he argued that the indiscriminate use of the word 'set' resulted in the apparent 'paradoxes'. In
fact, he proposed solutions to the 'paradoxes' in two different places in
the article without going into a detailed analysis, suggesting that he did
not consider them to be of major importance. In his first solution, he
commented that the second number class should not be considered to be
a completed set, defined as a totality of well distinguished elements that
are entirely distinct conceptually. This solution leaves out the Burali-Forti
'paradox', because w, representing the totality of all finite ordinal types
as a completed set, was effectively excluded. His second solution, the
more general one, involved a distinction between the concepts of 'set'
(completed sets) and 'classes' (sets in the 'act of becoming').
The main goal, it should be stressed, of Konig's article was not to
solve the inconsistencies, but to show that the continuum could not be
well-ordered. Konig's proof was formulated in terms of 'finitely defined'
elements of the continuum and the complements of sets. First of all he
gave a definition of the 'finitely defined' element:

Russell 1919a, 125-126].
1. See: van Heijenoort 1967b, 145-149.
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[ ... ] an element of the continuum will be said to be 'finitely defined' if, by means of
a language capable of giving a definite form to our scientific thinking, we can in a
finite span of time specify a procedure (law) that conceptually distinguishes that
element of the continuum from any other one. I

Konig's initial hypothesis in his proof was to suppose that the continuum was a well-ordered set, which he took to be a false assumption.
Considering the continuum to be a well-ordered set, the elements that
could not be finitely defined, formed a subset M of the supposedly well-ordered set. The cardinality of the set of all the finitely defined elements
of the continuum is No and because the continuum is not denumerable
(that is to say, it is impossible to find a one-to-one correspondence between this set and the set of all natural numbers and, therefore its cardinality must be greater than No), there exist elements of the continuum that
cannot be finitely defined. The subset M has to be well-ordered (because
the subsets of a well-ordered set are well-ordered sets) and, therefore, it
contains a first element. But if the continuum is a well-ordered set, then
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the continuum and a set of
specific ordinals. As a result of the one-to-one correspondence, there
would have to be a first ordinal that was not finitely defined. But this is
impossible, because "there exists a definite (well-ordered) set of finitely
defined ordinals that follow each other in an unbroken sequence beginning with the first".2 Konig then obtained a 'contradiction' to the assumption that the ordinal in question could not be finitely defined by
observing that this ordinal was defined by the phrase "the first ordinal
that exceeds all of these in magnitude".3 The 'contradiction' resulted
from the supposition that the continuum was well-orderable. Once again,
it is important to keep in mind that Konig, as well as Burali-Forti, Cantor
and Dixon (who is discussed below), did not claim to have discovered an
inconsistency. He was only trying, unsucessfully, to prove that the continuum could not be well-ordered. Konig's subsequent interests evolved
in a different direction, but that is part of another story. 4
1. Konig 1905c, 146.

2. Ibid., 147-148.

3. Ibid., 148.
4. In later papers Konig argued that he had in fact discovered a 'paradox', reflecting increasingly the
influence of Poincare. Finally, being one of the few who modified his original ideas, he came to accept
Zermelo's proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem [see: Konig 1907a, 1914a, and Moore 1982a, 119--
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Some historians believe that both Richard and Konig discovered a
'paradox'. Remarkably, both "were written during the same weeks, perhaps even the same days, and independently of each other."1 In addition,
Copi claims that Dixon published another 'paradox' in an article read
before the London Mathematical Society on December 14, 1905. However, according to Dixon himself, "[ ... ] the idea on which this article [1906a] is founded was mooted by me in a letter to Dr. Hobson in June of
this year [1905] ...... 2 If Dixon had discovered another inconsistency by
June 1905, then these coincidental discoveries were even more remarkable, as they involved not only two independent cases, but three. 3 It is
true that Richard, Konig, and Dixon each devised their arguments independently of the others in June 1905. But Konig, as explained earlier,
considered his argument as part of his rebuttal of the well-ordering of the
continuum. Similarly, Dixon did not consider his argument to be a 'paradox', but rather an attempt to justify the proposition that no transfinite
aggregate could be well-ordered by a finite set of rules.
As already mentioned, Dixon's ideas were originally stimulated by
the same article of Hobson's that provoked the debate among British
mathematicians. Dixon thought that it was possible to find the cardinal
number of the set of all objects that could be defined in finite terms.
What did he mean by 'define'? An object was defined, he held, when the
properties necessary to distinguish it from all other objects of mental
activity were stated. Since the number of elements available for use in
any definition is finite, say p (including the symbols of all known alphabets, signs of punctuation, etc), the cardinal number (or power) of the set
of objects described by such finite specifications could be neither greater
nor less than No. It was not greater because a non-Denumerable set could

121].

1. van Heijenoort 1967b, 142
2. Dixon 19068, 20 footnote.
3. In fact, it could be argued that these were 8 total of four discoverers. One should not forget that
Berry's argument, which he sent Russell in December 1904, is very similar and also involves the least
indefinable number defined in 8 finite number of words. These 'paradoxes' (Berry's and Richard's)
were so similar, that some mathematicians believed that Berry and Russell had merely simplified
Richard's argument, to create yet another paradox [Bourbaki 1960a, 47]. This is incorrect. One of
many misconceptions appearing during the century concerning the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'.
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not be formed with only a denumerable number of elements; it could not
be less because the sequence of cardinal numbers alone already provided
a set of objects finitely defined with cardinality Na. Because the set of all
real numbers had a cardinality greater than No, there had to be elements
of the real number system which could not be given a finite definition of
specification. However, because of Zermelo's theorem that any transfinite
set could be well-ordered, each number could be finitely defined. If this
were not the case, then
there must be a first [element] which cannot [be finitely defined], and it may be
described in finite terms as 'the first in the series determined by the rules R which
cannot be described in finite terms'. This is absurd. I

This argument was immediately applied to Cantor's theory of
ordinal numbers and the second number class. Now the absurdity laid in
the phrase "the least number of the second class that cannot be specified
in finite terms.,,2 Instead of concluding that he had found a contradiction
or an inconsistency, Dixon inferred that it was impossible to say that a
transfinite aggregate could be well-ordered by a 'finite set of rules'. This
did not contradict Zermelo's theorem, because Zermelo had simply
shown that it was possible to provide a well-ordering of a transfinite set,
but without showing how to produce a specific arrangement of the set, as
Hilbert had originally hoped. 3
Russell, in his now classic formulation of 'the theory of types'
[l908c], discussed Dixon's and Konig's arguments as if they involved
'contradictions'. To my knowledge, this is the first time that these arguments were treated as 'contradictions', implying that Russell not only
created some of the most famous logical 'paradoxes', but also some of
the semantic ones as well. Russell transformed Konig's and Dixon's
argument into a simple and direct contradiction:
(5) Among transfinite ordinals some can be defmed, while others cannot; for the total
number of possible definitions is Ito, while the number of transfinite ordinals exceeds
Ito. Hence there must be indefinable ordinals, and among these there must be a least.

1. Dixon 1906a, 19.

2. Ibid.
3. Hilbert 1900b, 447.
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But this is defined as "the least indefinable ordinal', which is a contradiction!

In a footnote Russell listed Konig [1905c] and Dixon [1906a] as sources,
but he did not mention whether he thought that either of them was thinking in terms of 'contradictions' or not. Russell's omission represents one
additional contribution to the considerable confusion and misunderstanding associated with the development of the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'!

1.

Russell 1908c, 223.

Conclusions

In May 1901, for the first time, Russell presented an argument
related to his 'contradiction' of the class of all classes which are not
members of themselves. Later on, he began to regard some mathematical
inconsistencies in Cantor's work as contradictions (Russell's term) rather
than a fallacies or mistakes. Also at this time, he became aware of the
possible existence of areas of conflict between certain aspects of the work
of Burali-Forti and Cantor.
Insight into the reasons why Russell discovered these 'paradoxes'
can be found through the study of the various drafts of The Principles of
Mathematics. These manuscripts, written over six years (approximately),
reveal a gradual transformation in Russell's thinking about the 'paradoxes'. The key factor in explaining this evolution in thinking was Russell's slow adoption of Cantor's theory of transfinite numbers, which he
had first strongly rejected. I proposed, in order to account for this change
in Russell's thinking, that Russell's adoption of neo-Hegelian principles
between approximately 1893 to 1898 allowed him to accept the view that
mathematics was generally an inconsistent body of knowledge. This
viewpoint was expressed in the first manuscript of The Principles of
Mathematics, entitled "An Analysis of Mathematical Reasoning", in
which the foundations of the concept of number was discussed. In other
words, I claimed that when Russell wrote the first version of his 'big'
book, he was convinced that mathematics contained quite properly inextricable 'contradictions'. Later on, I also argued that, by the time he went
to the First International Congress of Philosophy held in Paris in 1900,
he had already modified his first conceptualization, as a result of his slow
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adoption of Cantor's ideas. No longer accepted 'contradictions' as inevitable; nevertheless, Russell came to view the existence of 'philosophical
antinomies', that he did not expect to solve at this point, associated with
the concept of infinite number.
Based on the analysis of Russell's various attempts to write a book
on the foundations of mathematics, I concluded that Russell wrote only
one final manuscript of The Principles of Mathematics between November 1900, after he met Peano, and January, 1903. Contrary to Russell's
own later recollections, I discussed how his manuscript was completed in
three different stages: the first from November 1900 to December 1900
when Russell wrote parts III, IV, V and VI. The second step was taken
during May and June 1901 when Russell originally wrote parts I and II.
Finally, Russell made a third and final effort to finish the book between
May 1902 and January 1903. At this time, Russell rewrote Part I, incorporated Part VII from a previous manuscript, and added two new appendices. This last effort to write the book was necessitated by Russell's
inability to resolve, at that time, the difficulties caused by the discovery
of the 'paradoxes'.
The study of the philosophical and mathematical background of
Russell's The Principles of Mathematics allowed me to assert that he was
interested in the study of the philosophy of mathematics since an early
age, and that his concern was subsequently reinforced at Cambridge
University. I concluded that the 'paradoxes', or contradictions in Russell's terms, resulted from his eagerness to scrutinize the primitive notions of mathematics, in particular, those related to the principles of the
concept of number. His interest did not originate from the discovery of
the nascent 'paradoxes' of Burali-Forti and Cantor, which, in fact, were
not recognized as inconsistencies at the time.
The inaccuracy of the standard interpretation was closely examined, especially with respect to the role played by Burali-Forti and Cantor. As a consequence, it became necessary to question the legitimacy of
alleged causes and consequences role stated by the standard interpretation
in the development of a crisis in the foundations of mathematics at the
beginning of the twentieth century. It is understood, implicitly and even
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explicitly, that one of the elements of this crisis was the discovery of
even more inconsistencies; today called semantic (or linguistic or epistemological) 'paradoxes'. But I was able to show, in general, that these
non-Mathematical inconsistencies did not originate directly from the
'logical' ones. The study of primary sources has clarified the role played
by some mathematicians associated with these semantic 'paradoxes'.
Some of these arguments were initially formulated as 'positive' results of
the theory of transfinite numbers and sets-although, they were actually
proving assertions that contradicted Cantor's own original expectations.
In short, the general conclusions drawn from my analysis of the way in
which the semantic 'paradoxes' were discovered, once again, contradicts
the standard interpretation.
This standard interpretation has been used to discourage mathematicians from becoming concerned with the analysis and study of the fundamental notions and concepts of mathematics. But there remain several
unanswered questions concerning the origin, development and acceptance
of these inconsistencies. Two examples, among others, are given here:
what was the role of these 'paradoxes' in the origin of three modern
philosophical schools of thought in mathematics Logicism, Formalism and
Intuitionism? When, how and why Cantor formally discovered the 'contradictions '?
Finally, paraphrasing Russell's last sentence of his The Principles
of Mathematics: I earnestly commend to all students of history and philosophy of mathematics the study of the historiographical, historical and
philosophical consequences of this new historical interpretation of Russell's role in the discovery of the set-theoretic 'paradoxes'.

Undoubtedly the an of letter-writing has been
lost ill the twentieth celltury through the development
of the telephone and, to a lesser extent, the greater
ease of travel. In my youth it was imperative to
master the an of letter-writing if one was to make
one's way ill the world. Leiters had a formality which
today must appear ponderous and even absurd.
Bertrand Russell.

Appendix. Correspondence
6.1 Alys Russell.- Alys Pearsall Smith and Bertrand Russell
were married on December 13, 1894. Shorty before Russell finished The
Principles of Mathematics, he suddenly realized that he no longer loved
his wife. These letters were written during a period of temporary separation. Mrs. Russell was undergoing a rest cure, while Russell was attempting to finish his book.
LETTER 1: From Bertrand Russell to Alys Russell
Friday's Hill.
Haslemere.
May 9, 1902
My Dearest,
Many thanks for thy two letters. I was afraid thee was having a
real relapse, so I was not surprised. I am very much interested that thy
rheumatism is nervous: there is a sort of satisfaction about a physical
symptom, as it seems more definite & possible to combat. I am sure thy
change of plans is wise, & I could tell thee how glad I am thee is giving
up the Summer School, which would have been sure to upset thee again.
I wonder if B'ham even for a day will be allowed in the end. It is great
comfort that thee has grown so reasonable, & amiable to Dr's orders. I
wonder if there really is no one thee would like to go to Switzerland
with. Why has thee abandoned Jane & Helen V.? I feel as if there must
be some one: would a person like Beatrice Creighton suit thee better?
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Mrs C. comes today: I shall see her at tea, but I dine with the
Davies's: one meal enough for me! I got no news at Dunrozel yesterday
of any sort. I did one of the hardest days of work that I have ever done
in my life: seven hours real work, & two correcting proofs from Peano.
I had the hardest Chapter of my book to write, I was anxious to finish it
within the day, while my mind was full of the subject. I succeeded, tho'
it was 30 pages: but once or twice I found myself forgetting everything
in heaven & earth, as I did during my Tripos. I have been so long without real work, that I have come back to it with a kind of fever: everything else seems unreal & shadowy to me just now, & I work as if I
were possessed. If only I can keep it up, I shall soon get a great deal
done.
Keep up thy spirit, Dearest. I shall allow myself to dream of meeting again on the 29th-the other did not seem real & I kept it out of my
mind.
Thine ever devotedly,
Bertie.

LETTER 2: From Bertrand Russell to Alys Russell
Friday's Hill.
Haslemere.
May 16, 1902
My Dearest,
I am sorry thee is having another attack of depression. Thy letter
of Wednesday is very nice in being so affectionate, but it is depressing in
other ways. I have given up thinking of a fixed date when the separation
will be over & I am not surprised at the Dr's postponing Switzerland.
My plans are not very settled. I mean to go back to Cambridge on Tues-
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day & stay a week or a fortnight. I work hard there now, & never sit out
chatting in the garden. But I find myself feeling rather lonely when the
Webbs are my only society, & I prefer to be where there are plenty of
people to see.- I expect to have my book quickly finished in another two
months, if only I can keep fit & go on working hard. It will not give me
any feeling of elation, merely a kind of tired relief as at the end of a very
long dusty railway journey. The book will be full of imperfections, &
will raise innumerable questions that I don't know how to answer. There
is a great deal of good thinking in it, but the final product is not a work
of art, as I had hoped it would be. I shall send it to the Press at once, as
the load will not be off my mind until I cannot make any further corrections.- I had two splendid nights at Bournemouth, but last night again
was not so good: between 5 & 6 hours. However I am really rested now,
& feel quite equal to doing my work. The worst time was just after the
separation began, when I had no longer a motive for keeping up.- I
prefer to know, if thee doesn't mind, how thee is from day to day.
I believe now in what Dr. Boyle says about the fat and the thin:
certainly I have a quite extraordinary power of recuperation as soon as I
can get sleep. Yet it was hard to guess that my nerves were stronger than
thine.
I have no definite plans: I mean to go backwards & forwards between here & Cambridge, working in both places; until this separation is
over. - When is thee going to get that £ 100? If thee will send me one
large cheque when thee does, I will pay the bills. I have just managed to
get on with cash, as I spend none at Grantchester.
Thine ever devotedly.
Bertie.
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LEITER 3: From Bertrand Russell to Alys Russell
The Mill House,
Grantchester,
Cambridge. 1
Telegrams
Trumptington
May 22, 1902.
My dearest,
No letter from thee, owing no doubt to the move into the country.
I am forging ahead with my book, & shall very soon reach the point
where I shall have only more or less mechanical work to do-if only I
can keep on a little longer. But I do get tired over work. I have learnt to
pull myself together & make efforts which formerly I should have
thought impossible; but I suppose there are limits to the process. I should
like to put as a dedication to my book: "To Molocl this Altar is dedicated
by a Sacred Victim". But I fear the mathematical public might be puzzled.
Yesterday Evelyn was out to lunch and tea. I had lunch with the
children & tea with Alfred: except for a short ride, I worked all day.
Nothing of interest occurred, I have had no thoughts except concerning
matter & motion, which I am now working at.
Take care of thyself & be happy.
Thine devotedly,
Bertie.

1. At this time, Russell was living alternatively at the Whitehead's and Friday's Hill.
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LETTER 4: From Bertrand Russell to Alys Russell
The Mill House,
Grantchester,
Cambridge.
Telegrams
Trumpington
May 24, 1902.
My dearest,
Thee will be surprised & amused, after all my talk of 2 months, to
learn that I finished my book yesterday. I found that a pile of old Ms,
which I had expected to have to re-write, required only a few additions
& corrections, so I arrived at a sudden termination. I have never known
or ever imagined such a relief as I have been feeling. The weather suddenly turned warm, & I sat by myself in the garden. For the first time
for ever so long, I saw that spring was beautiful: I have had no eyes for
anything of late. Wedd came out, & I enjoyed a long talk with him. He
asked after thee, as he always does, with great solicitude.- Although I
contemplated two months, I feel now as if another day would have ended
me. It is extraordinary how one collapses when one has been going on
nerves: there are few feelings more complete or more delicious. Last
night I slept well, which I had not done for some time. And today, with
thy cheery letter, I feel happier than any time since April 14.- I am glad
thee likes the country, & thee too must be feeling the comfort of having
summer at last.- I have not had time to read Lucy's letter to Evelyn: she
is very full of social engagements, & I have been full of work, so that I
have scarcely seen her of late. I wrote yesterday to R. T. Wright, my
aunt and Lucy. Also at last I began to read Mrs. Carlyle's letters. It was
very kind of thee to send such charming picture p.c's to the children.
I hope my book may be out in October with luck.
Thine most-affly.
Bertrand Russell.
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6.2 George E. Moore.- Moore was born in London and educated at Cambridge (late 1890s). There he met Russell as a student and,
although Moore was younger, he made a deep impression on Russell. In
fact, Russell always deemed Moore as the one who helped him to overcome the early neo-Hegelian influence.
LETTER 1: From Bertrand Russell to G. E. Moore
Friday's Hill,
Haslemere.
16th Aug. 1900.
Dear Moore,
It is a long time since I have had any proofs from you: if, as I
suspect, you have left Cambridge, shall I send you the Gerhardt?

We got back from abroad last night, after a most successful time.
The Congress was admirable, & there was much first-rate discussion of
mathematical philosophy. I am persuaded that Peano & his school are the
best people of the present time in that line.
Have you ever considered the meaning of any? I find it to be the
fundamental problem for math[ematical] Ph[ilosophy]. E. g. "Any number is less by one than another number". Here any number cannot be a
new concept, distinct from the particular number, for only these fulfil the
above proposition. But can any number be an infinite disjunction? And if
so, what is the ground of the proposition? The problem is the general one
as to what is meant by any member of a defined class. I have tried many
theories without success.
I found that Whitehead has a great reputation: all the foreigners
who knew Mathematics have read & admired his book, & were delighted
to meet him.
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Yours ever,
Bertrand Russell.
P.S. We should be delighted to have a visit from you any time in September.
LETTER 2: From Bertrand Russell to G. E. Moore
Friday's Hill,
Haslemere.
21th Aug, 1900.
Dear Moore.- I am very sorry we shall not see you in September, but I
shall be up early in Oct. & shall hope to see you then. Very many thanks
for the proofs: I am most grateful to you for the trouble you have taken.
You see by the number of mistakes you found that the trouble was not
wasted.- I suppose your translation of G. II A b 1 (E G b) is correct, but
it expresses a sentiment very contrary to L[eibniz]'s usual advocacy of
natural theology.- The question of any is just the same in the case of
men, only there the conjunction is not infinite. The difficulty is, I think,
very real, & I will send you a paper on it when you come home from
abroad.- I am learning Peano's system, who is splendid-the best thing
that has been done for a very long time.
Yours gratefully & frat.
Bertrand Russell.
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6.3 David Hilbert.- Hilbert was, perhaps, the most influential
mathematician of the late nineteenth and early twenty centuries. His
famous list of twenty three problems, delivered at the Second International Congress of Mathematicians (1900), has guided original research in
many ways. His Formalist program has also had a tremendous influence
in the mathematical realm; perhaps, in mathematical education, stronger
than any other area in mathematics. As far as we know, there only remain two postcards addressed from Hilbert to Russell. They were originally written in German, but we present our English translation.
LETTER 1: From David Hilbert to Bertrand Russell
Highly honoured Colleague,
I have allowed myself to communicate to you that we have already
been engaged for a long time in the mathematical society in the study of
your theory of knowledge, and that just before the outbreak of the war
we had intended to invite you to G5ttingen-through the Wohlfskehl
foundation, so that you could give us personnally a cycle of lessons on
your solution to the problem of the paradoxes. I hope that the execution
of this plan will not be cancelled by the war, but that it will only be
postponed.
Very respectfully,
Hilbert.
z.z.d. 12 April 1916.
Lupang-Paradiso, Hotel Europe.
[Bestial Hun!]. 1

1. Russell added this comment, many years later.
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LETTER 2: From David Hilbert to Bertrand Russell
Merlingen (Thuner See)
Saturday, May 24, 1919.
Highly honoured Professor,
Thank you very much for the card that I received 3 years ago via
Hecke-Baser. I trust that you will not regret having then agreed to deliver
lessons on logic and the theory of knowledge in G5ttingen. The situation
in Germany is still very unpleasant, of course. Since then, we have studied your works assiduosly in our mathematical-philosophical circles in
G5ttingen, and expect very much of your personal presence in G5ttingen.
In the hope for better times and for the reconstitution of the international society of scholars, best greetings
respectfully,
Hilbert.
Sender: Prof Hilbert.
The answer will reach me through the address of Dr. Richard Baer in
Zurich, Berost 54.
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6.4 Cesare Burali-Forti.- Burali-Forti, best known as the
discoverer of the 'paradox' of the greatest ordinal number in 1897,
worked on mathematical-logic under the direction of Peano. Russell
probably met Burali-Forti personally at the First International Congress
of Philosophy held in Paris in July 1900. Since Russell credited Burali-Forti with the discovery of the 'paradox' mentioned above, he likely
regarded Burali-Forti as a very clever and brilliant practitioner of mathematical logic and set theory. As far as we know, the following letter is
the only one remaining from a possible exchange of correspondence. The
letter, addressed from Burali-Forti to Russell, was originally written in
French.
LETTER 1: From Cesare Burali-Forti to Bertrand Russell
Corino. March 22, 1912.
Dear Sir and Colleague.
I feel honoured for your petition about a communication I should
send to the philosophical section of the Congress of Cambridge.
Some time ago I abandoned philosophy studies to devote myself
completely to the modern part of vectorial calculus which in a short
period of time has been extended a great deal more than one could expect.
The previous studies of logic have been very useful to me in order
to establish the vectorial notations. Some news about logic procedure
which has served as a foundation to the modern notations is found in the
notes of the first volume of the new publication Analyse vectorielle generale, which I hope will be printed before the Congress (in collaboration
with Marcolongo).
Do you think that a communication in relation to the formal logical
laws of a general notation system could be of interest to the Congress
assistants board of the philosophical section?
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If you agree, I can promise you a copy of it, within a short period
of time I would be able to tell you the exact title. It will not have the
significance you would desire and that I would like it to have, but it will
have the merit of demonstrating the simplicity and precision of the notations of your great Hamilton, whom I am admire greatly.

I must admit that it is almost certain that I would not be able to
attend the Congress due to the fact that during August I will still be
lecturing in the Military Academy because of the course acceleration.
I send you all my thanks and my sincere greetings together with
the re-affirmation of my most high esteem.
C. Burali-Forti.
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6.5 G. G. Berry. - In an holograph note, kept at The Bertrand
Russell Archives, Russell described Berry in the following way,
G. G. Berry, the writer of the following letter, was a man of very considerable
ability in mathematical logic. He was employed in a rather humble capacity in The
Bodleian, his subject being one which The University of Oxford ignored. The first
time he came to see me at Bagley Wood he was bearing, as if it were a visiting
card, a piece of paper on which I perceived the words: "The statement on the other
side of this paper is false". I turned it over & found the words: "The statement on the
other side of this paper is false"[sic). We then proceeded to polite conversation.

LETTER 1: G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
12 Hermes Road,
Oxford
Dec 21, 1904
Dear Sir,
I was talking yesterday to my friend & former schoolfellow, Dr.
McTaggart, and he said he thought you would not mind if I ventured to
write to you on certain topics connected with Mengenlehre in which I am
greatly interested but which no one here in Oxford seems to care much
about.
There is, in the first place, a theorem about cardinal numbers
which may be new to you and Mr. Whitehead, and which you might
think of sufficient interest to include, duly clothed in the Peano garb, in
the second volume of your Principles. Shortly stated it is as follows:
If any theorem asserts that from a particular set of linear relations
among a system of variable cardinals another such relation may be inferred, it is sufficient to prove that theorem on the supposition that none
of the variables exceeds <xo ' provided that no variable has, in the supposed set of relations, coefficients which sum up to more than <XO.
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From this then follows, as immediate consequences, Bernstein's
Equivalence theorem, Zermelos's theorems on additions, and Bernstein's
theorems on the division of cardinals by finite numbers, and on inequalities. The only new theorem I can get out of it is that if there are transfinite cardinals for which 2x > x, these are transfinite cardinals which
may be called prime, because they are not divisible by any finite number.
I should be glad to send you a fuller statement, & the proof of this
theorem, if you desire it.
Secondly, there is the question of the maximum ordinal. It was in
hope of illumination on this point that I originally turned to your book,
but I was disappointed. Your suggestions, both there, and in R d M was
that there is no proof that ordinals are well-ordered. But Cantor proved
it, virtually, in 1895, I think, when he proved that ordinals of the second
class are well-ordered. The limitation is quite otiose in his proof. Apart
from that it is very easy to prove that every series is well-ordered which
has none but well-ordered segments. For a not-well-ordered series must
contain a regression; and this has segments, which likewise are regressions, and in which lie each of them in some segment of the original
series. To my mind the difficulty of the maximum ordinal is of equal
dignity & importance with that of the maximum cardinal; and whatever
sets my mind at ease about the one will, if I am not mistaken, set it at
ease about the other.
I noticed, by the way, that you did not, in your article in R d M,
adopt Cantor's method of proving that ordinals of the second class are
well-ordered. Thus you did not involve yourself in a contradiction which
I expected to find you had. But do you not, on the other hand, assume
the existence of WI without proving it? Suppose I choose to assert that
every well-ordered series is either finite or denumerable, what is there, in
your article, to prove that I am wrong? But if that assertion is true, the
class WI is the null-class.
Here I should like to set down a proof, which I am well aware is
unsound, of this same assertion. Some ordinals, e.g., w, W, wW, are
definable in a finite number of words. Let us suppose that there is any
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ordinal which is not so definable. The ordinals less than this particular
one are a well-ordered series. Hence if among them there are any which
are not finitely definable, there is one of these less than all the others.
This least member of the class is then the least ordinal which is not definable in a finite number of words. But this is absurd, for I have just
defined it in thirteen words. Going back a little I infer that one not fmitely-defmable-ordinal cannot exceed another such; therefore there is at
most one such; and this again is absurd. Hence every ordinal is fmitely
definable.
Suppose, then, that any well-ordered series has more than a o members. It has also more than a o and these have among them more than a o
types of arrangement or ordinals. Some of these, therefore, are incapable
of finite definition, for a definition is a finite collection of words, such
collections are a denumerable aggregate, and there are not enough to go
round. It follows, from what we have already proven, that no well-ordered series can have more than a o members.
This little piece of sophisty, with others which it has suggested to
me and may to you, seems to have some bearing on the difficulties of the
maximum ordinal, the maximum cardinal, and the Contradiction. But I
have written too much already, and will now only say that if you have
travelled any nearer a solution of these puzzles since writing your Principies, I should be most grateful for any hint you could send me.
I remain
yours faithfully
G. G. Berry.
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LETTER 2: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road,
Summertown, Oxford.
May 7, 1905.
Dear Sir,
I must apologize deeply for not having acknowledged earlier by
letter your kind reply to my first communication. The reason is partly
that I naturally desired to comment on the topics revised; and in respect
to the most important of them, the question of functionality. I still find
myself unable to do so with any confidence. The fact that the contradiction puzzles so many persons of undoubted intellect proves that there
must be some widespread wrongheadedness which affects most public
thought on the subject; and it may be my share in this unhappy endowment which makes it hard for me to admit that the expressions you name
are other than functional. The nature of my difficulty may be perhaps
must emphatically stated by asking the questions: If xRy is not a function
of x, R, and y, what right have you to use the notation? Do you nQt
thereby imply just that care of constant meaning in the expression the
absence of which appears to be your ground for denying its functionality?
Your second letter raises an interesting point which is not entirely
new to me. I perceived long ago that my theorem on 'Limited Validity'
rested on the assumption that x'k always exists, when k is any class of
exclusive classes; but I shelved the consideration of this proposition till
after I had made my peace with this Contradiction and allied difficulties.
Meanwhile, the proposition seemed to me to be tacitly assumed by all
writers on the subject, and I thought it permissible and allowable to build
upon it such temporary and provisional results as are alone to be obtained, so I think, until those fundamental difficulties are solved.
At that time, 'all writers on the subject' did not include you, for I
then knew nothing of your work relating to the subject. Now, however,
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I must beg you to be included, on the ground of Principles, p 118, l[ine]
l1-"(as is easily done)". The thing you then thought could easily be
done is precisely the thing you now say you cannot do. In this passage I
have just cited you are treating of an hypothesis according to which k and
k' are two similar classes of exclusive classes, and one of the possible
1-1 correspondences between them is such that each term of k is similar
to its correlate in k! You say then that it is easy to prove u 'k sim u 'k';
but to do so you must assume the existence of X'E, where E is a class of
classes of 1 + 1 relations: viz each member of E is the class of 1 + 1 relations connecting some one member of k with its correlate in k'. For,
given that u sim v, we have a class of 1 + 1 relations, and there is no
universally applicable recipe for selecting one single relation from the
class.
Thus, I take it, the existence of x'k is assumed by anyone who
asserts that every class of cardinals has a unique and determinate sum, or
who identifies multiplicative universally with the addition of equal numbers, or exponentializing with this multiplication of equal factors.
Again, the doubtfulness of the existence of x'k begins, I submit,
when k contains a o terms. That is, e.g., you cannot infer u'ksimuk' when
k & k' are progressions of (not-ordered) couples. You can of course,
arrange the couples one by one, but if you arrange this arbitrarily; that is
tum each couple into an ordered couple independently of all the rest, you
can only begin a process which can never be finished, and you cannot
assume that a state of things exists which could only be brought about by
ordering ill the couples. If you can claim the right to argue from the
hypothesis of one intellect capable of performing an infinity of independent acts; or of and infinity of intellects cooperating simultaneously; the
same hypothesis, I should think, would justify the general proposition
3'x'k where k is ~ class of exclusive classes.
If I am right in this, another consequence would be that we cannot

affirm that every class which contains 11 members however great a finite
integer n may be, necessarily contains a class with the cardinal number
a o • The hypothesis affirms that however many times we have subtracted
a member from the class, others still remain to be subtracted; but it gives
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no ground for saying that there is any method of defining a procedure by
which it is settled in advance which term is to be subtracted at every
stage. We have thus to face the possibility of a number {3 which is neither
greater nor less than CXo nor equal to it, viz. Nc'u'k where k is a class of
unordered couples & Nc'k = CXo •
The subject seems to me to be connected with the questions raised
by my former argument about finitely definable ordinals, and with your
remarks on infinitely complex wholes, and also with the question of
whether it is possible to prove the existence of a class without giving this
means of isolating one particular member of it, as when one proves the
existence of the irrational by proving the irrationality of Y/2 or some
other determinate irrational.
I cycled back to your house this afternoon & would have called but
that I observed signs of visitors. Perhaps, seeing you have been good
enough to speak of our meeting, you might be willing to take a walk with
me some afternoon in the pleasant district you have come to live in. I
am, however, at liberty on Thursday & Sunday afternoons.
I am glad you & Mr. Whitehead like the theorem, and as I have
said, I only claim for this a provisional and conditional validity.
Yours faithfuly
G. G. Berry.
LETTER 3: G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road,
Summertown.
Sept 6, 1905
Dear Sir,
I still have some literature of yours, namely several of Jourdain's
memoirs; before long I hope to bring them back. The treatment of transfinite ordinals does not seem at all satisfactory to me; a good deal is to
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my thinking unsound, and the sound part is unnecessarily Cumbrous. Still
I am not sorry to have read them, for they have suggested several new
ideas to me.
One question in particular rouses my interest, and that is the relation between members of ten series w .. W2, ••• , W-Y' ••• and their indices.
If we think out the series of ordinal numbers by omitting every ordinal
which has a predecessor having the same cardinal as itself, we get a
series generally supposed to be ordinally similar to the ordinal one. It
remains so if we further omit the finite number at the beginning, and if
we now put this last series into parallel correlations with the original
series of ordinals, beginning at 0, w-y is the term in the thinned out series
which corresponds to 'Y in the full series. To me, it is a matter of doubt
whether even w, exists; but I am considering the consequences of this
hypothesis that there is an w-y for every ordinal 'Y.
Now Jourdain lays it down as an accepted theorem that there can
be no ordinal 'Y for which w-y = 'Y. I should very much like to know the
ground of that statement, because I think the contradictory of it can easily
be proved, on the hypothesis that for every 'Y there is an w-y.
An ordinal w-y equal to 'Y may be called a self-suffixed ordinal. To
define a self-suffixed ordinal greater than any assigned ordinal 'Y, we
form the series
{3 .. {32' {33' ... ,

{3-y, •••

defined by,
{31
{3-y

= 'Y+1
= W/3-y-l

The sum to infinity of two progressions of {3's (or their lines, which is
the same thing) is an ordinal 0 such that W,s = o. The least self-suffixed
ordinal will be the incredibly huge structure
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which tends off to infinity. Suppose we denote this by 0, and the next
highest self-suffixed ordinal by Oh then O2 , ••• , Ow, .•. & so on, the
suffixes of the Os will be all possible ordinals, and by the same process
as before we can get a self-suffixed Ov that is an Ooy equal to 'Y.
Thus if there is a good proof that Woy > 'Y, we can infer that the
series w, Wh w2 , ••• is shorter than the series of ordinals. But I suspect
that the statement rests on a vague conception of "ordinal that can be
reached by Cantor's principles of generation" containing an unnecessary
limitation as to the way those principles can be applied.
I have no fresh light on the contradictions. Have you?
Yours sincerely,
G. G. Berry.

LETTER 4: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road,
Summertown.
Sep 19, 05
Dear Russell,
Thanks for Hobson and Hardy.
The general criticism of the former on the latter-that, so much
being left to arbitrary selection, the series of type w, cannot be said to be
defined-is one that I agree with, and is in fact the criticism I was expecting to find applicable.
But the other objection, according to which the second term of a
Hardy sequence must get infinitely big, is, I think, quite mistaken. You
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will fmd my treatment of this point written out separately. Hobson and
Burnside seem to have succumbed to the temptation to make an illicit
inference from the case of any v to that of No.
I should be obliged if you would write out for me the leading
formulae for the construction of your No series. I can't reproduce them
consistently from memory.
It would be interesting to know whether Hobson would refuse to
admit that he himself has a shape unless he can find something else of
exactly the same shape. The uniqueness of certain aggregates is no reason
for refusing to assign them types and cardinal numbers. There is no
objection to gaining new types by arranging old types, as long as you
don't count types as having been made before they are arranged.
When the postulating method is sound, it can always be converted
into the genetic method. The only way to prove that a set of attributes is
self-consistent is to produce something which combines them. Pieri's
postulating treatment of geometry depends on the instance obtained by an
arithmetic meaning of 'point', for its consistency, and he might have
began with that definition and made the treatment genetic. The objection
to Cantor's treatment of ordinals is not that it is genetic, but that some
untrue principle has been mistakenly admitted into the body of "principles
already" recognized as true. If the arithmetical continuum has also been
defined by an unsound genetic construction, as Hilbert suggests, there
can be no hope in the postulatory method.
The difficulty about finite definability is relevant to this order of
ideas, because at first sight Cantor's theorem appears to prove that some
real numbers are not finitely definable. When we look into the proof we
see that it comes to this; in terms of any Cio of real numbers a real number may be defined not belonging to that Cio • So that if the theorem were
taken as proving that indefinable real numbers exist, it would be by
defining a particular indefinable real number in terms of a supposed
progression of all the definable ones. If we are right in concluding that
'finitely definable' is not a determinate predicate, then the contradiction
disappears, not at the same time Cantor's theorem ceases to be a reason
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for believing that there are real numbers which are in no sense finitely
definable. My suggestion at present is that 'finitely definable' is a common expression for a class of predicates; that this class is determinate in
intention, so that we know what predicates belong to it; but indeterminate
in extension, so that the predicates have no logical sum, and there is no
class of things definable as the class of things that have some one or the
other of the predicates.
Your new No is also a link that it is possible for a class of classes
to exist without having a logical sum.
A subject that stands in need of clear statement is that of mathematical existence. A exists mathematically, if the assumption that A exists, along with other assumptions, leads to no contradiction. But what
other assumptions? If primary ones, then A and B may each exist, while
the hypothesis that A and B both exist may be self-contradictory. There
may be no such thing as a mathematical universe: i. e., a system of entities such that the supposition of an entity not in the system necessarily
leads to a contradiction. I am not sure that the solutions of the contradictions are not to be found on these lines.
Having now assimilated all that I can from Hardy and Hobson, I
am sending them back. The next thing I want to see is Du Bois Reymond's discussion of the lawless decimal; probably the book is in one or
other of the libraries.
With kind regards
Yours sincerely
G. G. Berry.
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LETTER 5: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road.
Sep 24.1
Dear Russell,
Thanks for your letter: I am just writing to communicate what
seems a discovery viz the proposition

I have also proven that No is well-ordered in respect both of f and
and that every well-ordered series is similar to a segment of it.

~,

Of course these results can't be said to be true because they involve so many contradictions. But I think I have proven them subject to
such reservations. You will probably find it more amusing to make
proofs of your own than to send mine, especially as I am so inexperienced a Peanist.
I didn't know Hobson had a more idiomatic shape than anybody
else; it was a random phrase. As for his pamphlet, I took down the reference to Du Bois Reymond, and that is all I should want to look at it
again for. Thanks all the same for the offer of it.
Does he call certain aggregates 'sphinxlike' on the ground that
there was only one Sphinx?
Yours sincerely,
G. G. Berry.

1. After reading the next missive, it is possible to conjecture that both letters (Sept 24 and Sept 26)
were written in 1905.
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LETTER 6: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell

1908?'
Hamilton Road.
Sep 26
Dear Russell,
I sent you a statement of the proposition I have been meditating on.
The alternative definition of No which I was trying to get out appears to
be less simple than I had thought at first. The third and, I hope, true
version of this result is given on pp. 4 & 5. The idea which I have expressed by J leads to a contradiction without the introduction of any
ordinal idea. You claim, I think, the same for your No, but I don't myself
see how to prove No!x.:::> .x - EX without using ordinal notations of some
kind. [The notion I used for this purpose was that of epsilonic and non-episolonic classes. u, is episolonic if in the progression

we always have u,+,

E

U,].

These investigations, I think, demolish the 'consistent aggregate'
explanation of Burali-Forti, since we get the contradiction without assigning 'types' to anything.
If you propose to solve the puzzle by admitting properties which do
not define classes, you have to face the possibility of restating the contradiction in terms of properties only, eliminating the notion of class, as can
be done with the x E x contradiction.

I hope I haven't caused you to waste time by sending mistaken

1. Russell dated this letter in his own hand. The !heme of the letter suggests !hat it was written in
1905, immediately after !he previous letter was sent to Russell. If this is the case, then I believe that
Russell dated !his letter some years after it was written.
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versions of my proposition. This time, as I also send proofs, it will matter less if there is an error.
Yours sincerely,
G. G. Berry.
LETTER 7: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road
Oct 8, 1905
Dear Russell,
I am glad the Ms interested you. The proof you sent me that
No v Ix. :::> .x - ex

is not unlike one I had already hit on, viz. that if

<p!x. 55 :yex.:::> .y-ey,
<p is an inductive property.
If you are still interested in the possibilities of nothing, you may
like to see the enclosed which is the result of further meditation on the
same fertile topic. I took for starting-point the definition I had before
mistakenly given for No and tried to find what it really does define. If I
am right, it covers everything which can be made out of nothing. A point
which I haven't cleared up yet is how to distinguish, by a not ordinal
criterion, between what I have called derivative objects and standard
objects in general. As to functions and properties in general, I don't think
I have any new ideas.
Yours sincerely,
G. G. Berry.
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LETTER 8: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road,
Nov 2,06
Dear Russell,
Thanks; I will come up on Tuesday.
Since I saw you last, I have meditated a little on the subject of
lying, partly because I have had uncomfortable personal relations with a
real liar-a young woman who was in my service but now is not.
Now supposing this young woman were seeking a new situation in
your house, might not a communication pass from my wife to yours
containing a proposition of the following form:
Not all the propositions affirmed by Elsie Coombes are true?
Now, Elsie Coombes herself does not assert this proposition, and if
she did it could not be said that all her other statements are true. No
difficulty arises on ordinary views. But in your view, have you not to
translate the above quotation from an imaginary letter into the following
form:
It is not false for every value of x and y that x is a finite integer,

that y is a proposition of type x, that Elsie Coombes asserts y, and that y
is false;
which is equivalent to authorizing the class of preproposition of
finite type.
You may perhaps say that your present view allows types to be
lumped together up to a specific figure, and that you would translate
rather like this:
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There is a proposition of one of the types 1, 2, 3, ... , 1000000
which is false and asserted by Elsie Coombes.
If so, I should say that here 1000000 does not mean 'a million',
but a 'sufficiently large finite number'? That is the higher type of propositions that are not apprehended but only denoted; and the validity of
their denotation seems to me to stand or fall with the possibility of abstracting from the type-number. An 'and so on' which leaves nothing to
whim must have a determinate meaning of some kind.

Perhaps you will have some light to show on Tuesday.
Yours sincerely.
G. G. Berry.
LETTER 9: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Southside,
Hamilton Road,
Oxford.
April 17, 1910
Dear Russell,
Your problem is one that interests me, partly because I once tried
to solve it myself. After vainly trying to prove that your solution is right
I went on the other track and soon succeeded in finding what seems to be
a proof that it is wrong.
The point at which your plan breaks down is fl; and the reason it
breaks down there is that if p. ;e 1, the ultimate position of p. in the
representations of ordinals less than fl' is nothing else than fl itself. That
is, in these predecessors of f I, all the natural numbers, except 1, have the
same ultimate position, and the only operative rule of priority is the one
which makes the smaller precede the greater integer. Then the series
which ought to be of type fl' is only of type w.
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Now, how do I know that the ultimate position of JL is
is the limit of
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In this

€l

....

w,w '" ,w "," ,w "," , ...
and I find that in the interval between any two successive terms of this
series every integer except 1 receives promotion at least once. For example, between WW and WW there is a series, whose type is w W, if ordinals
each of which is immediately preceded by 1 in the highest derivative to
which it belongs; let these ordinals be denoted by ~l' ~2' ••• , ~W' ••• , ~~,
... . Suppose, too, that in the representation of wW the first terms are 1,
JL2, JL3, ••• , JLv' ••• now, in representing wW+ 1, wW+2 etc, the number JL2,
JLI" ••• receive promotion; between ~l & ~l +w, we promote JL~, ••• , JLv'
... ; in general, if " is of form (2r+ 1)25 + 1, JLv finds promotion between
the formation of ~5 and that of ~5+W. Hence between forming wW and ~W'
all the terms in the representation of wW which have a finite position
become promoted to positions greater than WW.
In the representation of ~W' the finite positions will be occupied by
numbers which in the representation of WW had positions 1, w, w + 1, ... ,
w+ JL, ••• These will all be shifted between ~w and ~2w' When we get to
~w2' all the terms of WW between positions 1 &
will have been promoted; and so it will go on; if 11 is a mUltiple of w, by the time we get to ~1/'
all the terms in the representation of WW between the 1st and the 11th will
have been promoted to positions in advance of the wWth. If then, JL is any
integer but 1, I can take 11 between the position of JL in WW and w W, JL
must therefore be promoted beyond the wWth place, and the ultimate
position of JL in arrangements preceding fl is higher than wW. But I might
here take

w

and

w'"

....
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and

and the result would have been the same. The ultimate position of p., thus
exceeds every term of
(,)

(a), (a)

(,).,

,(a)

, •••

This is an incomplete statement of the argument, but I think it will
enable you to construct a complete one for yourself, if you have not done
so already. If you find anything inconvincing [sic], or any lacuna which
you cannot fill I should be glad if you would mention it; I may have
assumed something without real proof.
By "derivatives" I understand series of ordinals; the (~+ l)th derivative contains those which in the ~th have no immediate predecessor; if ~
is a limit-ordinal, the ~th derivative consists of those which are common
to all derivatives prior to the ~th; the arrangement is always in ascending
order of magnitude & the 1st derivative consists of those which have no
immediate predecessor in the complete series of ordinals. The ~th derivative begins with 1, ~, 2~, 3~, & consists of the multiples of ~.
The arrangement you give for wand WW seem to me faulty; in
the even numbers should all occupy places between wand w.

w

I think I shall now try to prove that the problem can't be solved-if
I find anything further I will write.
Yours sincerely,
G. G. Berry.
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LETTER 10: From G. G. Berry to Bertrand Russell
Hamilton Road,
Oxford.
April 20, 1910.
Dear Russell,
I have hit on another argument which it may save your labour to
have at once. It goes further than the first argument & shows that you
cannot make your method adequate by adopting a new method of constructing the representations for 'Y + 1 while retaining the old one for
limit-ordinals.
Suppose then you have a successful plan for representing all 2w
class ordinals in which ordinals of the 2w species (i. e., having no immediate predecessor) are dealt with by your method of the ultimate position. I
am going to deduce a contradiction.
Your arrangements representing ordinals of the 1st species are Nl
in number. Classify these arrangements according to their last term; we
have one class of arrangements ending with 2, another ending with 3, &
so on; since Nl members are distributed among No classes, some class has
Nl members; let the arrangements of this class all end with p..
Let the types of the arrangements ending with p. be arranged in
ascending order, tJh tJ2, ... , tJ~, ... The suffixes exceed any 2w class
ordinal; hence we have the progression,

Let the limit of this progression be O. There are three alternatives.
(1) 0 is of form 'Y+ 1. This is impossible since 0 is the limit of a
progression.
(2) 0 is of form -y+w. This is impossible because there would be
then an No of B' s exceeding 'Y and falling short of 'Y + w. Two
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consecutive {J's would differ by a finite amount; but between
{Jvwand {J(r+l)w there is an infinity of {J's if of no other ordinals.
(3) 0 is of neither of the form -y+ 1 nor of form -y+w. Now consider your rule for the series which is to represent O. The
position of p. is determined by its "ultimate position" in the
series representing ordinals prior to O. Its positions are successively greater than all {J's and :. have 0 for their limit.
No other integer has a higher "ultimate" position. Hence if-y
is the type of the series of p.'s predecessors in the series
representing 0, 0 is of type -y + c5 when c5 is formed of p. and
its successors. But these successors, having all the same
"ultimate position" viz 0 are in ascending order of magnitude
and the type is either ." or W hence we have 0 = -y + 1 +." or
o = -y+ 1+w; i.e., 0 is of type -y+ 1 or of type -y+w.
The reason I don't think it likely that the problem can be solved is
this. Suppose the solution is found, its sufficiency has to be proved. That
is, we have to prove that, if ~ is of the 2nd class, the method provides a
representation of ~. Now the method must fail for ordinals ~ WI; and the
problem of proof will assume this form: show that if the method fails for
~, ~ ~ WI; and this seems to me the opposite of the hopeful task. It is
conceivable that the fact of ~ being < WI is implied in the construction,
by making it start from a supposed arrangement in a progression of terms
which are also arranged in type ~; but then the construction would have
to be such that starting from anyone of the possible progressions we
should always arrive at the same result; and this, too, seems improbable.
Where is the work of Hausdorff, to which you refer, to be found?
Yours sincerely,
G. G. Berry.
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6.6 Alfred N. Whitehead.- Whitehead played a fundamental
role in Russell's development as a mathematician and as a philosopher.
They first met when Whitehead examined Russell for admission to Trinity College at Cambridge University. Afterwards, Whitehead taught Russell 'statics' at the same university, and Whitehead also advised Russell
on his fellowship dissertation. They became colleagues as philosophers of
mathematics when they decided to join efforts and publish Principia
Mathematica. Their friendship cooled because of their differing opinions
on the First W orId War.

LETTER I: From Alfred N. Whitehead to Bertrand Russell

The Mill House Grantchester
Nov 16, 1900.
Dear Bertie,
I have been studying Peano's arithmetic - Formulaire, 1899. He
seems to have prematurely identified his symbols with those of ordinary
mathematics. The result is that he is led into some inconsistencies. Thus
- [the references on left are to the formulaire, on right are for my convenience of quotation].

§9 *1.1 a,b,c

€

cls.C:.

§20. *5.4 b

€

No.::>. +b

§23 *2.4 a

€

No.::>.a

§25 *1.0 a,b
a, b

€

€

€

€

a& b = :x

€

a.Cxx u

€

b ... (1)

No & No ... (2)

= +a ... (3)

No.::>. axb = ab = O[(+a)b] ... (4)

No:::>:. (1)

n (2) n (3) n (4).::>.a+b = a b = axb!!
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My belief is that the development according to his own principles is
much more lenghty than the one he gives-I have been working at it in
my interval of leisure.
Yours ever,
A.N.W.
LETTER 2: From Alfred N. Whitehead to Bertrand Russell

1902.1
Everything, even the object of the book, has been sacrificied to making
the proofs look short and neat. It is essential, especially in the early parts
that the proofs be written out fully.
[A. N. Whitehead].

[Whitehead's criticism of my first
draft of *1- 5 of
Principia Mathematica]. 2
LETTER 3: From Alfred N. Whitehead to Bertrand Russell
The following is a reproduction of a telegram Whitehead sent
Russell, when Whitehead thought that Russell had solved his contradiction.

1. The date was added by Russell, first in pencil at the time he added Whitehead's name in square
brackets.
2. After some time, Russell went over the date in blue ink and added the explanatory note in the same
ink.
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6.7 G. H. Hardy. - Hardy was, perhaps, the mathematician
from Cambridge University that Russell admired the most. In 1942,
Hardy wrote a pamphlet [Bertrand Russell and Trinity], as part of the
campaign to get Russell reinstaled, in which he discussed the particulars
of Russell's dismissal from his Lectureship in 1916. Later on, in 1944,
he also played an important role in Russell's reinstalement. Some of the
following letters were written as a consequence of the polemics generated
by Zermelo's proof of the Well-Ordering Theorem and Hobson's comments on it and other articles on this topic.
LEITER 1: From O. H. Hardy to Bertrand Russell

Trinity College,
Cambridge.
Oct 14'03.
Dear Russell,
I enclose a letter I received this morning from Jourdain (whom I
think you know), which I hope will interest you. It seems to me now that
my criticism was not sound mathematics, though it certainly seemed like
common sense.
In the case I took (the universe consisting of a large solid spherical
Earth-a particle moving in a line with the centre) it is plain that 2 observations do in general [?] the motion. But if (in Jourdain's notation)

we have 2 distinct solutions. viz.
x = -lhgt2

+ Ihgttl

&

x=O
which are functionally distinct x

= 0 not being a particular case of x =
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-Ihgt2 + CIt + c2 • And I seem to have been misled by this & by not
knowing enough about the nature of the general differential equations of
dynamics. If we have an yO
y

+ Ay + B = 0

(say A, B constant for implicity) we have the solution (i) if we have any
particular values of y, Y (ii) if we have 2 values of y; so it seems the 2
things are the same really, and my argument is wrong in spite of its
apparent plausibility-for certainly the datum of y does seem a priori to
contain much more.
The other point about the a's is also interesting but I don't think
Jourdain is write [sic]. For if anything seems obvious it is that the series
of a's does exist. I had tried myself when writing my Q. J. paper to set
an argument for every a being in the series (but came to the conclusion
that I couldn't) out of Burali-Forti's contradiction. My line of argument
was to show that adding one more to the whole series meant nothing if
(and only if) it was already similar to the aggregate of all Entities. But
even then the series

being ordinally the same as

there seems no reason why one should not put a o on at the other end.
However if you have (as Whitehead says) solved all the difficulties
about the greatest cardinal etc I suppose you have solved Burali-Forti's
contradiction too.
Yours sincerely
G. H. Hardy.
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LETTER 2. From: Bertrand Russell to G. H. Hardy
Bagley Wood, Oxford. June 22, 1905.
Dear Hardy,
How odd that our letters about Hobson should have crossed. I am
glad to know his particular criticism of you is wrong; I was not clear
enough about your way of defining your limiting terms to be sure.
The other point of criticism is not, I think, quite what you take it
to be. The question is this: Any No which has no predecessor is the limit
of a number of different progressions. In order to fix what sequence is to
represent (say) WW in your correlation, you must settle which of all the
progressions whose limit is WW is to be chosen as the one out of which
you construct your diagonal. That is, you must pick out one, & only one,
progression from each class composed of all progressions having a given
limit. Since the number of ordinals having no predecessor is infinite, you
can't simultaneously pick one term out of each of the above classes of
progressions unless you have a rule. It is, as you will perceive, a case of
Whitehead's multiplicative class. Put

= class of progressions whose limit is a Of.
Prog(a) = p 3 [(3bJ3). {1 < a . p = w ((1)] Of

w(a)

i.e., Prog (a) is composed of all classes w({1) where {1

<

a.

For your construction , you require a term of

where xCk

=

p C 3 {p uCk : u

€

k .:J. P

n u € I} Of.

i.e., 11 is got by picking one term out of each member of k.
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The norm is required for this process of picking out one term from
each member of Prog(cxl).
You might suppose (as I did till lately, & as most people seem to
do) that if a set of classes consisted of mutually exclusive classes, none
of which were null, it must be possible to form a class composed of one
term out of each class in the set. This may be true, but I know of no
reason for believing it. The point is, that there is not necessarily any
definition of such a class as we want. The results are very awkward.
E. g., one can't (at least I can't) identify the two Dfs of the finite, by
induction & by non-similarity of whole & part. I can't prove that if you
have an infinite number of pairs of boots, you must have an even number
of boots, unless (as is likely) your right boots can be distinguished from
your left boots, in which case the number of right boots = the number of
left boots. But if you are faddy, & have no difference, there is no way of
selecting one out of each pair (no norm in Hobson's phrase); thus if k is
the class of pairs, xCk may be null, & you can't prove that the number of
boots is even.
Hobson's norm always concerns multiplicative classes or close
analoges of them. If k is a class of classes, & fu a function of classes, f
is a norm in his sense if u € k.:::> fu € u. In this case, the class of terms
of the form fu gives us what we want. This is Zermelo's assumption in
proving all classes can be well-ordered. He makes his assumption universally, in which case it is equivalent to (3f): 3Cu.:::> u. fu € U, i. e., "there is
a certain operation f which transforms every existent class into a member
of itself". This is a rather tall for aRp.
Yours sincerely,
B. Russell.
U.

P.S. I see I have forgotten to answer your specific question about Du
Bois Reymond's decimal. I think it is true that a decimal in which the
digits obey no law is indefinable, & that there is no reason to believe that
it is an entity at all. Taking the scale of notation Z, every class of finite
numbers defines a decimal, namely E 2-x where Y. is the said class. For
this it is necessary & sufficient that there should be a class Y.. But a class,
when it is infinite, can't be defined by extension, but must be defined by
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a propositional function satisfied by the members of the class & by no
other terms. Any such propositional function constitutes a law or norm;
in the absence of a law, therefore, we get no class & no decimal. [For
the existence of a class, a propositional function is necessary, but not
sufficient; the propositional function must be of the sort that I call ~
~, i.e., equivalent to "x has the predicate so-&-so". This results
from my contradiction; & it solves Burali-Forti & all other paradoxes I
have been able to discover.]
Hobson is not clear, but I think he is in the main right; except in
the following points: N° 4, (2), is vague, & N°S 6, 7, seems to me mistaken. His criticism of you, also, as you point out, is mistaken in one
point; in the others, for ought I know, you may be able to supply what is
required. I think of answering him, but not very controversially: much of
what I have to say is out putting his views more clearly.
B.R.
LETTER 3: From G. H. Hardy to Bertrand Russell
Cranleigh
Surrey
June 30
[1908].1
Trinity College,
Cambridge.
Dear Russell,
I have thought about what you said in your letter and discussed the
points with Jourdain, whom I saw recently. I see the point now quite
clearly, I think, & I see that the 'norm' which I suggested in my former
1. Russell dated this letter some years after receiving it. It is clear from the topics under discussion
that this letter was written in 1905. In addition, there are other elements that confirm this date [see:
Grattan-Guinness 1977a, 54]. This letter has already been extensively quoted in: Grattan-Guinness
1978a.
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letter does not meet the real difficulty. I think that further analysis of the
f-numbers might do so (in the particular case) but I can't say I think this
very probable.
The following points still puzzle me:
(i) Is definition by extension logically restricted to finite classes. In
'Pro of Math.' (§71) you seem to say, No. Do you adhere to this, and if
so, doesn't it affect the root of the multiplication class difficulty?

2. Is Cantor's proof of 20<0 > <Xo open to the same objection. His
'diagonal class' is defined by Cn = 1 if Cn •n = 0, = 0 if Cn •n = 1. Isn't
this perfectly definite i.e., without 'freedom of choice'? If so how does
denying the X' class solve the difficulty of the greatest cardinal?
3. If Hobson is right, is there any reason for supposing that the
continuum is not enumerable, or even if it is not, for supposing that C >
20<0 is not all we can say about its cardinal? I am not even clear we could
not prove that C is = 20<0.
4. In any case, how does denying the X' solve Burali-Forti's contradiction? This at present, I don't see at all.
5. Do you regard Burali-Forti's argument as unassailable, apart
from denying the X' class? I am half inclined to agree with Schoenflies
that it is at bottom unmeaning, though I can't put it even to myself in a
satisfying way. Isn't it possible that your original solution was right
(denying that W is well-ordered) in the sense that although W (as Jourdain has shown) has undenially some of the properties of its members, it
has not all, and in particular not those which make addition of 1 logically
possible. I daresay you have some more general and fundamental way of
stating B-F's argument, but I don't know what it is.
6. Jourdain showed me a letter in which you say Konig proves 200
~ a l • I don't think he does; he proves 200 ~ ap where {3 = 'Y + W, in
particular ~ aw ' This, so far as it goes confirms Cantor's view, according to which
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for then every 8.y is a

unless'Y is a limit number. I fancy Konig's argument can be intended to
prove 2&0 ¢ ao, {3 = any limit number.
7. Is the case of the decimals really a parallel to my particular
difficulty? In the case of the decimals, the X' class ~ exist because we
can point to particular members of it, e.g., 11111 .... My difficulty is
to specify ~ member of the class I want.
Doesn't this show that Hobson hasn't really got hold of the point;
for he makes the two cases parallel? The difficulty for Jourdain, Zermelo, and so, is exactly the same as for me. It also applies to Konig,
Bernstein, etc.-and it seems to me that if Hobson is right his remarks
about 'the debt which we owe to Cantor's genius etc' must be taken cum
pano.
8. Is your agreement with Hobson on the 'norm' question~? I
rather gather (from your excepting §§6.7) that you still uphold the aleph-series but I am not clear.
9. (A minor point). Did Du Bois really deny the gesetzioses Decill1fl1.. I haven't done more than look at his book, but he puts the objections into the mouth of his Realist (and I thought he rather sided with the
Idealist).
My present position is rather like this:
I admit that it seems impossible to prove the existence of the multiplicative class in general, and I don't see how to do it in the particular
case I want. I seem to see pretty clearly that for any 'Y there is a special
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fund-sequence, one which anybody but a born fool would choose, but I
certainly can't formulate a finite set of rules for it.
On the other hand to deny the class 1) seems paradoxical, as an
idealist would say 'does not satisfy the intellect', 2) does not seem logically necessary, 3) does not seem to me (though I am open to conviction)
to solve in an obvious way difficulties otherwise insoluble, 4) seems to
make hay of a lot of the most interesting mathematics.
In connection with 5 do you believe at all in 'inconsistent aggregates'?
I'm sorry to have to bombard you with such an alarming list of
questions.
Yours sincerely,
G. H. Hardy.
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LEITER 4. From: Bertrand Russell to G. H. Hardy
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LETTER 5: From G. H. Hardy to Bertrand Russell
Cranleigh
Surrey
July 5
Dear Russell.
Many thanks for your explanations, which relieve me not a little. I
am particularly glad to hear what you say about the question of 3'x'k
existing not being involved in the explanation of the contradictions. I
haven't fully mastered all your letter yet (my symbolism is 3 years out of
date) but I think I see all the general points, there are still one or two
things about which I am not clear.

1. As to Of. by extension. I don't see that
l'a V l'b = x '{x = a. V .x = b}
really does away with it. I mean that the disjunction A = a. V . x
really defined by extension. Then as regards the disjunction

= b is

A = a . V . x = b . V . x = c. V ...•

exactly the same point seems to arise as in the case of the ordinary notion
of Of by extension. Why should not x'{x = a. V. etc} be a valid Of
without a ¢'a/\ [definable in finite terms]? (the number of x = a 's not
being finite). And doesn't the case of the continuum seem to indicate that
this must be so? If its cardinal is 20:0, and if Cantor's first proof of 200 >
Ci o holds, I agree that it seems we must recognize 'classes of integers not
defined in finite terms'. [In fact is it not necessary to suppose that a Of
is a finite no. of repetitions etc' is too narrow].
C

2. Does the theory of cardinals o! proceed as of old by way of
x'k? If so, taking the instance you give, in which the k's have no xve
class, but k + 1's can be defined which have, can one avoid
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k = Nc'k. k = k

+

1,

~ =

0, (k

+

l)a

~

1,

supposing for simplicity the cardinals of every k all equal & infinite. In
my case every k = 200 £P < O. k = w(JJ) = els. of progtns whose limit
is P1.
I should not like to say that anything so abstract and general as Zermelo's axiom strikes me as obvious, exactly: but I will go as far as saying that the more one thinks of it the more paradoxical the contrary
seems, so that, unless it appeared to lead to contradictions I should (in
default of proof) be disposed to assume it and hope for the best. I suppose that Jourdain's & Zermelo's arguments are not unassailable even if
3'x'k, depending as they do on Burali-Forti's contradiction. I always felt
with Zermelo that it was the end and not the beginning of his argument
that I found hard to swallow. Bernstein & Konig on the other hand depend simply on 3'x'k. I thought for a while that Bernstein's proof of 200
~ 0/ 1 was independent of it; but he selects one out of all the ways in
which an w can be arranged in a given {J, so that he seems to be in much
the same position, as myself.
I daresay I shall want to ask more questions when I have been
through your letter again.
Yours sincerely,
G. H. Hardy.
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6.8 Eliakim Hastings Moore.- E. H. Moore was, perhaps,
the most influential mathematician in the United States of America at the
turn of the century. At the time he wrote this letter, he was the head of
the Mathematics Department of the University of Chicago and, a year
later, he was the editor of the Transactions of the American Mathematical
Society.
LETTER 1. From E. H. Moore to Georg Cantor
September 5, 1898
My dear Sir and Colleague From Mr. Professor James of our University you know that our
Mathematical Club has been given during the last year considerable
attention to your Mengenlehre. - - - In particular, with reference to the
well-ordered totalities and the corresponding ordinals (carry out a hint of
your recent paper "II"). I presented in the spring the two theorems
(which you probably have yourself established):
ex) The totality {7} of ordinals 7 < a given ordinal as arranged in
natural order, is a well-ordered totality whose ordinal 7' is
7-1, if 7 is finite
7,

if 7 is transfinite.

And, conversely;
(3) The ordinal 7' of any (definite) totality {7} of ordinals 7, full to
the bottom (i. e. such that every ordinal 7' < an ordinal 7 is itself an
ordinal 7 of the totality {7}), as arranged in natural order is
I

the largest ordinal 7, if the totality {7} is finite
an ordinal 7', if the totality {7} is transfinite,
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where 10)

T'

> every T,

20) no ordinal

T"

exists, such that

T'

>

T"

> every T.

Now, barring error in these theorems, (3) shows that the totality of ill
ordinals is not a definite totality in the sense of your fundamental explanation of paper "I". - - At least, this is the only explanation I see of the
paradox resulting from taking for {tl the totality of all ordinals.
[My theorems have a certain contact (of content not of origination)
with the two papers of BuraIi-Forti in the 1897-8 Palermo Rendinconti-- though he is of course working independently of your recent papers].
I am hoping you will honor me by statements as to your solution of
the paradox above. - - If my suggestion is correct, does it not become
necessary to introduce (besides the analytical logical processes) ~
strained synthetic processes as basal elements in the Mengenlehre) - and thus to take a general position (analogous to that of Kr6necker on
"finiteness") and to build up a theory for each distinct group of constructive processes utilized?
Believe me, with very high respect,
Yours most truly,
E. H. Moore
Professor Dr. Georg Cantor.
Halle a. S.
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